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SUMMARY

Scientific simulations running on High End Computing machines in domains

like Fusion, Astrophysics, and Combustion now routinely generate terabytes of data

in a single run, and these data volumes are only expected to increase. Since such

massive simulation outputs are key to scientific discovery, the ability to rapidly store,

move, analyze, and visualize data is critical to scientists’ productivity. Yet there are

already serious I/O bottlenecks on current supercomputers, and movement toward

the Exascale is further accelerating this trend.

This dissertation is concerned with the design, implementation, and evaluation of

middleware-level solutions to enable high performance and resource efficient online

data analytics to process massive simulation output data at large scales. Online data

analytics can effectively overcome the I/O bottleneck for scientific applications at

large scales by processing data as it moves through the I/O path. Online analytics

can extract valuable insights from live simulation output in a timely manner, better

prepare data for subsequent deep analysis and visualization, and gain improved per-

formance and reduced data movement cost (both in time and in power) compared to

the conventional post-processing paradigm.

The thesis identifies the key challenges for online data analytics based on the

needs of a variety of large-scale scientific applications, and proposes a set of novel

and effective approaches to efficiently program, distribute, and schedule online data

analytics along the critical I/O path. In particular, its solution approach i) provides

a high performance data movement substrate to support parallel and complex data

exchanges between simulation and online data analytics, ii) enables placement flex-

ibility of analytics to exploit distributed resources, iii) for co-placement of analytics

xv



with simulation codes on the same nodes, it uses fined-grained scheduling to harvest

idle resources for running online analytics with minimal interference to the simulation,

and finally, iv) it supports scalable efficient online spatial indices to accelerate data

analytics and visualization on the deep memory hierarchies of high end machines.

Our middleware approach is evaluated with leadership scientific applications in

domains like Fusion, Combustion, and Molecular Dynamics, and on different High

End Computing platforms. Substantial improvements are demonstrated in end-to-

end application performance and in resource efficiency at scales of up to 16384 cores,

for a broad range of analytics and visualization codes. The outcome is a useful and

effective software platform for online scientific data analytics facilitating large-scale

scientific data exploration.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

1.1.1 Need for Online Scientific Data Analytics

The last decade has witnessed explosive increases in data in many science domains.

Thanks to the tremendous technical advances in computation and instruments, scien-

tists can now obtain data at unprecedented scales and fidelity. For example, scientific

simulations running on High End Computing machines in domains like Fusion, Astro-

physics, and Combustion now routinely generate terabytes of data in a single run, and

these data volumes are only expected to increase. The data carries information of the

subjects being investigated, and is essential for scientific discoveries. Consequently,

the ability to rapidly store, move, analyze, and visualize data is critical to scientists’

productivity.

The “Big Data” generated by scientific simulations and instruments imposes

steadily increasing pressure on the I/O and storage sub-systems associated with such

facilities. In fact, for high end simulations, I/O is now widely recognized as a severe

performance bottleneck for both the simulation and data post-processing. This is be-

cause while simulations generate ever larger data volumes to be analyzed/visualized,

there is an increasingly large disparity between the I/O and computational capabili-

ties on most High-End Computing (HEC) machines [108]. Factors like contention on

shared resources [90] and complicated I/O patterns [89] further exacerbate the attain-

able I/O performance on those platforms. The combined effect results in undesirable

situations where a substantial portion of the simulation runtime is spent in writing

data to the storage system [108]. Furthermore, scientifically important analysis and

1



visualization on the output data incur considerable I/O overhead (e.g., it has been

reported that data read times from storage can consume up to 98% of the total run-

time for large-scale visualizations [34]). Another important issue is the undue power

consumption of large and/or repeated data movements into and out of storage [127].

Unfortunately, such I/O bottlenecks are only expected to exaggerate

Online data analytics has emerged as an effective way to overcome the I/O bot-

tleneck for scientific applications running at the Peta-Scale and beyond. In this

paradigm, data analytics is deployed on the same HEC platform where the simulation

runs, with simulation output data processed while it is being generated. Compared to

conventional post-processing methods that first write data to storage and then read

it back for analysis, online data analytics has the following significant advantages:

First, online data analytics can significantly reduce on-machine data movement

and disk I/O activities, which results in reduced simulation and data processing

runtimes.

Second, online analytics can extract valuable insights from live simulation output

in a more timely manner, which makes it particularly useful for real-time simulation

monitoring, data diagnostics, and computational steering.

Third, by processing data as it moves through the I/O path, online data analytics

can better prepare data for subsequent deep analysis and visualization.

Substantial previous work in our team and elsewhere has demonstrated that many

useful analytics can be performed in an online fashion. Typical use cases include data

reduction, compression and filtering prior to data movement, data re-organization for

improved storage access or to enable useful analysis, and data processing and analysis

to monitor simulation progress or status and to provide end users with rapid insight

into scientific outcomes produced by simulations. In fact, the utility of online data

analytics is evident from its wide adoption of leading scientific applications, including

the S3D combustion simulation [1, 162], the GTC [70, 160] and GTS [139, 162] fusion
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simulations, CHIMERA astrophysics simulation [11], Trillions [106], CTH [71, 67],

and FLASH [50, 94]. Given the increasingly high volumes of output data generated

by scientific simulations, we expect that online data analytics will become common

practice for applications running on current peta-scale and next generation high end

machines and we note that this trend in high performance computing is mirrored by

similar recent work in efficient “stream data processing” in the enterprise domain [19,

141, 142, 143].

1.1.2 The State of The Art

Online data analytics and visualization have gained much recent attention from the

Scientific Computing community. Current work falls into two categories: 1) novel

online data analytics and visualization algorithms, including indexing [35, 69], com-

pression [73], feature extraction [3], and various visualization techniques [151, 102];

and 2) supporting tools and infrastructures. The first category describes the target

workloads we aim to support. Regarding the second category, a number of systems

and tools have been developed to support online data analytics and visualization, and

they can be further categorized according to their placement strategies of online an-

alytics along the I/O path. As shown in Figure 1, simulation output data originates

in compute nodes, is moved via the interconnect to the I/O servers of the parallel

file system, and finally reaches back-end persistent storage. Existing supporting in-

frastructures have explored various options to place online analytics along the I/O

path.

1) Analytics and Visualization Libraries. ParaView’s co-processing library [102],

VisIt’s remote visualization [20], and other online visualization work [151, 138] offer

software libraries with collections of analytics and visualization routines. Although

those libraries do not impose restrictions on where they can be executed and can be

directly invoked as function calls, the libraries must rely on external data movement

3
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Abstract—Increasingly severe I/O bottlenecks on High-End 
Computing machines are prompting scientists to process 
simulation output data online while simulations are running 
and before storing data on disk. There are several options to 
place data analytics along the I/O path: on compute nodes, on 
separate nodes dedicated to analytics, or after data is stored on 
persistent storage. Since different placements have different 
impact on performance and cost, there is a consequent need for 
flexibility in the location of data analytics. The FlexIO 
middleware described in this paper makes it easy for scientists 
to obtain such flexibility, by offering simple abstractions and 
diverse data movement methods to couple simulation with 
analytics. Various placement policies can be built on top of 
FlexIO to exploit the trade-offs in performing analytics at 
different levels of the I/O hierarchy. Experimental results 
demonstrate that FlexIO can support a variety of simulation 
and analytics workloads at large scale through flexible 
placement options, efficient data movement, and dynamic 
deployment of data manipulation functionalities. 

Keywords- I/O, In Situ Data Analytics, Placemen, Flexibility 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Peta-scale scientific simulations running on high end 

computing machines in domains like Fusion [22], 
Astrophysics [14], and Combustion [20] now routinely 
generate terabytes of data in a single run, and these data 
volumes are only expected to increase. Since this massive 
data is key to scientific discovery, the ability to rapidly store, 
move, analyze, and visualize data is critical for scientists’ 
productivity. Yet there are already serious I/O bottlenecks on 
current HEC machines, and movement toward the Exascale 
is further accelerating this trend. 

Online data analytics has emerged as an effective way to 
overcome the I/O bottleneck for scientific applications 
running at the Peta-Scale and beyond. By processing data as 
it moves through the I/O path, online analytics can extract 
valuable insights from live simulation output in a timely 
manner, better prepare data for subsequent deep analysis and 
visualization, and gain improved performance and reduced 
data movement cost (both in time and in power) compared to 
solely file-based offline approaches. The utility of the 
approach is evident from its wide adoption of leading 
scientific applications like the S3D combustion simulation 
[49], the GTC [22] and GTS [47] fusion simulations, 
Trillions [27], CTH [29], and FLASH [42].  

For real-time processing of the outputs generated by 
large scale simulations, a key problem to address is “where” 

analytics are placed along the I/O path: on compute nodes 
integrated with application codes, on compute nodes as 
separate software components, on nodes dedicated to 
analytics (also termed ’staging nodes’), or offline (after data 
is placed into persistent storage) (as illustrated in Figure 1). 
Placing data analytics involves deciding the resources to 
allocate to analytics computation and realizing the data 
movements between simulation and analytics. Previous 
experimental results and analytical models [52] show that 
analytics placement can significantly impact the performance 
(e.g., runtime) and cost (e.g., CPU hours) of the coupled 
simulation and analytics and that the best placement depends 
on the particular analytics codes, data volumes, scale of 
operation, and machine characteristics. The consequent 
insight is that no single, specific placement will be ‘best’ for 
all applications and analytics. 

Such variation has important implications to both 
scientists and the software that supports analytics. Scientists 
desire the performance benefit from good placement, but it is 
a burden for them to tune placement every time a different 
analytics code is run, especially when this requires 
significant coding effort. There is a need, therefore, for 
infrastructure that makes it easy to decide, enforce, change, 
and tune analytics placement. At the same time, if such an 
analytics software infrastructure aims to support a broad 
range of simulations and analytics, lacking placement 
flexibility limits its applicability, since fixed placements may 
cause negative or even disastrous impact on application 
performance at large scale. Flexible placement, therefore, is 
a critical element of analytics infrastructure. 

A. Placement Support in Existing Systems 
A number of systems and tools have been developed to 

support online analytics and visualization.   
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Figure 1.   Analytics Placement Options along I/O Path. 
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Figure 1: Online data analytics along I/O path.

support to run in staging nodes or on dedicated compute node cores, termed ’helper’

cores in Figure 1.

2) Helper Core Processing. Functional partitioning [81], software accelerator [129],

and Damaris [43] perform file I/O and analytics on dedicated cores in compute nodes

and leverage shared memory to pass data from simulation to analytics. Such approach

can be beneficial for some cases (e.g., when the simulation cannot scale to use all

cores), but its applicability is restricted by the memory space on compute nodes

made available by the simulation.

3) Staging Area Processing. Data Services [11], Nessie [61], GLEAN [94], and

HDF5/DSM [23] use a set of additional staging nodes to buffer and process simulation

output data. Placing analytics on staging nodes requires provisioning additional

nodes, and moving massive simulation output data to staging area can be costly and

negatively interfere with simulation [12].

4) Active Storage. Certain analytics routines may be deployed directly on I/O

servers and triggered to operate when data is written and/or read [112, 131]. Due to

resource limitations on I/O servers, the deployed analytics are usually restricted kernel
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functions. Further, access to storage nodes is not generally allowed in production

environments.

5) Offline Processing. Data written to storage is read back for additional or long-

term analysis or visualization [51], typically assisted by workflow tools [93, 40].

6) Hybrid Online Processing. As with our work, DataSpaces [1] permits analytics

to be broken down into separate pieces and deployed onto both compute nodes and

staging nodes.

1.1.3 Challenges

Despite increased adoption by real-world applications, there exist significant chal-

lenges to enable online data analytics at large scales and achieve satisfactory perfor-

mance.

[High Performance Data Movement Substrate] Online data analytics must

consume live simulation output data at runtime. Since the simulations typically run

at large scale and can frequently generate massive volumes of data, data movement

between simulation and analytics can significantly impact overall performance. In

most applications, simulation and analytics are implemented and run as separate

parallel programs for performance and/or software engineering purposes. In this

case, large data volumes are moved in many concurrent streams between sets of

communicating processes. Such data exchanges can be complex, in part due to the

potential mismatches of the data distributions and formats used by the simulation

vs. by analytics, resulting in complex and diverse data exchange patterns. To offload

from scientists the complex and error-prone task to implement and tune such complex

data exchanges, one of the major requirements for enabling online data analytics is

a data movement substrate that can support complex data exchange patterns with

high performance and scalability, by providing higher level abstractions to describe

these data exchanges. Implementing such a data movement facility is non-trivial. In
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fact, existing parallel code coupling tools are shown to have efficiency issues at large

scales [155], and only a few online analytics supporting platforms show scalability

beyond a couple of thousand cores or provide easy-to-use programming interfaces to

facilitate coupling simulations with their analytics.

[Analytics Placement Flexibility] For online processing of the outputs gen-

erated by large scale simulations, a key problem to address is “where” analytics are

placed along the I/O path (as illustrated in Figure 1): on compute nodes integrated

with application codes, on compute nodes as separate software components, on nodes

dedicated to analytics (also termed ’staging nodes’), or offline (after data is placed

into persistent storage). Placing data analytics involves deciding the resources to

allocate to analytics computation and realizing the data movements between simula-

tion and analytics. Our experimental results and analytical models [159] show that

analytics placement can significantly impact the performance (e.g., runtime) and cost

(e.g., CPU hours) of the coupled simulation and analytics and that the best place-

ment depends on the particular analytics codes, data volumes, scale of operation, and

machine characteristics. The consequent insight is that no single, specific placement

will be the “best” for all applications and analytics.

Such variation makes flexible placement a critical element of any infrastructure

supporting online analytics. On the one hand, scientists desire the performance ben-

efit from good placements, but it is a burden for them to tune placements every

time a different analytics code is run, especially when this requires significant coding

effort. There is a need, therefore, for infrastructure that makes it easy to decide, en-

force, change, and tune analytics placement. On the other hand, if such an analytics

software infrastructure aims to support a broad range of simulations and analytics,

lacking placement flexibility limits its applicability, since fixed placements may neg-

atively impact application performance at large scale. Unfortunately, most existing

online analytics systems only support certain, fixed placement choices and therefore,
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each is efficient for or applicable to only certain classes of analytics. Some permit

analytics to run at different locations, but require adopting particular coding patterns

or re-placement involves substantial re-coding.

[End-to-End Performance and Cost Tuning] When jointly running a sim-

ulation with its associated online data analytics, there is a producer-consumer data

dependency between the simulation and analytics components, effectively causing

them to form a so-called “I/O pipeline”. This pipeline’s overall performance is not

only determined by its slowest component, but it is also impacted by the interference

between concurrently running components. Such a coupled execution model calls

for tuning techniques that take into account the end-to-end performance and cost

of the entire I/O pipeline, in addition to those of its individual elements. In par-

ticular, the execution rates of the simulation and of analytics should be balanced to

reduce pipeline stalls; otherwise, the bottlenecking component would not only inhibit

overall pipeline performance, but would also cause resources to be wasted in other

components (e.g., the large-scale simulation). Another issue is the need to manage

the potential interference between simulation and analytics, to reduce negative perfor-

mance loss. Such interference can be due to contention on shared resources, including

the shared interconnect and on-node memory resources (e.g., shared last level cache

and memory bus bandwidth). As we will show in later chapters, existing work on

online data analytics often fails to consider the coupled simulation and analytics as

a whole, and is therefore, unable to deal with such issues.

[Coping with Architectural Trends] In order to achieve desired high perfor-

mance and scalability, the online analytics system should effectively exploit hardware

architecture features, leveraging ongoing trends in architecture evolution. In partic-

ular, three notable architectural features are relevant to online data analytics.

The first concerns high performance interconnects like InfiniBand and Cray’s Gem-

ini. Those interconnects commonly provide RDMA capability for low-latency, high
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throughput data movement, and should be leveraged for moving large amounts of

data between simulation and analytics.

The second is the Chip Multi-Processor (CMP, or multi-core) architecture that

is pervasive on today’s HPC machines and is expected to remain so for the fore-

seeable future. CMP architectures feature not only many CPU cores for parallel

execution, but also diverse memory resources (cache, memory controller, memory

bus, etc.) shared among concurrently executing threads. The implications for online

data analytics include: i) the parallelism provided by multi-cores makes it possible

to map simulation and analytics to different cores and running them concurrently

to exploit pipeline parallelism; and ii) the contention on shared memory resources

among co-located simulation and analytics should be mitigated to reduce negative

interference.

The third is the deep memory hierarchy equipped with Non-Volatile Memory

such as Flash SSD (Solid State Disks). DRAM is becoming increasingly expensive

(in terms of power consumption) and scarce (in terms of per-core DRAM capacity).

SSD, on the other hand, has advantages like high I/O performance and low power

consumption. It has been shown to be both feasible and beneficial to incorporate

SSDs into the node-local memory hierarchy to improve the node’s performance/cost

point. However, there has not yet been much work on porting and optimizing online

data analytics to SSD-equipped memory hierarchies, and the potential and limitations

of doing remain open questions.

[Scalable Online Spatial Indices Many analytics and visualization tasks can

be accelerated by spatial indices. A spatial index partitions a multi-dimensional

coordinates or attribute space into a bounded hierarchy, and can help quickly locate

regions of interest in massive data sets. Popular spatial indices like RTree, Octree, and

KD-Tree are commonly used in many types of analytics, including volume rendering,

iso-surface, N-point correlation, kernel summation, feature tracking, and so forth.
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To use spatial indices for online analytics, however, there are several challenges to

address. First, the index must be constructed from live simulation output data of

high volume and velocity. This calls for index construction methods that can operate

in a streaming manner, where the overheads of generating, buffering and transferring

spatial indices need to be carefully managed and tuned to avoid overwhelming the

overall I/O pipeline. Further, since most analytics run as parallel programs and

their performance is sensitive to data distribution, they can suffer severely from data

skews. This implies that the spatial indices (along with the original data) must be

properly distributed and should achieve load balance for queries, even with skewed

data distributions. Although there exists extensive prior work on distributed spatial

indices in the context of databases and geographical information systems, little work

has been done on constructing, distributing, and querying online spatial indices for

scientific simulation output data, to accommodate its streaming nature, its high data

volumes, and its massive scale. Furthermore, the emerging deep memory hierarchy

requires index structures to be space efficient and index construction and queries on

these structures to efficiently manage data movements between the different levels of

the memory hierarchy present on high end machines.

1.2 Thesis Statement

Motivated by the importance and challenges of online scientific data analytics, this

dissertation addresses the following thesis statement:

A middleware that provides high performance data movement, flexible analytics

placement, interference management, and support for online spatial indices can en-

able high performance and resource efficient online data analytics to process massive

simulation output data at large scales.
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In order to demonstrate this statement, the thesis identifies the technical chal-

lenges in implementing, optimizing, and scaling online scientific data analytics, de-

velops middleware-level solutions to address those challenges, applies the solutions

to multiple representative real-world applications, and experimentally measures the

benefits at large scales on leadership High End Computing computers.

1.3 Technical Contributions

In this dissertation, we make the following technical contributions:

1) Targeting a common class of online data analytics termed as Preparatory Data

Analytics, we propose the PreDatA middleware for preparing and characterizing data

while it is being produced by the large scale simulations running on peta-scale ma-

chines. By dedicating additional compute nodes on the machine as “staging” nodes

and by staging simulations’ output data through these nodes, PreDatA can exploit

their computational power to perform online analytics with lower latency than attain-

able by first moving data into file systems and storage. PreDatA uses RDMA-based

asynchronous data movement to reduce I/O latency. It offers a MapReduce-like pro-

gramming model for application-specific operations on streaming data that can dis-

cover latent data characteristics and/or appropriately reorganize and annotate data

to speed up subsequent post-processing. PreDatA is useful for data pre-processing,

runtime data analysis and inspection, as well as for data exchanges between concur-

rently running simulations. Performance evaluations with several production peta-

scale applications on up to 16384 cores demonstrate the applicability of the PreDatA

approach to a broad set of useful analytics. They also show that use of PreDatA can

lead to improved simulation time, timely insight into output data and improved read

performance of output files.

2) We use both experiments and performance model to reveal that the placement

of online data analytics can significantly impact end-to-end performance of analytics
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pipelines and of the simulations ’feeding’ them, with one resulting requirement being

flexibility in the location of data analytics. Our response is the FlexIO I/O middle-

ware that enables flexible analytics placement. FlexIO provides high performance,

memory efficient intra- and inter-node data movement transports that permit diverse

analytics placement options. It offers simple high-level programming interfaces that

can be used to implement complex data exchange patterns and makes changes in

analytics placement transparent to simulation and analytics codes. Various place-

ment policies can be built on top of FlexIO to exploit location flexibility for tuning

application performance, CPU usage, and data movement cost. FlexIO operates on

both InfiniBand and the Cray XK6 with Gemini interconnect, and has been used to

implement in situ analytics for two leadership scientific applications: the GTS fusion

simulation and the S3D combustion simulation. Experiments show that leveraging

the flexibility enabled by FlexIO to tune placement can improve total execution time

by up to 30% compared to inline-only solutions and the benefit is more evident at

larger scales.

3) To improve the resource efficiency of online data analytics, we propose a runtime

approach that can run analytics using idle resources “stolen” from the simulation

on compute nodes, without reducing simulation performance. We first characterize

in detail the runtime behavior of six representative simulation codes. This reveals

that there exist substantial unused idle resources in compute nodes during a typical

simulation’s execution. These findings lead to the creation of an agile runtime system

called “GoldRush” that can harvest those otherwise-wasted, idle resources on compute

nodes to efficiently perform data analytics co-located with the simulation. GoldRush

uses fine-grained scheduling to “steal” idle resources from the simulation in ways that

incur negligible runtime overheads and minimize interference between the simulation

and analytics. This involves recognizing the potential causes of on-node resource

contention and then using scheduling methods that prevent them. Experiments with
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representative applications at large scales (up to 12288 cores on Hopper Cray XE6)

show that resources harvested by GoldRush can be used to perform useful analytics,

significantly improving resource efficiency, reducing data movement costs, and posing

negligible impact on simulations.

4) We introduce ZStore, which provides a general and scalable framework to con-

struct online spatial indices from live simulation output data, and offers the index

structures needed by analytics for answering diverse spatial queries. ZStore uses a

flexible in-transit index construction workflow embedded in the I/O path to leverage

distributed resources for building the index in a streaming manner. The workflow is

highly customizable to allow application-specific control in data distribution. ZStore

also provides a SSD-optimized buffer management utility for building an out-of-core

index on a deeper memory hierarchy. We implement two representative spatial in-

dices: RTree and Octree, and for each index, we propose novel optimizations that

significantly improve performance and memory efficiency.

As a body of work, this dissertation demonstrates a middleware solution to enable

online analytics on massive scientific data. The solution achieves scalability, resource

efficiency, and high end-to-end application performance.

From the science end users’ perspective, this dissertation makes it possible to

perform a wide range of analytics on live simulation output data in a timely and cost-

efficient manner, enhances the processs of scientific discovery, and helps scientists

cope with the data deluge on current and future High End Computing platforms.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this thesis dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter II presents application requirements for online data analytics, based on

use cases from several leadership scientific applications, discusses the limitations of

previous work, and reasons about the design choices for our middleware solution.
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Chapter III presents the PreDatA system that can be used for implementing

preparatory data analytics, and demonstrates the scalability and performance benefits

of PreDatA with two real-world applications on up to 16384 cores.

Chapter IV presents FlexIO, an I/O middleware providing high performance data

movement between simulation and analytics, and enabling location flexibility for on-

line analytics. We show that such placement flexibility can be exploited to effectively

tune the end-to-end performance of typical analytics pipelines.

Chapter V presents the GoldRush runtime system, which can harvest resources un-

used by the simulation to run analytics on the same compute nodes, and can mitigate

interference between both, thus significantly improving overall resource efficiency.

Chapter VI presents ZStore, a scalable and general framework for constructing

and querying online spatial indices from live simulation output data. ZStore also

supports efficient out-of-core indices on SSD-equipped deep memory hierarchies.

Chapter VII summarizes the dissertation, draws conclusions, and discusses open

problems and future research directions.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this chapter, we first describe applications’ essential requirements of online data

analytics supporting platforms drawn from a variety of real-world workloads. We then

develop an analytical performance model to capture the fundamental factors which

can impact the end-to-end performance of coupled simulation and analytics. Based on

the application requirements and performance model, we reason about the limitations

of previous work and the design choices for our online data analytics middleware.

2.1 Application Requirements

Although online data analytics has been increasingly adopted by the Scientific Com-

puting community, most applications have used rather ad-hoc and application-specific

implementations and many important issues are not well understood yet. For in-

stance, what is the common usage of online data analytics? What are the funda-

mental system-level factors impacting the performance of online data analytics? How

far from the optimal performance are those existing solutions listed in Section 1.1.2?

Can we support various online data analytics use cases in a way which is both general

and superior to ad-hoc solutions in performance? To answer these questions, it is

necessary to have a thorough understanding of application requirements for online

data analytics supporting platforms.

In this section, we survey a set of use cases for online data analytics from real-

world scientific applications. All these applications can scale to large core counts

and require rapid analysis of large volumes of data. They are also diverse in their

science domains, output data formats and volumes, as well as the specific analytics to

perform. Most of the applications described here are popularly used and considered as
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prominent peta-scale applications by DOE. Therefore, these applications constitute

a representative set of use cases for online data analytics.

For each application, we focus on the following characteristics: i) application scale;

ii) simulation I/O characteristics (output data format, volume and I/O frequency);

and iii) the used analytics (purpose, computation model, scalability, data expansion

or reduction ratio, etc.).

2.1.1 GTC

The first application is GTC. GTC (Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code) [70] is a 3-Dimensional

Particle-In-Cell code used to study micro-turbulence in magnetic confinement fusion

from first principles plasma theory. It outputs particle data that includes two 2D

arrays for electrons and ions, respectively. Each row of the 2D array records eight

attributes of a particle including coordinates, velocities, weight, and particle label.

The last two attributes, process rank and particle local ID within the process, jointly

form the label that globally identifies a particle. They are determined on each particle

at the start of a simulation and remain unchanged throughout the particle’s lifetime.

These two arrays are distributed among all processes, and particles move across pro-

cesses in a random manner as the simulation evolves, resulting in two out-of-order

particle arrays. In a production run at the scale of 16,384 cores, each core can output

two million particles roughly every 120 seconds resulting in 260GB of particle data

per output.

As shown in Figure 2, three analysis and preparation tasks are performed on

particle data. The first involves tracking across multiple iterations of a million-particle

subset out of the billions of particles, requiring searching among the hundreds of

260GB output files by the particle label. To expedite this operation, particles can be

(and for our example are) sorted by their labels before searching. The second task

performs a range query to discover the particles whose coordinates fall into certain
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Figure 2: Illustration of online data analytics for GTC.

ranges. A bitmap indexing technique [130] is used to avoid scanning the whole particle

array, and multiple array chunks are merged to speed up bulk loading. The third

task is to generate 1D histograms and 2D histograms on attributes of particles [64]

to enable online monitoring of the running GTC simulation. 2D histograms can also

be used for visualizing parallel coordinates [64] in subsequent data analysis.

2.1.2 GTS

The second application, GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation), is a global three-

dimensional Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code used to study the microturbulence and as-

sociated transport in magnetically confined fusion plasma of tokamak torodial de-

vices [139]. Similar to GTC, GTS simulation outputs particle data containing two

2-dimensional particle arrays for zions and electrons, respectively. The two arrays

contain seven attributes for each particle, including coordinates, velocity, weight and

particle ID. In a production run, each GTS process can generate up to 230MB of

particle data per output.

The GTS particle data can be visualized by using parallel coordinates [64, 121].

Parallel coordinates is a visualization method commonly used to depict and analyze

multivariate data. To generate parallel coordinates from GTS particle data, each
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in significant performance improvements at simulation side as 
shown in Figure 10, and meanwhile the aggregated amount of 
harvested idle periods is at least 34%, and 64% on average, of 
total available idle time. A thorough study of parameter tuning is 
left for future work. 

4.1.2 Costs of GoldRush 
The runtime cost of GoldRush at the simulation side can be 
quantified by the performance difference between GTS running in 
solo vs. co-running with analytics under the control of GoldRush. 
As mentioned earlier, this difference is 1.7% on average.  

The simulation side cost of GoldRush can be further divided into 
two parts: the first part is the time spent in the GoldRush runtime 
itself (i.e., the time to execute the GoldRush marker APIs and 
monitoring signal handler), and the second part is simulation 
slowdown due to context switches and remaining interference 
from analytics. We internally instrument GoldRush and find that 
the aggregated time of the GoldRush runtime itself is small, 
constituting no more than 0.3% of the simulation’s main loop 
time. Concerning runtime monitoring, the measured memory 
usage of storing GoldRush monitoring data in main memory is no 
more than 5KB per simulation process in all test cases. 

4.2 GTS Application with In Situ Analytics 
GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global three-
dimensional Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code used to study the micro-
turbulence and associated transport in magnetically confined 
fusion plasma of tokamak toroidal devices [41]. GTS outputs 
particle data during simulation. We apply GoldRush to manage 
GTS to co-run with two representative particle data analytics. 

4.2.1 Parallel Coordinate Visual Analytics 
Parallel coordinates is a visualization method commonly used to 
depict and analyze multivariate data [12][31].  We implement this 
method for GTS particle data. Each GTS particle has seven 
attribute, including coordinates, velocities, weight and particle ID. 
Each processor first generates its local plot of parallel coordinates 
from the selected particles. Then, all processors collectively 

generate the final plot through parallel image compositing [44]. 
Multiple plots of parallel coordinates can be generated and 
composited to show the relationship between different groups of 
particles. Figure 11 shows the parallel coordinates for two time 
steps, where the green areas correspond to all particles, and the 
red areas corresponds to the particles with the absolute 20% 
largest weights. Our parallel coordinate analytics can clearly 
show the evolution of particle data distribution at large scale. 

GTS is run with a typical setup, which results in particle data 
output size of 230MB per process. GTS outputs particle data 
every 20 iterations. Each GTS MPI process with 6 OpenMP 
threads is placed onto a separate socket on Hopper’s 4-socket 
compute node. Weak scaling is applied to GTS from 768 to 12288 
cores. Within each node, 20 visual analytics processes are placed 
onto the cores where the simulation’s OpenMP threads are 
running. The 20 analytics processes are divided into 5 groups. 
Each group has 4 processes with one process running on a 
separate socket. GTS particles output data of successive timesteps 
are distributed among the 5 analytics process groups in a round-
robin manner via the ADIOS shared memory transport [47]. Both 
the original particle data and the generated images are written to 
the file system. 

For comparison, we also run GTS and visual analytics “Inline”: 
the simulation directly calls the visual analytics routine. In this 
way, simulation and analytics are performed synchronously. We 
use a multi-threaded OpenMP version of the parallel coordinates 
processing routine to get the best possible inline performance.  

Performance: Figure 12 (a) shows the main loop time of GTS 
simulation with 12288 cores on Hopper. Similar to previous 
experiments, the performance of GTS is best with GoldRush 
interference-aware scheduling. “Inline” has worst performance, 
due to synchronously performing analytics and file I/O. Figure 13 
(a) shows the scaling of simulation-side slowdown. The GoldRush 
interference aware policy has better scalability than the OS 
baseline solution, which promises its utility at even larger scales. 
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Figure 12. GTS performance with 12288 cores on Hopper. 
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Figure 13. Scaling results on Hopper. Figure 13 (a) shows the 
slowdown of GTS (comparing to Solo case) with different 

scheduling policies. Figure 13 (b) compares the data movement 
costs of running parallel coordinates in situ vs. in transit. 

 

 
Figure 11. Parallel coordinates for GTS particle data. The 

two images are drawn from 2 timesteps of particle data each 
with 120GB in size. The red lines highlight particles with the 

absolute 20% largest weights. 

Figure 3: Parallel coordinates for GTS particle data. The two images are drawn
from 2 timesteps of particle data each with 120GB in size. The red lines highlight
particles with the absolute 20% largest weights.

processor first generates its local plot of parallel coordinates from the selected parti-

cles. Then, all processors collectively generate the final plot through parallel image

composition [153]. Multiple plots of parallel coordinates can be generated and com-

posed to show the relationship between different groups of particles. Figure 3 shows

the parallel coordinates for two time steps, where the green areas correspond to all

particles, and the red areas corresponds to the particles with the absolute 20% largest

weights. Our parallel coordinate analytics can clearly show the evolution of particle

data distribution at large scale.
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Figure 4: Illustration of online data analytics for Pixie3D.

2.1.3 Pixie3D

Pixie3D [30] is a 3-Dimensional MHD (Magneto Hydro-Dynamics) code that solves

the extended MHD equations in 3D arbitrary geometries using fully implicit Newton-

Krylov algorithms. Pixie3D employs multigrid methods in computation and adopts

a 3D domain decomposition. The output data consists of eight 3D arrays that repre-

sent mass density, linear momentum components, vector potential components, and

temperature, respectively.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, various diagnostic routines are performed on Pixie3D out-

put data to generate derived quantities such as energy, flux, divergence, and maximum

velocity. These derived quantities, along with the raw output data, are then read by

visualization tools like VisIt for interactive visual data exploration. Pixie3D employs

the BP file format for fast write performance [87]. Array layout re-organization is

performed to speed up subsequent read access.

2.1.4 S3D

The fourth application is S3D combustion simulation code. S3D is a state-of-the-art

flow solver for performing direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent combus-

tion [44]. During its execution, S3D simulation periodically outputs species data

which are 22 3-dimensional double-typed arrays.

There are two types of visualization for the S3D data. The first is a parallel volume
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rendering program [152] which renders images for each every species. The volume

rendering program uses the same 3D domain decomposition as the S3D simulation,

but may run on a different number of processes. Therefore, the 3D arrays need to be

re-distributed from the simulation processes to the analytics processes. Such a data

exchange pattern is so-called “MxN” [13] and requires appropriately

The second visualization is iso-surface extraction. An iso-surface is constructed

by first finding all voxels in the volume data whose values contain a given iso-value,

and then applying the classic Marching Cube algorithm [91] to generate polygons

for the iso-surfaces. The iso-surface extraction can be accelerated via the Octree

index [128]. We build an online Octree from the S3D volume data. During the

Octree construction, we use a pre-defined iso-value range to guide the refinement of

Octree, so that the regions which contain iso-values are indexed by Octree nodes at

finer granularity. Each node in Octree contains a minimum and maximum value of

its covered volume. To perform marching cube computation, the Octree is traversed

from top down in breadth-first order, and the iso-value is used to filter out branches

whose ranges do not to overlap with the iso-surface.

2.1.5 LAMMPS

LAMMPS (Large Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) [114] is a

popular Molecular Dynamics simulation code. It is written with MPI and performs

force and energy calculations on discrete atomic particles. LAMMPS can be coupled

with the SmartPointer [148] analytics pipeline for online data exploration. As part

of the SmartPointer pipeline, the Bond analytics program takes as input the atoms

array emitted from LAMMPS simulation, and calculates and outputs bonded atom

pairs (two atoms whose distance is within a pre-defined threshold) among all atoms.

The original Bond implementation uses a two-level loop to calculate bonded atoms

and has a complexity of O(N2) where N is the total number of atoms. RTree index
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can be used to accelerate Bond computation. A RTree index can be built using the

3D coordinates of atoms. Then for each atom, a spherical query is performed on the

RTree to find those atoms whose distance is within the threshold and hence is bonded

with the query atom. Both RTree construction and query is of complexity O(NlogN),

so the total time complexity of Bond is reduced to O(NlogN).

2.1.6 Summary of Application Requirements

From the application use cases described above, we can make the following observa-

tions regarding application’s requirements for online data analytics supporting plat-

forms.

Need for High Performance Data Movement. The online data analytics

needs to consume live simulation output data at runtime. Since the simulations

typically run at large scale and can generate massive volumes of data, the data move-

ment between simulation and analytics can have a significant impact on overall per-

formance. Therefore, the underlying data movement facility needs to achieve high

throughput and low latency and keep its impact on application performance as small

as possible.

Supporting Complex Data Exchange Patterns. In most applications, simu-

lation and analytics are implemented as separate parallel codes. The data movement

between them consists of a potentially large number of parallel data streams between

multiple processes. Such data exchange can get further complicated by the fact that

the data distribution and format at simulation side may differ from the one adopted

by the analytics side (the 3D array data re-distribution in S3D is one such example).

It would be very difficult and error-prone for domain scientists to implement such

complex data exchange patterns by themselves. Therefore, certain high level abstrac-

tion is needed to ease the expression of data distribution at simulation and analytics

sides and the data exchange between them. Such a high level interface should be
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coupled with well-tuned underlying data transports to achieve high performance.

Need for Rich Meta Data. In order for online data analytics to process the

simulation output data, sufficient information regarding the data need to be carried

from simulation to analytics. Such meta-data ranges from variable name, data types

and array shapes, to various data indices (e.g., the R-Tree and Octree spatial indices

required by analytics for LAMMPS and S3D, respectively). The meta-data not only

makes it feasible for analytics to interpret the data, but can also lead to performance

improvements (e.g., using index to speed up queries on data); besides, the presence

of meta-data makes data self-descriptive and avoids hard-coding analytics for specific

data structure/format. Therefore, the underlying supporting platform should provide

support for meta-data generation, dissemination and interpretation. Among the var-

ious types of meta-data, support for online spatial indices is particularly important

due to their wide usage.

Supporting Diverse Analytics Computation Models. We define the compu-

tation model of an analytics as the order in which it processes input data and the way

its computation is parallelized. The analytics used in the five applications are diverse

in their computation models: some can process simulation output data in arbitrary

order while others requires specific ordering of data; some are sequential programs,

some are multi-threaded, while others are implemented as MPI parallel programs.

Ideally, the underlying supporting platform should pose few restrictions on analytics

computation model to allow generality and flexibility in analytics implementation.

2.2 Performance Model

In this section, we develop a simple analytical performance model for coupled simu-

lation and analytics. The main purpose of the model is to capture the fundamental

factors impacting the end-to-end performance and cost, so that we can quantitatively

reason about the principal design trade-offs in online data analytics middleware. In
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particular, it can help us to compare various existing designs listed in Section 1.1.2.

Such comparison supplements other efforts [33] focused on the usage models and

software engineering implications associated with different online data analytics mid-

dleware designs.

2.2.1 Performance and Cost Metrics

Before introducing our model, we first define a few performance and cost metrics.

Total Execution Time: the time from the start of simulation and analysis to

the completion of both, also termed “Time to Insight” in our prior work [10]. This

performance metric measures how long it takes to finish both the simulation and

analysis, the idea being that it is the scientific insights derived from data analysis

that drive science end users [15].

Total CPU Hours: the total nodes used multiplied by the total execution time

(in units of hours). This metric measures the cost of a run, as supercomputing centers

commonly charge end users with the total number of CPU hours consumed by their

jobs. Another useful cost metric is a run’s total power consumption [48], which we

will consider in our future work.

2.2.2 Analytical Modeling

Our model is constructed by comparing the performance (Total Execution Time) and

cost (Total CPU hours) with the Inline vs. Staging approaches, both of which have

been actively developed and successfully applied in practice. In the Inline approach,

analytics are performed by simulation processes synchronously in compute nodes,

while in the Staging approach, simulation output data is transferred to a dedicated

set of staging node and processed there by analytics. We will show how to extend

the model to other cases in Section 1.1.2.

For modeling purpose, we consider the simple but common usage scenario of

online data analytics (shown in Figure 5(a)). In this case, the simulation periodically
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2(c) separately show the timeline of simulation and analysis with 
the Inline and Staging approaches. Omitting the initialization and 
finalization phases of long running simulation, Tinline and 
Tstaging can be calculated as follows: 

)]()([ PsimTaPsimTsimKTinline +×=  

)}(,)(max{ PaTaTrecvTsendsPsimTsimKTstaging ++××=
 Define the performance speedup of using Staging over Inline: 

Tstaging
TinlineSpeedup =  

    And let PsimPa /=α (size of staging area as percentage of 
total simulation nodes), and )(/)( PsimTsimPsimTa=β . This 
results in: 
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α
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+
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PsimTaTrecvTsendsPsimTsim

PsimTsimSpeedup

    An upper bound on Speedup can be derived as: 

sSpeedup /)1( β+<  
In the formula above,  β denotes analysis time as percentage of 

simulation time at the scale of Psim nodes, and s is the slowdown 
factor of simulation time due to staging (s≥1) (e.g., slowdown due 
to network contention caused by additional data movements 
needed for staging[3], if any). 

Since the Staging approach uses additional Pa nodes to offload 
analysis and may improve the total execution time through 
pipelining effect, it is interesting to understand the conditions 
under which Staging can achieve the maximum speedup with 
some associated cost. Figure 3 shows three different possible 
relationships between staging area size (α) and Speedup. In each 
figure, there are three regions: inefficient region (or sub-linear 
speedup region, colored yellow), efficient region (or super-linear 
speedup region, colored blue), and over-provisioned region 
(where no more speedup could be gained by increasing size of 
staging area, colored purple). 

    Figure 3(a) shows a case where Staging can outperform the 
Inline approach in both performance (Speedup>1) and Cost 
(Parallel Efficiency>1). The conditions are: (i) no slowdown, i.e., 
slowdown factor s=1; (ii) no additional delay due to data 
movement to staging: Tsend=0; (iii) simulation time between 
successive output steps is larger than the time required to receive 

and analyze data: Tsim(Psim)>Trecv+Ta(Pa); and (iv) Ta(P) 
scales sub-linearly with P. Note that if analysis is sub-linear, then 
when scaling it down to run on some smaller number of nodes, 
the cost (Ta(P)×P) is reduced. This may create a "sweet-spot" 
region, shown as [β0, (1+β)/s-1]in Figure 3(a), where α% of 
additional nodes as staging area can speedup the total execution 
time by more than α%! 

Figure 3(b) shows a case for linear-scalable analysis. As can be 
seen, if analysis scales linearly, i.e., can be performed locally on 
compute nodes with no communication, then there is no savings 
in CPU hours by offloading it to a staging area (since the product 
Ta×Pa is constant), but offloading will only introduce additional 
costs for data movement.  

Figure 3(c) demonstrates a case where the minimum size of the 
staging area (α0), determined by the memory requirement to 
accommodate simulation output data plus the analysis code/data, 
is larger than (1+β)/s-1. In this case, the Staging approach with 
any staging area size α>α0 will always falls into the inefficient 
region.  

2.3 Summary of Performance Modeling 
We use the performance model to review previous work in In-

situ I/O processing by our group and others and draw the 
following conclusions. 

Firstly, the staging approach can benefit non-scalable analysis 
actions. An interesting property of staging is that the performance 
improvement is more evident with less scalable analysis. Our 
work with GTC and Chimera applications[34][2] evaluated the 
feasibility of offloading various operations to a separate staging 
area (e.g., file writing, format conversion, array layout re-
organization, histogram calculation, indexing, and sorting),  and 
achieved the "sweet-spot" region shown in Figure 3(a) for both 
applications at large scale. Section V will provide results with 
Pixie3D application, which also benefits from placing non-
scalable analysis into the staging area. 

Secondly, placing linear-scalable analysis in the staging area is 
less cost-effective than placing it inline, since there will be 
additional costs for data movement but no reductions in total CPU 
usage. Data filtering[24], sampling[1], in-situ compression[17] 
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Figure 5: Timeline for Inline and Staging approaches.

generates output data and passes the data to an analysis component, which then

immediately performs certain processing actions. The term “analytics” is used to

denote actions ranging from simply writing data to storage, to data analytics such

as feature extraction, indexing, compression, to the processing needed for coupling

scientific codes, to data conversions for storage, and data visualization. We assume

a processing model in which such actions are arranged as computational dataflow

graphs, where each such directed graph describes the inputs/outputs of individual,

indivisible analysis actions and the data movements between them. The formulation

shown below may be applied to any bi-section cut across this graph to evaluate the

placement of all computations before and/or after the cut. The notations used in our

model are summarized in Table 1.

We denote the Total Execution Time using Inline and Staging approaches as

Tinline and Tstaging, respectively. Figure 5(b) and 5(c) separately show the timeline

of simulation and analysis with the Inline and Staging approaches. Omitting the

initialization and finalization phases of long running simulation, Tinline and Tstaging

can be calculated as follows:
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Table 1: Major notations used in model.
Psim Total number of nodes on which simulation is run
Pa Total number of nodes in staging area (if present)
Tsim(P) Simulation’s wall-clock time between two consecutive

I/O dumps when running on P nodes
Ta(P) Analytics’ wall-clock time for processing one simulation

output step when running on P nodes
Ta(P) Analytics’ wall-clock time for processing one simulation

output step when running on P nodes
K Total number of I/O dumps
α α = Pa/Psim
β α = Ta(Psim)/Tsim(Psim)
Tsend Simulation-side visible data movement time
Trecv Staging node-side visible data movement time
s Slowdown factor of simulation

Tinline = K × [Tsim(Psim) + Ta(Psim)] (1)

Tstaging = K ×max{Tsim(Psim)× s+ Tsend, Trecv + Ta(Pa)} (2)

Define the performance speedup of using Staging over Inline:

Speedup =
Tinline

Tstaging
(3)

And let α = Pa / Psim(size of staging area as percentage of total number of simula-

tion nodes),and β =Ta(Psim)/Tsim(Psim).This results in:

Speedup =
Tsim(Psim)(1 + β)

max{Tsim(Psim)× s+ Tsend, Trecv + Ta(Psim× α)}
(4)

An upper bound on Speedup can be derived as:

Speedup < (1 + β)/s (5)

In the formula above, β denotes analysis time as percentage of simulation time at

the scale of Psim nodes, and s is the slowdown factor of simulation time due to

staging (s≥1) (e.g., slowdown due to network contention caused by additional data

movements needed for staging [12], if any).
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needed for staging[3], if any). 
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speedup region, colored yellow), efficient region (or super-linear 
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(where no more speedup could be gained by increasing size of 
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    Figure 3(a) shows a case where Staging can outperform the 
Inline approach in both performance (Speedup>1) and Cost 
(Parallel Efficiency>1). The conditions are: (i) no slowdown, i.e., 
slowdown factor s=1; (ii) no additional delay due to data 
movement to staging: Tsend=0; (iii) simulation time between 
successive output steps is larger than the time required to receive 

and analyze data: Tsim(Psim)>Trecv+Ta(Pa); and (iv) Ta(P) 
scales sub-linearly with P. Note that if analysis is sub-linear, then 
when scaling it down to run on some smaller number of nodes, 
the cost (Ta(P)×P) is reduced. This may create a "sweet-spot" 
region, shown as [β0, (1+β)/s-1]in Figure 3(a), where α% of 
additional nodes as staging area can speedup the total execution 
time by more than α%! 

Figure 3(b) shows a case for linear-scalable analysis. As can be 
seen, if analysis scales linearly, i.e., can be performed locally on 
compute nodes with no communication, then there is no savings 
in CPU hours by offloading it to a staging area (since the product 
Ta×Pa is constant), but offloading will only introduce additional 
costs for data movement.  

Figure 3(c) demonstrates a case where the minimum size of the 
staging area (α0), determined by the memory requirement to 
accommodate simulation output data plus the analysis code/data, 
is larger than (1+β)/s-1. In this case, the Staging approach with 
any staging area size α>α0 will always falls into the inefficient 
region.  

2.3 Summary of Performance Modeling 
We use the performance model to review previous work in In-

situ I/O processing by our group and others and draw the 
following conclusions. 

Firstly, the staging approach can benefit non-scalable analysis 
actions. An interesting property of staging is that the performance 
improvement is more evident with less scalable analysis. Our 
work with GTC and Chimera applications[34][2] evaluated the 
feasibility of offloading various operations to a separate staging 
area (e.g., file writing, format conversion, array layout re-
organization, histogram calculation, indexing, and sorting),  and 
achieved the "sweet-spot" region shown in Figure 3(a) for both 
applications at large scale. Section V will provide results with 
Pixie3D application, which also benefits from placing non-
scalable analysis into the staging area. 

Secondly, placing linear-scalable analysis in the staging area is 
less cost-effective than placing it inline, since there will be 
additional costs for data movement but no reductions in total CPU 
usage. Data filtering[24], sampling[1], in-situ compression[17] 
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Figure 6: Speedup of Staging vs. Inline.
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Since the Staging approach uses additional Pa nodes to offload analysis and may

improve the total execution time through pipelining effect, it is interesting to under-

stand the conditions under which staging can achieve the maximum speedup with

some associated cost. Figure 6 shows three different possible relationships between

staging area size (α) and speedup. In each figure, there are three regions: inefficient

region (or sub-linear speedup region, colored yellow), efficient region (or super-linear

speedup region, colored blue), and over-provisioned region (where no more speedup

could be gained by increasing size of staging area, colored purple).

Figure 6(a) shows a case where Staging outperforms the Inline approach in both

performance (speedup is greater than 1) and cost (Total CPU Hours). The conditions

are: (i) no slowdown, i.e., slowdown factor s=1; (ii) no additional delay due to data

movement to staging: Tsend=0; (iii) Ta(P) scales sub-linearly with P ; (iv) simulation

time between successive output steps is larger than the time required to receiveand

analyze data: Tsim(Psim) > Trecv+Ta(Pa). Note that if analysis is sub-linear, then

when scaling it down to run on some smaller number of nodes, the cost (Ta(P)×P) is

reduced. This may create a ”sweet-spot” region, shown as [β0, (1+β)/s-1] in Figure

6(a), where α% of additional nodes as staging area can speedup the total execution

time by more than α%!

Figure 6(b) shows a case for linear-scalable analysis. As can be seen, if analysis

scales linearly, i.e., can be performed locally on compute nodes with no communica-

tion, then there is no savings in CPU hours by offloading it to a staging area (since

the product Ta × Pa is constant), but offloading will only introduce additional costs

for data movement.

Figure 6(c) demonstrates a case where the minimum size of the staging area (α0),

determined by the memory requirement to accommodate simulation output data plus

the analysis code/data, is larger than (1+β)/s-1. In this case, the Staging approach

with any staging area size α larger than α0 will always falls into the inefficient region.
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The model can be extended to compare other approaches listed in Section 1.1.2.

For example, we can simply set the Tsend and Trecv parameters according to file

I/O performance to accommodate the Offline approach. For the Helper Core case,

we can set the Tsend and Trecv parameters according to intra-node shared memory

data movement performance, and set the slowdown factor s to capture interference

effect between co-located simulation and analytics due to contention on shared on-

node resources. The performance and cost with Hybrid approach can be modeled in

a way similar to Formula (2) (that is, treat the coupled simulation and analytics as a

pipeline), but takes into account that a portion of analytics computation takes place

synchronously at simulation side. In fact, [63] derives a model for the Hybrid case

exactly in this way and we refer interested reader to it.

2.2.3 Implications from the Model

We use the performance model to review various existing approaches to online data

analytics mentioned in Section 1.1.2. It should be noted that those approaches mainly

differ in where to place online data analytics along the I/O path. We make the

following observations.

Firstly, the Staging approach can benefit non-scalable analysis actions. An in-

teresting property of Staging is that the performance improvement is more evident

with less scalable analysis. Our work with GTC, Pixie3D and Chimera applica-

tions [160, 11] evaluated the feasibility of offloading various operations to a separate

staging area (e.g., file writing, format conversion, array layout re-organization, his-

togram calculation, indexing, and sorting), and achieved the ”sweet-spot” region

shown in Figure 6(a) for both applications at large scale. A similar conclusion can be

made for the Helper Core approach as well.

Secondly, offloading linear-scalable analysis onto the staging area or helper cores

is less cost-effective than placing it inline, since there will be additional costs for data
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movement but no reductions in total CPU usage. Data filtering [104], sampling [10],

in-situ compression [73] and visualization (such as slicing, iso-surface, and PCA) [102]

fall into this category. Those operations can scale to large core counts, extract subsets

or features of raw data and hence reduce data volume, and sometimes share large

amount of input and/or meta-data with simulation, all of which makes it beneficial

to place them inline with the simulation.

Thirdly, for approaches like Staging and Helper Core which perform analytics on

separate resources and asynchronously with simulation, it is important to move data

in a way such that (i) simulation-side visible data movement latency (Tsend) is min-

imized; (ii) the slowdown factor (s) is minimized; (iii) receiver-side data movement

latency (Trecv) is reduced to leave sufficient time for analysis to complete before the

next I/O action. Our work with the Staging approach show that it is feasible to

meet those conditions in practice: (i) by using middleware that provides specialized

data copying and marshaling mechanisms to achieve very low simulation-side visible

data movement latency (Tsend) [10]; (ii) by using contention-aware scheduling for

asynchronous data movement to mitigate the slowdown factor (s) [12]. As a forward-

ing note, this dissertation work will additionally leverage a chunk-based computation

model to overlap receiver-side data movement latency (Trecv) with analysis compu-

tation and reduce the memory requirements of the staging area (α0 ) [160]. We will

also show how to manage those factors to improve performance for the Helper Core

and other setups.

Fourthly, the applicability of any approach is constrained by memory availability.

For the Helper Core approach, the aggregated memory usage of co-located simulation

and analytics plus memory cost for intra-node data movement can not exceed compute

nodes’ DRAM capacity. For the Staging approach, at simulation side, extra memory

space is needed for asynchronous data movement; the staging area should contain suf-

ficient nodes (α0) to accommodate the simulation output and all other data and code
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to run analysis functions. The Inline approach seems to require less memory than oth-

ers, but its applicability and benefit is constrained by other factors mentioned above.

Potential solutions to the DRAM space constraint are i) implementing analytics in

computation models which process data incrementally (e.g., one-pass streaming), and

ii) extending DRAM capacity with alternative storage media like SSDs and running

analytics in out-of-core fashion on the resulting deep memory hierarchies. We will

explore both directions in this dissertation.

In summary, the major implications from our performance model are:

1) There is no single, the best analytics placement, and therefore analytics place-

ment should be made flexible.

2) Analytics placement, data movement, interference between simulation and an-

alytics, and memory efficiency of analytics are the factors which can significantly

impact the end-to-end performance and cost of coupled simulation and online ana-

lytics.

2.3 Design Choices for Online Data Analytics Middleware

2.3.1 Limitations of Existing Solutions

According to the application requirements listed in Section 2.1.6 and the implications

from the performance model in Section 2.2.3, the limitations of existing solutions are

evident.

The common, major shortcoming is their lack of support for flexible analytics

placement. Most existing systems support certain, fixed placement choices (including

Inline, Helper Core, Staging, Active Storage, and Offline approches) and therefore,

each is efficient or applicable to a limited classes of analytics. The Hybrid approach

permits analytics to run at different locations, but require adopting particular coding

patterns or re-placement involves substantial re-coding. Further, they do not support

seamlessly switching analytics between online and offline, nor do they allow dynamic
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changes in analytics placement. Such inflexibility in turn makes it very difficult (if not

possible) to tune performance through changing analytics placement, even though the

potential improvements can be high. Typical causes of limited flexibility are (1) an

inability to handle the alternative data movements between simulation and analytics

required by different placement options (i.e., supporting inter-node and intra-node

data transfer and file I/O); (2) lack of uniform higher-level interfaces that hide data

movement detail; (3) imposition of specific computation models for analytics; and (4)

inability to achieve those requirements with high performance and scalability.

Besides, all existing solutions use dedicated resources to host online data analytics.

As we will show in Chapter V, many simulations actually leave substantial amounts

of unused idle resources (CPU cycles and memory space) in compute nodes during

their execution. Those otherwise-wasted idle resources can be leveraged to run online

analytics to achieve significantly better resource efficiency. However, doing so requires

co-locating analytics and simulation on the same nodes and in turn cause severe

interference to simulation due to contention on shared on-node resources (such as

Last-Level Cache space and memory bandwidth). Existing solutions either disallow

such co-location or are largely ignorant of the interference, resulting in sub-optimal

performance and huge waste of resources at large scales.

Furthermore, existing solutions only provide limited meta-data support and gen-

erally do not allow extension or customization of meta-data. Such limitation often

cause user to implement hard-coded, non-reusable analytics routines. Another severe

consequence of limited meta-data support is that it often excludes the use of index-

ing techniques such as RTree and Octree indices required by LAMMPS and S3D,

despite that fact that those indices can be very useful for accelerating many online

data analytics.
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2.3.2 Our Solution

From our discussion so far, it is clear that a “good” supporting platform for online

data analytics should achieve the following design goals:

• Goal No. 1: Provide high level abstract interfaces to easily express complicated

data exchange between simulation and analytics.

• Goal No. 2: Support high performance data movement between parallel simu-

lation and analytics programs.

• Goal No. 3: Allow placement flexibility of data analytics along the I/O path.

• Goal No. 4: Make data analytics memory efficient.

• Goal No. 5: Effectively control interference between simulation and analytics.

• Goal No. 6: Support rich meta-data including online spatial indices.

In order to overcome the limitations of existing solutions and better support online

scientific data analytics, we develop middleware-level solutions by following the design

goals.

To achieve the Goals No. 1, 2, and 3 (high performance data movement and

analytics placement flexibility), we explore two different approaches: one from the

programming model perspective, and the other from the I/O middleware perspec-

tive. The first approach, PreDatA (Chapter III), targets an important class of on-

line data analytics termed “Preparatory Data Analytics” and provides a streaming,

MapReduce-like programming model to decompose analytics into several stages and

deploy them onto different resources along the I/O path to achieve high performance

and scalability. The second approach, FlexIO (Chapter IV), is an I/O middleware

to support diverse data exchange patterns and location-flexible online data analytics.

FlexIO provides high performance, memory efficient intra- and inter-node data move-

ment transports which allow diverse analytics placement options. It offers simple
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high-level programming interfaces which can be used to implement complicated data

exchange patterns and makes changes in analytics placement transparent to simula-

tion and analytics codes. Various placement policies can be built on top of FlexIO to

exploit the location flexibility for tuning application performance, CPU usage, and

data movement cost. Comparing to PreDatA, the FlexIO approach further relaxes

the computation model constraints and thus is more general. Nevertheless, both ap-

proaches are shown to be applicable to a broad range of useful analytics and achieve

high performance at large scales.

Regarding the Goals No. 4 and 5 (resource efficiency and interference mitigation),

we propose a runtime approach called “GoldRush” (Chapter V) which can run ana-

lytics using idle resources “stolen” from simulation on compute nodes without slowing

down simulation performance. GoldRush applies fine-grained scheduling to harvest

idle resources from the simulation in ways that incur negligible runtime overheads and

minimize interference between the simulation and analytics. This in turn can signif-

icantly improve resource efficiency and reduce data movement costs with negligible

performance impact or even improved end-to-end performance for some cases.

To achieve Goal No. 6 (rich meta-data and efficient spatial indices), we propose

a general framework called “ZStore” (Chapter VI) which provides utilities for con-

structing and querying online spatial indices in a scalable fashion. ZStore provides

a flexible in-transit workflow embedded in the I/O path for constructing index from

live simulation output data in a streaming manner. It allows application-specific con-

trol over data distribution. Representative spatial indices such as RTree and Octree

can be built with ZStore for online usage. ZStore is also optimized for deep mem-

ory hierarchies with SSD equipped, and therefore is well suited for out-of-core data

exploration.
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2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we study the application requirements for online data analytics sup-

porting platforms using real-world use cases. We also develop a performance model

for coupled simulation and online data analytics. Based on the application require-

ments and performance model, we conclude that existing solutions to online data

analytics are insufficient in supporting high performance data movement, rich meta-

data (including spatial indices), diverse data exchange patterns, flexibility of analyt-

ics placement, and effective control of interference between simulation and analytics.

This motivates us to develop new middleware solution to overcome those limitations

and better support online data analytics.
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CHAPTER III

ENABLING PREPARATORY DATA ANALYTICS

In this chapter, we target a common class of online data analytics termed “Prepara-

tory Data Analytics”, and present the PreDatA system to support that. We demon-

strate the scalability and performance benefits of PreDatA with two real-world ap-

plications on up to 16384 cores.

3.1 Introduction

Scientific applications running on High End Computing (HEC) platforms can gener-

ate large volumes of output. As these grow to peta-scale and beyond, fast write and

read accesses to massive data are becoming increasingly important, both to speed

up the simulation and to accelerate exploration of data. A prerequisite to data ex-

ploration is that data is prepared in terms of data layout, indexing, and annotation.

For example, some analysis tools prefer data to be laid out as contiguous arrays for

quick loading [150], and queries can be accelerated if data is properly sorted and in-

dexed [130]. In other words, appropriate data preparation is critical for data analytics,

inspection, or visualization to operate efficiently. Finally, ‘hidden’ in the voluminous

data sets generated by running simulations are latent data characteristics of interest

to end users, an example being statistical measures that can be used to validate the

veracity of the ongoing simulation, gain understanding of the simulation progress,

and potentially, take early action when the simulation operates improperly [54].

The object of this chapter is the development of efficient methods that properly

prepare data for subsequent inspection, storage, analytics, and even for input into

concurrent, coupled simulation models (e.g., as in climate modeling). Our approach

associates such data preparation with the output actions taken by simulations in ways
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that speed up output actions, thereby also improving simulation performance. The

software artifact developed and used for these purposes is the PreDatA middleware.

PreDatA provides scalable and flexible ways of associating data preparation opera-

tions with the I/O actions of HEC applications, by generalizing the I/O stack used by

HEC codes and taking advantage of the ADIOS I/O library [87] used in a wide variety

of peta-scale codes. The enhanced I/O stack enables efficient operations on output

data via predefined or user-provided computational functions. These functions are

performed while I/O is ongoing by staging data to where PreDatA can leverage the

computational power of selected machine nodes supporting I/O and/or connected to

the storage subsystems. Further, by using PreDatA to index or properly annotate

data, a reduction in the volume of subsequent reads performed by scientific workflows

engaged in data analysis can be achieved. This also reduces interference at the paral-

lel file system due to simultaneous writes used by output and reads used by scientific

workflows.

The PreDatA middleware exploits the additional computational and memory re-

sources provided by a staging area resident on the peta-scale machine. Output data

are moved from compute to staging area nodes asynchronously to reduce write latency.

PreDatA operations are applied to data prior to leaving the compute node and/or

on data buffered in the staging area. The middleware provides a pluggable frame-

work for executing user-defined operations such as data re-organization, real-time

data characterization, filtering and reduction, and select analysis (or pre-analysis).

These operations are specified in ways natural to the ‘streaming’ context in which

they are used. Despite this rich functionality, PreDatA offers levels of performance

not provided by current file system-based approaches to analyzing output data, as

shown with extensive experiments in this chapter.

PreDatA performance is evaluated with several production peta-scale applications

on Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Leadership Computing Facility platform. For
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one application, GTC [70], at the scale of 16,384 compute cores and with 1.5% ad-

ditional resource usage, PreDatA hides write latency by up to 99.9%, improves total

simulation time by 2.7%, and achieves a 1.5% saving in total CPU usage compared

with performing pre-analytics in the compute nodes. In this experiment, PreDatA

generates scientifically meaningful statistics from the 260GB output data in one sim-

ulation time step in about 40 seconds. For another application, Pixie3D [30], using

PreDatA to re-organize the array layout of output data from 16,384 cores improves

subsequent read performance for these output files by 10 times compared to when

no such reorganization is performed. At the same time, total execution time of the

simulation is improved by 1% with only 0.7% additional resource usage.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presetns back-

ground and motivation. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present the design and implementation

of PreDatA, respectively. Section 3.5 applies the PreDatA approach to the two ap-

plications, and evaluates the resulting performance demonstrating its advantage over

other online and/or offline approaches. Section 3.6 summarizes related work, and

Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Motivation

Conventionally, data preparation and analytics are performed either in compute nodes

where the simulation is running or offline:

In-Compute-Node approach: operations are performed in the compute nodes where

output data is generated. The processed output is then written to the parallel file

system.

Offline approach: the simulation dumps data to a parallel file system. Analysis

codes running on other resources read such data and operate on it.

These two approaches to processing simulation output data differ in terms of their

respective costs and limitations. For the In-Compute-Node approach, the overhead
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of data processing operations is visible to the simulation with consequent expenses

in terms of CPU hours at scale. Performance advantages result if In-Compute-Node

actions reduce output volumes, but severe performance penalties arise if data pro-

cessing operations do not scale with the simulation. For the Offline approach, if the

data volume is large, intermediate files may consume considerable storage resources,

and parallel file system write and read times can be dominant causing high latencies

and unacceptable levels of perturbation of peak file system performance. Therefore,

it is clear that additional methods are needed to satisfy the I/O and data processing

needs of the two representative peta-scale codes mentioned above.

One such method is the Staging Area approach. In this approach, a reasonable

number of compute nodes are reserved as a Staging Area for staging data and hosting

operations to apply to staged data before it reaches storage. Asynchronous execution

within the Staging Area hides the processing costs from the simulation and affords

an opportunity to employ less scalable operations ‘at scale’ since the Staging Area is

small in comparison to the number of compute nodes being used (e.g., using a ratio

of 128:1 for compute cores to staging cores). It is also possible to reduce disk accesses

by pre-processing data so as to permit later analytics to focus on the data that is

most relevant. Using these insights, the PreDatA middleware exploits the benefits of

the Staging Area approach.

3.3 PreDatA Middleware Design

The PreDatA middleware design augments the current I/O stack on HEC platforms

with data staging and in-transit processing capabilities by exploiting computational

resources in both compute nodes and the staging area for preparatory data analytics.

As shown in Figure 7, the PreDatA middleware resides in both the compute nodes

on which the application runs and the staging nodes. Operations can be hosted in

either location. When the application performs I/O actions, PreDatA acquires output
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Figure 7: PreDatA middleware architecture.

data through the ADIOS I/O interface [85], stages data from compute nodes to staging

nodes and performs in-transit data processing along the data flow.

There are several key features of PreDatA:

Asynchronous data movement. Data movement from compute to staging nodes

is performed asynchronously to hide write latency from the simulation at a moder-

ate cost of data buffering in the compute nodes. PreDatA explicitly schedules such

asynchronous data movement to minimize interference with the simulation’s commu-

nications.

Pluggable pre-data analytics. PreDatA provides a pluggable framework making

it straightforward for end users to specify, deploy, and debug data processing op-

erations. The programming interface is general enough to implement a variety of

operations, including data re-organization, real-time data characterization, filtering

and reduction, and lightweight data analysis.

User-defined operations. The middleware supports user-defined data operations

with common services for data access, buffer management, scheduling and executing

data processing actions, and high performance data exchange and synchronization

across staging nodes.

Higher-level Data Services. The middleware also provides supports for building
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higher-level data services ranging from data indexing and query to inter-application

data exchange.

Integrated operations, separated from application codes. PreDatA hides from data

processing codes the complexities of data access in the staging area while meantime

offering high performance through permitting such codes to directly access buffered

data. I/O stack integration is performed so as to separate application codes from the

potential complexities of data processing actions.

3.4 PreDatA Middleware Implementation

The PreDatA middleware’s implementation leverages our earlier work [12] on effi-

ciently scheduling data movement from compute nodes to the Staging Area. The

EVPath [45] high performance event system is used for efficient data buffering and

manipulation in the Staging Area. The FFS [46] binary data encoding facility is used

for in-transit data to provide PreDatA operations access to buffered data with rich

meta-data information. The ADIOS [85] library is the basis for integrating PreDatA

with application I/O.

3.4.1 Data Extraction and Movement

PreDatA uses the ADIOS I/O library as the basis for both the simulation’s I/O stack

and for PreDatA operations to access data output by the simulation. ADIOS allows

for introducing PreDatA processing into the compute nodes without requiring changes

to application codes, thereby insulating application code from the complexities of

additional processing actions in the I/O stack. ADIOS also explicitly defines the

structure of application’s output data, and such meta-data information is used as a

common interface for application and PreDatA operations to coordinate sharing data.

PreDatA also uses the scheduled, asynchronous RDMA [25] operations explained

in [12] for extracting and moving data from compute nodes to staging nodes. The

use of asynchronous RDMA reduces the write latency visible at compute nodes and
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Figure 8: Overall data flow of PreDatA.

scheduling such RDMA operations helps minimize interference between communica-

tions performed by the simulation vs. those used for output. This is particularly

important when output data movement overlaps collective communications among

compute nodes and thereby may cause severe perturbation on simulation perfor-

mance.

3.4.2 In-transit Data Processing along Data Flow

PreDatA augments the I/O stack resulting in the overall data flow shown in Figure 8.

There are four stages in the data flow: (1) data extraction and optional local process-

ing in compute nodes, (2) optional aggregation in staging nodes, (3) asynchronous

data movement from compute nodes to staging nodes, and (4) data stream processing

in staging nodes.

When I/O is triggered in the compute nodes, output data is passed to the PreDatA

runtime in the compute nodes via the ADIOS interface (shown as Stage 1 in Figure 8).

Typical output data of compute nodes consists of one or more scalars, local arrays,

and/or partial chunks of global arrays. PreDatA executes a user-defined routine, if
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provided, on the local output data (shown as Stage 1a in Figure 8). This constitutes a

optional first pass of processing on the output. Possible operations include generating

meta-data such as array dimension information, calculating local min/max values of

partial array chunks, and filtering out undesired regions. All output data (scalars,

local arrays, partial chunk of global arrays) are then packed into a contiguous buffer,

termed a packed partial data chunk, using the FFS [46] binary data encoding facility

(shown as Stage 1b in Figure 8). The structure of each packed partial data chunk is

compatible with the ADIOS output data group definition, and metadata about the

data structure is embedded in the packed partial data chunk. A data fetch request is

sent to the staging node chosen by a user-overridable function Route() (shown as Stage

1c in Figure 8). PreDatA provides an interface that permits the data operation in

Stage 1a to attach small partial results to data fetch requests, allowing for additional

flexibility in the staging area. The compute node then resumes computation while

the data movement and operations are performed.

In the Staging Area, each staging node waits for data fetch requests from compute

nodes. When the staging node finishes gathering requests from all compute nodes it

serves, it extracts partial results attached to requests, if there are any, and performs

user-defined aggregation functions on them to generate aggregated results such as

global array size and offsets, prefix sum, and global min/max values (shown as Stage

2 in Figure 8). Each staging node then begins to fetch packed partial data chunks

from compute nodes (shown as Stage 3 in Figure 8). Data chunks are processed by

staging nodes one by one in a streaming manner (shown as Stage 4 in Figure 8) and

the aggregated results generated in Stage 2 are accessible from the stream processing

operations.

In summary, the PreDatA middleware provides two passes across an application’s

output data. The first pass optionally done on compute nodes is suitable for opera-

tions that do not require global communications and/or synchronization. The second
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pass performed on staging nodes, in a data streaming fashion, can be used to compute

global data properties and/or to reorganize data for later storage. Data streaming is

critical because it is unlikely for staging nodes to have sufficient memory to hold all

of the raw data generated by multiple and, often, even single simulation output steps.

3.4.3 Stream Processing in the Staging Area

As mentioned above, the output data of each compute node is packed into a contiguous

memory buffer, i.e., a packed partial data chunk and moved in its entirety into the

Staging Area. From the Staging Area’s perspective, incoming data consists of a finite

number of packed partial data chunks streamed from compute nodes participating

in the I/O dump. When there are multiple staging nodes, the packed partial data

chunks are split into multiple streams across these nodes.

Each staging node is responsible for processing a stream of packed partial data

chunks with each chunk from one compute process, which is the forth stage of the

dataflow as shown in Figure 8. The processing of such a stream is divided into five

phases (as shown in Figure 9):

Initialize: the Initialize() function of each operation is executed once at the be-

ginning of an I/O dump with aggregated result data generated from the pre-fetch

process (as shown in Figure 8) as a parameter to initialize the operation-specific data

structure and for other setup tasks.

Map: the Map() function of each operation is executed on each packed partial

data chunk. Intermediate results are tagged and stored in a local buffer.

Shuffle: when the last chunk within the I/O dump is processed, partial results are

combined locally, if the Combine() function is provided. Each staging node applies

the Partition() function to route intermediate result to other staging nodes according

to the associated tag.
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Figure 9: Stream processing in the Staging Area.

Reduce: each staging node groups intermediate results, both local and those re-

ceived from other staging nodes, by associated tags and then performs the Reduce()

function on each group of intermediate results to aggregate results.

Finalize: when the Reduce phase finishes, each staging node executes the Final-

ize() function of each operation, which writes final results to disk, feeds data to other

consumers, and/or performs necessary cleanup.

Note that this data processing model is similar to the MapReduce [38] paradigm,

with four notable differences: (1) the data processing model requires that the op-

erations only need to read data once so that data can be processed in a streaming

fashion, (2) the addition of the initialize and finalize phases, (3) users can can cus-

tomize the data shuffling with highly-optimized MPI routines, (4) there is no central

master that has global knowledge of data location and task progress.

A user can plug their own data operations into PreDatA middleware by imple-

menting the functions mentioned above. They may also customize data movement

scheduling policy to place data chunks within the data stream into specific order (e.g.,

fetching chunks in order of compute nodes’ MPI rank for calculating prefix sum).

The staging area is running as a separate MPI program launched independently

with the simulation. Each MPI process runs on one staging node. Within each staging
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node, there are multiple threads in each MPI process that execute different pieces of

the execution flow shown in Figure 9 to exploit concurrency.

3.4.4 Buffer Management

On compute nodes, additional buffering is needed to hold packed partial data chunks

with a buffer size roughly equal to the output data sizes and configurable through the

ADIOS configuration file. On staging nodes, all incoming packed partial data chunks

are stored in buffers provided by the PreDatA runtime. The runtime maintains ref-

erence counts for recycling a buffer when the input chunk has been processed by all

operations. For intermediate data received from other staging nodes during shuf-

fling, data operation routines indicate to the runtime system when to recycle those

buffers. Private buffers maintained by individual operations are its own responsibil-

ity. The latter is consistent with a basic assumption about the staging area made

by the PreDatA middleware, which is that all data is maintained in in-core buffers.

This means that for extremely large datasets, it is the responsibility of specific Pre-

DatA operations to be aware of and deal with memory limitations. For assistance,

PreDatA provides explicit memory manipulation routines that retrieve information

about available memory space and allocate/de-allocate buffer space. The in-core as-

sumption is reasonable for our target application workloads and platform, since there

are no local hard disks or Solid State Drives (SSD) [109] attached to staging nodes in

the tested environment. If such were present or if there were fast access to a shared

parallel file system as an external buffer without concerns about perturbing output

performance [86], buffer management should be extended to include out-of-core func-

tionality.

3.4.5 The DataSpaces Global Data Knowledge Service

The purpose of this section is to show that the ‘in-transit’ and ‘online’ approach

of data output and manipulation used in PreDatA can be used to implement the
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Figure 10: Example of application to application coupling implemented using the
querying framework.

model-to-model communications used in high performance coupled codes [13, 157].

Toward that end, we are integrating into PreDatA the high level ‘DataSpaces’ data

indexing and query services. The intent is to demostrate the extent to which pre-

data analytics can be enriched to also support the rich and flexible methods for

online access to generated data required for general inter-application interactions.

DataSpaces provides higher level programmable and managed services for (1) data

sharing – between operations working on a common set of data; (2) data redistribution

– between operations with different data discretization and running on a different

number of processors; (3) data indexing – data hashing for fast access; and (4) data

querying – application data retrieval based on custom selectors. With (1)–(4), it

provides the abstraction of a virtual semantically-specialized shared data space that

can be asynchronously and flexibly accessed using simple yet powerful operators (e.g.,

put() and get()) that are agnostic of the location or distribution of data.

DataSpaces incorporates flexible mechanisms that can fetch and index data, on-

the-fly, from multiple different sources, as shown in Figure 10. It can even extract

data directly from a running application. It can store incoming data locally in the

staging area or share it with the collaborating frameworks, index it for fast access, and
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serve it in response to logged or incoming user queries. Datasets composed of both,

homogeneous data types, e.g., doubles, floats or integers, as well as heterogeneous

data types, e.g., aggregate structures of doubles, floats or integers, are supported.

DataSpaces implements a flexible querying mechanism that allows applications to

request individual values as well as contiguous regions of data based on simple de-

scriptors that are semantically meaningful to the application. For example, in the case

of typical simulation data, data can be indexed based on its geometric coordinates

within the multi-dimensional discretization used by the simulation allowing it to be

queried using geometric descriptors that are meaningful to the application. Queries

may be generated by users or by other applications. For example, each instance of

a distributed querying application running on multiple nodes can query distinct and

relevant sub-regions of data as needed. Similarly, a user can query sub-regions of in-

terest only when they are needed or can register sub-regions of interest for continuous

querying. In the latter case, for example, the user is notified automatically every time

new data items that lie within the regions of interest are inserted into the space.

DataSpaces also supports aggregation and reduction queries. For example, queries

can request the maximum or minimum value for a particular field in a given sub-

region, or the average value of a specified field within a given region. Note that, from

the perspective of a querying end user or application, the querying and data transfer

process is transparent and independent of data distribution, i.e., the data comprising

the query response may come from different nodes of the application that generated

the data and served by different DataSpaces framework nodes.

DataSpaces complements the indexing and querying services with an in-memory

data storage service. The storage service can be used to maintain private copies of

the data extracted directly from a running application or store shared copies of the

data processed by collaborating frameworks. The storage service incorporates a data

coherency protocol that manages interactions with the data and ensures data integrity
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when multiple entities simultaneously query the data.

DataSpaces maintains load balancing at two levels. First, the storage service

distributes the data evenly across the DataSpaces nodes, and second, the indexing

service dynamically distributes the index metadata across the DataSpaces nodes to

distribute incoming queries across these nodes.

3.5 Performance Evaluation

As described above, the placement of operations can greatly affect their performance,

the timeliness of the output, and impact the overall system performance. By eval-

uating several different operators using different placement choices, the benefits of

the flexible placement and in-transit processing is demonstrated. The two driver ap-

plications mentioned in Section 3.2 are used to evaluate the PreDatA middleware

and higher level DataSpaces services. Sorting, histogram, and 2D histogram oper-

ations are tested for GTC. The sorted particle data are written into BP files from

the Staging Area. For Pixie3D, an array layout re-organization operation is created.

This operation merges partial array chunks into larger contiguous ones for each of the

eight 3-Dimensional arrays in Pixie3D’s output and writes merged arrays to a BP file.

Performance of DataSpaces global data knowledge service is also evaluated with GTC

to demonstrate the feasibility of building high-level data services with PreDatA.

3.5.1 Experimental Environment

Experiments are run on Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Cray XT4/XT5 Jaguar

platform. The XT5 partition contains 18,688 compute nodes in addition to dedi-

cated login/service nodes. Each compute node contains two quad-core AMD Opteron

2356 (Barcelona) processors running at 2.3 GHz, 16GB of DDR2-800 memory, and a

SeaStar 2+ router. The resulting partition contains 149,504 processing cores, more

than 300TB of memory, over 6 PB of disk space, and a peak performance of 1.38
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petaflop/s. The XT4 partition contains 7,832 compute nodes in addition to dedi-

cated login/service nodes. Each compute node contains a quad-core AMD Opteron

1354 (Budapest) processor running at 2.1 GHz, 8 GB of DDR2-800 memory, and a

SeaStar2 router. The resulting partition contains 31,328 processing cores, more than

62 TB of memory, over 600 TB of disk space, and a peak performance of 263 ter-

aflop/s. For each case described below, we run each test case 5 times and use the best

samples in both In-Compute-Node and Staging configuration for plotting to control

for interference in the shared experimental environment.

3.5.2 GTC Performance

The GTC experiments are performed on the XT5 partition of Jaguar. As is typical

with a production run, the GTC jobs are configured to deploy a single MPI process per

node that spawns 8 OpenMP worker threads, one per core. I/O is only performed by

the MPI processes. For GTC, three operations are tested: particle sorting, histogram

generation, and 2D histogram generation. Each of these operators is applied to both

the electron and ion particle arrays output with I/O interval of about every 120

seconds. Weak scaling is employed with 132MB total written per process for the two

particle arrays. The Staging Area is configured to deploy 2 MPI processes per node

with 4 worker threads per MPI process. The size of the Staging Area is adjusted to

maintain a ratio of compute cores to staging cores of 64:1 (1.5%). That is, for each

64 nodes with compute processes (512 OpenMP worker threads), 1 node (2 staging

processes for a total of 8 worker threads) is employed for staging. The tests are

performed in two ways. First, all operations are performed in compute nodes and

use synchronous MPI-I/O to write results (‘In-Compute-Node’ configuration). Then

they are performed in Staging Area (‘Staging’ configuration).

3.5.2.1 Performance of Individual Operations

In this section we study the performance results for each operation.
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(a) Sorting in Compute Node

(b) Histogram in Compute Node

(c) 2D Histogram in Compute Node

Figure 11: Timing results for individual operations Running in Compute Node.
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(a) Sorting in Staging Area

(b) Histogram in Staging Area

(c) 2D Histogram in Staging Area

Figure 12: Timing results for individual operations running in Staging Area.
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Sorting Operation: Figure 11(a) and 12(a) compare the performance of sorting

using the In-Compute-Node configuration and the Staging configuration. Sorting

is an example of communication intensive operations because it involves all-to-all

communication and has minimal computational demands. When sorting in compute

nodes, the data shuffle time among compute nodes increases dramatically as the

operation scales and such cost is visible to simulation. On the other hand, sorting in

the Staging Area takes at most 33 seconds at all scales, which is much less than the

120-second I/O interval. Therefore, performing sorting operation in Staging Area can

mask the cost of sorting from simulation because of asynchrony. There are, however,

30 seconds of latency in Staging configuration, two orders of magnitude longer than

the In-Compute-Node configuration. This tradeoff demonstrates the importance of

placement: if the goal is to optimize simulation time, placing the sorting operation in

Staging Area is better, but if the latency of generating sorted data is more critical,

placing the operator in compute nodes is a better choice.

Histogram Operation: As shown in Figures 11(b) and 12(b), the histogram oper-

ation is computation dominant with communication contributing only a very small

portion of the total operation time. While performing this style of computation in-

tensive operation in the compute nodes takes less wall clock time, the perturbations

to the total simulation time can be much larger due to the impact of I/O operation

for saving histogram results. The time for writing the 8 MB histogram files ranges

from 0.25 seconds to 7 seconds, which adds to the total simulation time. This re-

veals a different advantage for the Staging configuration: insulating simulation from

variation in file system performance. Since the increased cost of computing the his-

togram is hidden by the asynchronous data transfer and operation savings, using the

Staging configuration is still generally advantageous. For those cases where one has

computation-intensive operations without a subsequent I/O operation or if latency is

very important, using the ‘In-Compute-Node’ configuration is superior.
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2D Histogram Operation: Similar to the Histogram operation, the 2D Histogram

operation is computation dominant, as shown in Figures 11(c) and 12(c). While the

computation and communication requirements for generating the 2D histograms is

larger, the same conclusions can be drawn.

In summary, the results shown in this section demonstrate that for operations

with different computation and communication characteristics, offloading operations

from compute nodes to staging nodes generally helps mask the cost and variation

of operation and associated I/O activity from simulation because of asynchrony but

introduces longer latency for operation to finish because of the capacity mismatch

between compute nodes and staging nodes. Depending on the latency requirements

and variability in the system, performing these operations in a Staging configuration

can contribute a performance improvement for some operations and insulation from

system variability for others. In both cases, strict or weak latency requirements can

override a short-term cost for an overall benefit.

3.5.2.2 Simulation Performance

This section evaluates the GTC simulation performance in two different configura-

tion. Figure 13(b) shows the total execution time of the GTC simulation for the two

different configurations at various scales ranging from 512 to 16,384 compute cores.

The Staging configuration improves the simulation’s total execution time by 2.7% to

5.1% over the In-Compute-Node configuration (as shown in Figure 13(a)).

The breakdown of total execution time (shown in Figure 13(b)) explains the per-

formance advantage of the Staging over the In-Compute-Node approach:

Firstly, the Staging approach hides write latency via asynchronous data move-

ment. For example, at the scale of 16,384 compute cores, 8.6 seconds are required,

on average, to write 260GB of particle data with the ADIOS synchronous MPI-I/O

method. The visible I/O blocking time with the Staging configuration is reduced to
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(a) Improvement of GTC simulation performance and cost

(b) GTC total execution time breakdown

Figure 13: GTC simulation performance.
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0.30 seconds on average. This improvement of write latency increases with simulation

scale.

Secondly, the Staging approach also insulates the simulation from the increasing

time costs for performing the operations as the simulation scales since these operations

are done in the Staging Area concurrently and asynchronously with the simulation.

For the In-Compute-Node configuration, the time spent in operations increases from

3.0% to 4.1% as the simulation scales from 512 to 16,384 cores. With the Staging

approach, the simulation spends no time carrying out such operations. While it is

true that the Staging Area experiences a larger proportional time in performing the

operations, the time insulating effects of asynchronous I/O afford using more time

without impacting the application wall clock time.

Thirdly, potential interference between asynchronous data movement with the

simulation’s communications is minimized by properly scheduling data movement.

The comparison of main loop time for the two different configurations shows that

Staging may slow down the computation due to contention on the shared network,

especially at large scales. However, by properly scheduling data movement, this

interference is controlled to be less than 6%.

Overall, the reduction in visible I/O and operation times on compute nodes out-

weighs the interference experienced by the simulation due to asynchronous I/O and

the insulating effects of decoupling the simulation I/O from variations in the file

system performance improves the total execution time and reduces variation in the

performance in spite of some increased latencies for performing some styles of opera-

tions. In terms of total CPU usage cost, calculated as total simulation time multiplied

by total cores used, the Staging configuration is less costly when compared with the

In-Compute-Node configuration at all scales (as shown in Figure 13(a)). There is a

decline of savings from 8,192 to 16,384 cores mainly due to the interference of asyn-

chronous data movement. At the scale of 16,384 compute cores, however, running
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the simulation with the Staging configuration still saves 98 CPU hours in total com-

pared with the In-Compute-Node configuration for a 30-minute simulation run. This

suggests that the Staging approach helps GTC achieve better scalability in terms of

total cost of both simulation and data preparation.

3.5.2.3 Offline Operations Discussion

Considerations for using offline operations are different from online operations. In-

stead of compute time and communication load being dominant factors, data storage

requirements and file system interference generated are major concerns. Typically,

offline operations, while slower to perform and much longer latency to completion,

can be done cheaply or free. For operations that do not generate a reduction in data

and instead generate approximately equivalent data in a different organization, such

as sorting and layout re-organization, an offline approach would cost additional stor-

age resource for intermediate data and meanwhile impact the file system by reading

all of the data and writing it again. For example, when running at the scale of 65,536

cores, the particle data of GTC is 1TB per I/O dump. Offline sorting would cost 1

TB additional storage space every 120 seconds and the entire 1 TB would have to be

read back in before it is rewritten. This moves the data through the disk controllers

three times rather than once. Secondly, given the huge volume of GTC data, the

read and write latency would be hundreds of seconds making the offline approach

unsuitable for online data monitoring. For these sorts of operations, in-transit data

manipulation is a big win.

For operations like the histogram and 2D histogram, the advantage of in-transit is

still present. Using the same 1 TB per I/O dump output, two trips through the disk

controller are required. While the output of this style of operation is comparatively

very small, the impact of reading all of the data to generate the histograms both gen-

erates potentially large latency and long-term impact to the file system performance.
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3.5.2.4 Evaluation of the DataSpaces Global Data Knowledge Service

To evaluate if the DataSpaces query engine can service queries on particle data in

a timely manner without blocking the simulation between two successive I/O opera-

tions, a prototype implementation of the DataSpaces indexing and querying service

is deployed on the staging nodes. The particles output from the GTC application are

first sorted using the sorting operation, and then indexed by DataSpaces based on the

local id and rank attributes to create a 2 · 106 × 256 2-D domain space. This spaces

is then uniformly distributed across the DataSpaces compute cores in the Staging

Area. On average, at all simulation scales ranging from 512 to 16,384 cores, the time

required to fetch data from the GTC simulation is 20.3 seconds, sorting takes 30.6

seconds, and indexing takes 2.08 seconds. In total, it takes no more than 55 seconds

for DataSpaces to prepare the data for query.

A test querying application that queries the entire domain space is deployed on

additional compute cores (referred to as ‘querying application cores’ in subsequent

text). In the experiments, the querying application cores partition the particle data

among themselves and issue 11 consecutive queries to disjoint regions of the data.

The particle sub-regions is 200MB in size for each querying application core. Since

no a-priori knowledge is assumed about the existence of the particles data or its

distribution, the first query includes query setup operations such as hashing, data

discovery, query routing and data retrieval, and is significantly more expensive to

perform as seen in Figure 14. However, it is a one-time cost and subsequent queries

are much faster. The setup time shown in Figure 14 is an average value across the

number of querying application cores and the hashing time is an average over the

number of setup queries received at each core running a DataSpaces server in the

staging area.

The query execution time for different numbers of querying application cores is

plotted in Figure 14. The plotted times are an average over the number of queries
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Figure 14: Setup, hashing and query time.

executed and over the querying application cores. The query time increases with the

number of cores used since the domain size increases and is mapped to a larger number

of cores in the staging area. In the presented example, one instance of the querying

application receives replies to its query from multiple cores in the DataSpaces. The

longer query time for the 256 application querying cores is due to load variability and

interferences in the host system – we are investigating this further.

Note that DataSpaces indexes particles data and responds to all queries in less

than 80 seconds. Considering the I/O interval is about 120 seconds, such an online

query service can function effectively and without blocking the simulation.

3.5.3 Pixie3D Performance

Pixie3D performance is evaluated on the XT4 partition of Jaguar. Production runs

use one MPI process per compute core. The data output from each process mainly

consists of eight double-valued arrays. Each local array is part of a 3D global array,

respectively. The tested setting uses a 32x32x32 local array size, which is a typical
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(a) Improvement of Pixie3D simulation performance and cost

(b) Pixie3D total execution time breakdown

Figure 15: Pixie3D simulation performance.

setting for production runs. For each run, the simulation performs I/O about every

100 seconds. The ratio of compute cores to staging cores is maintained at 128:1 during

weak scaling. Each process generates about 2 MB of data making this ratio workable.

Pixie3D is tested with an In-Compute-Node configuration and a Staging configu-

ration. For the In-Compute-Node configuration, each MPI process writes output data

to a single BP file using the ADIOS synchronous MPI-IO method. This results in a

file in which local array chunks are scattered. In the Staging configuration, output

data of compute nodes are sent to the Staging Area where they are merged to form
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larger, contiguous global arrays.

Figure 15(b) shows the total simulation execution time for both the In-Compute-

Node and Staging configurations. The Staging configuration slows the simulation

in most cases by 0.01% to 0.7% when compared against the In-Compute-Node con-

figuration. Unlike GTC, Pixie3D does not have enough computation intensity for

asynchronous I/O to be an effective technique for offloading data. In each itera-

tion, the inner loop of pixie3d performs collective communications (MPI Reduce and

MPI Bcast) multiple times and between the mass communications are computations

that only last about 0.7 seconds making it difficult to overlap data movement with

computation without impacting the intensive messaging. The results show that the

main loop time is increased because of asynchronous data movement. Although the

I/O blocking time is well hidden, since it is such a tiny portion of the total execution

time, this savings cannot outweigh the slowdown of computation due to communica-

tion interference. The operations tested for the GTC application were all intended

to be performed before any data analysis were performed in order to speed read

operations. The same is true for this data reorganization operation. While GTC’s

operations were a win-win for both writing and reading at all scales, Pixie3D’s data

reorganization requires larger job sizes to reach a tipping point where simulation per-

formance can be improved by employing staging. Figure 15(a) shows the total cost

of CPU seconds. As the simulation scales up, the I/O overhead weighs more in total

execution time, and hence the impact of computation caused by data staging becomes

less evident. Overall, there is a trend that the cost of Staging approach catches up

with that of In-Compute-Node approach with increased simulation scale.

It is worth examining the savings generated during reading operations due to

the reorganized data. Figure 16 shows the read performance on two files generated

by two 4096-compute-core runs with Stingy and In-Compute-Node configuration, re-

spectively. This result, along with the simulation cost shown in Figure 15(a), shows
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Figure 16: Time to read one global array of one time step from two 80GB BP files.
‘merged’ denotes the read time from a file written from Staging Area and ‘unmerged’
denotes the read time from a file written from compute nodes directly. Both files are
generated by 4096-compute-core runs.

that at the scale of 4096 compute cores, 0.93% additional cost in simulation yields 10

times improvement in read performance of output data. This saving is more evident

as scale increases.

In summary, the performance results show that in-transit data manipulation en-

abled by PreDatA middleware can improve the latency to operation completion com-

pared with offline approach, reduce overall wall clock time of simulation even com-

pared to online configuration at large scales, and reduce the impact on the shared file

system when compared against both online and offline configurations. It is also shown

that high-level data services can be efficiently built on top of PreDatA middleware.

3.6 Related Work

In this section we summarize previous research related to PreDatA work.

Scalable I/O and Data Analytics. Efficient access, understanding and manage-

ment of voluminous and complex data generated by scientific simulations presents

daunting challenges to both computational and computer scientists [53, 110]. Recent
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work in parallel file systems [28, 107, 146] and I/O middleware [66, 88, 115, 154, 158]

aims at optimizing data storage and access for scientific application workloads. Be-

yond pure high I/O bandwidth, however, scientists also require complex data analysis,

search, and visualization technologies to facilitate better understanding of their data.

Specialized data preparation, such as sorting, filtering, and indexing, is needed be-

fore data can be understood or visualized [29, 120, 132]. Our work extends the I/O

middleware stack to exploit computational power along the output data flow to per-

form data preparation, characterization, and re-organization, which would facilitate

subsequent data analysis.

Data Staging and Offloading in supercomputers. Previous work on data staging

and asynchronous I/O [17, 42, 77, 78, 95, 103, 126] derives substantial performance

advantages from hiding I/O latency with asynchronous data movement. Our re-

cent work [11, 12] shows the importance of minimizing interference of asynchronous

data movement with the application to achieve overall improvements in simulation

time. One observation is that the computational resources on staging nodes are often

under-utilized and the time intervals between I/O dumps are sufficiently large for

extra processing on buffered data. In this chapter, we take one step forward and

demonstrate the use of staging nodes for a diversity of data operations to achieve not

only high write performance, but also high read performance and timely monitoring

of output data and simulation.

Active Storage. Active Storage [112] deploys data processing operations directly on

the storage nodes where the data are buffered to reduce the amount of data movement

between storage and compute nodes. The storage nodes have limited computation

and memory resources which are shared among applications, so one potential problem

with Active Storage is how to manage such resources to meet deadlines for multiple

applications and minimize performance downgrade of storage nodes. Abacus [18]

demonstrates the benefit of flexible, dynamic function placement in Active Storage,
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and we are going to investigate similar mechanisms for PreDatA.

In-situ Data Analytics and Visualization. Hercules [138] applies an end-to-end

approach to tightly couple all simulation components, including meshing, partition-

ing, solver, and visualization, and runs all components on the same supercomputer.

It eliminates intermediate I/O and data movement between simulation components

to address the I/O bottleneck, but requires scaling data analysis and visualization to

the level where simulation runs and all simulation components must be changed to

efficiently share data with each other. PreDatA couples the Staging Area with the

application more loosely and through the ADIOS interface, thereby requiring mini-

mal changes to application code and providing improved flexibility in composing the

simulation’s output and analysis pipeline.

Scientific Workflows. Scientific workflow systems like Pegasus [40] and Kepler [93]

are used to automate scientific data and simulation management. Unlike the end-

to-end approach used in In-situ visualization mentioned above, components in the

workflow are usually connected via a file-based interface, so that the performance of

the workflow is very sensitive to data placement and movement and is easily affected

by poor I/O performance [39]. PreDatA can serve as an early stage in output pipeline

to apply application-specific data reduction, validation, and filtering operation before

data is moved to disks, to reduce the data volumes to be processed in subsequent

workflow steps.

Scientific Data Stream Processing. Scientific data stream processing, such as fil-

tering [22], sampling [144], query [84], and transformation [70] complements our our

work. This is because PreDatA can be used either as an in-transit data processing

framework for implementing streaming processing tasks, or as a data forwarding layer

to directly feed data to existing streaming processing systems.
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Code Coupling. Memory-to-memory code coupling addresses some of the issues

faced by PreDatA, such as data movement and re-distribution [13, 76]. PreDatA pro-

vides the underpinnings for supporting the rich model-model communications needed

for inter-application interactions [41].

Interactive Computational Steering. Runtime steering can aid scientists in debug-

ging and monitoring their simulations [54, 137]. The capability of extracting and

inspecting data from running simulation with small overhead and interference makes

PreDatA a potential infrastructure for online steering of running application.

Data-intensive Computing in the HPC Domain. Recently, there is increased in-

terest in building high-level abstractions and programming models for data intensive

applications in HPC domain. HiMach [136] applies the MapReduce model to analyze

molecular dynamics simulation trajectories and shows some efficiency at tera-byte

scale. In contrast, experiences from implementing materialized ground models [124]

show poor performance of MapReduce because some of the features provided by

MapReduce are unnecessary for its target application. AllPairs [99] gains similar in-

sights in that a mismatch between the application workload and the available MapRe-

duce abstractions can result in poor performance. The two-pass streaming model used

by PreDatA appears sufficient for the applications we have used, but it remains an

important item of future work to investigating higher level abstractions and a suitable

programming model for future PreDatA codes.

3.7 Conclusions

This chapter presents the PreDatA middleware for preparing and characterizing data

“online”, that is, while data is being produced by the large scale simulations running

on peta-scale machines. PreDatA offloads output data from a running simulation with

low-overhead using asynchronous data extraction. It also exploits the computational

power of staging nodes residing on the peta-scale machine and associated with each
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large-scale application to perform select data manipulations. PreDatA enhances the

scalability and flexibility of current I/O stacks on HEC platforms and is useful for

data pre-processing, runtime data analysis and inspection. The DataSpaces services

now being integrated into PreDatA also demonstrates its potential utility for rich

model-model interactions in large-scale HPC codes. Performance evaluations with

several production scientific applications on ORNL’s peta-scale machines show the

feasibility of the PreDatA approach as well as the performance advantages derived

from using the PreDatA I/O stack compared to existing synchronous approaches.
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CHAPTER IV

I/O MIDDLEWARE FOR LOCATION-FLEXIBLE

ANALYTICS

In Chapter II, we use performance model to reveal that placement of online data

analytics can significantly impact the end-to-end performance and that there is a

consequent need for flexibility in the location of data analytics. In this chapter, we

propose an I/O middleware called FlexIO which enables flexible analytics placement.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Need for Location-Flexible Data Analytics

For real-time processing of the outputs generated by large scale simulations, a key

problem to address is “where” analytics are placed along the I/O path: on compute

nodes integrated with application codes, on compute nodes as separate software com-

ponents, on nodes dedicated to analytics (also termed “staging nodes”), or offline

(after data is placed into persistent storage) (as illustrated in Figure 1 in Chap-

ter I). Placing data analytics involves deciding the resources to allocate to analytics

computation and realizing the data movements between simulation and analytics.

Experimental results and analytical models in pervious chapters show that analytics

placement can significantly impact the performance (e.g., runtime) and cost (e.g.,

CPU hours) of the coupled simulation and analytics and that the best placement

depends on the particular analytics codes, data volumes, scale of operation, and ma-

chine characteristics. The consequent insight is that no single, specific placement will

be “best” for all applications and analytics.

Such variation has important implications to both scientists and the software that
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supports analytics. Scientists desire the performance benefit from good placement,

but it is a burden for them to tune placement every time a different analytics code is

run, especially when this requires significant coding effort. There is a need, therefore,

for infrastructure that makes it easy to decide, enforce, change, and tune analytics

placement. At the same time, if such an analytics software infrastructure aims to

support a broad range of simulations and analytics, lacking placement flexibility limits

its applicability, since fixed placements may cause negative or even disastrous impact

on application performance at large scale. Flexible placement, therefore, is a critical

element of analytics infrastructure.

Most existing systems support certain, fixed placement choices and therefore, each

is efficient or applicable to certain classes of analytics. Some permit analytics to run at

different locations, but require adopting particular coding patterns or re-placement

involves substantial re-coding. Further, they do not support seamlessly switching

analytics between online and offline, nor do they allow dynamic changes in analytics

placement. Typical causes of limited flexibility are (1) an inability to handle the

alternative data movements between simulation and analytics required by different

placement options (i.e., supporting inter-node and intra-node data transfer and file

I/O); (2) lack of uniform higher-level interfaces that hide data movement detail; (3)

imposition of specific computation models for analytics; and (4) inability to achieve

those requirements with high performance and scalability.

4.1.2 Technical Contributions

The FlexIO middleware described in this chapter is designed to provide data move-

ment between simulation and analytics with both high performance and location

flexibility. It offers the following functionalities:

1) Flexibility in where analytics codes are run – on compute nodes, on staging
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nodes, and/or any combination thereof. This is realized through FlexIO’s high perfor-

mance intra- and inter-node data movement transports which are implemented with

shared memory queues and RDMA, respectively, and tuned for high throughput,

contention-avoidance, and memory efficiency.

2) Analytics placements can be altered without requiring application codes to

be changed. FlexIO’s high level programming interface makes changes in placement

transparent to simulation and analytics codes. Users can even seamlessly switch

analytics to run offline when there are insufficient online resources for their timely

execution.

3) Runtime performance monitoring collects information about computation and

data movement that is useful to scientists and automated runtime management sys-

tems for performance understanding and placement decisions.

4) Mobile codelets, termed “Data Conditioning (DC) Plug-ins”, can be dynam-

ically deployed and migrated along the I/O path, to perform useful on-the-fly data

manipulation such as data selection, sampling and transformation.

5) FlexIO enables various placement policies to exploit the location flexibility for

tuning application performance, CPU usage, and data movement cost. Based on

FlexIO, we implement a holistic placement policy which reduce both inter and intra

program data movement costs. We also devise a node topology aware policy which

takes into account the impact of cache topology on analytics placement.

FlexIO operates on both Infiniband and the new Cray XK6 with Gemini intercon-

nect. FlexIO has been used to implement in situ analytics for two leadership scientific

applications: GTS fusion simulation and S3D combustion simulation. Experiments

show that leveraging the flexibility enabled by FlexIO to tune placement can improve

total execution time by up to 30% compared to inline-only solutions and the benefit

is more evident at larger scales.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the
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design and implementation of the FlexIO middleware. Section 4.3 describes how to

automate placement of analytics driven by performance and cost metrics. Section 4.4

shows performance improvements for two large-scale scientific applications due to flex-

ible analytics placement. Section 4.5 reviews related work and Section 4.6 concludes

this chapter.

4.2 FlexIO Design and Implementation

4.2.1 Overview

The FlexIO software stack is depicted in Figure 17. Simulation and analytics codes

use the ADIOS [88] read/write API for data exchange. The FlexIO runtime handles

buffer management, parallel data re-distribution, and performance monitoring. It also

manages Data Conditioning Plug-Ins which are mobile codelets compiled, deployed,

and executed at runtime for on-the-fly data manipulation. Runtime performance

monitoring provides information for scheduling data movements and for dynamic

DC Plug-in placement and can also be retained for offline performance tuning. At

the lowest transport level, FlexIO uses efficient RDMA and shared memory data

movements for inter- and intra- node movements, respectively. The choice of low level

transport is automatically configured according to the placement of online analytics.

FlexIO leverages the ADIOS [88] parallel I/O library, which provides meta-data

rich read/write interfaces to simulation and analysis codes. ADIOS has a set of built-

in I/O methods under its higher level API to support various file I/O methods (such

as MPI-IO, HDF5, and NetCDF) as well as data staging methods [12]. Switching

between different methods can be configured through an external XML configuration

file, without modification to application codes. ADIOS has been used by several

leadership scientific codes and is integrated with popular analysis and visualization

tools that include Matlab, ParaView, and VisIt. FlexIO inherits from ADIOS useful

features like its high level API and file I/O methods (to enable offline placement), and
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RDMA and shared memory data movements for inter- and 
intra- node movements, respectively. The choice of low level 
transport is automatically configured according to the 
placement of online analytics. 

FlexIO leverages the ADIOS [28] parallel I/O library 
which provides meta-data rich read/write interfaces to 
simulation and analysis codes. ADIOS has a set of built-in 
I/O methods under its higher level API to support various file 
I/O methods (such as MPI-IO, HDF5, and NetCDF) as well 
as data staging methods [2] [4]. Switching between different 
methods can be configured through an external XML 
configuration file, without modification to application codes. 
ADIOS has been used by several leadership scientific codes 
and is integrated with popular analysis and visualization 
tools that include Matlab, ParaView, and VisIt.  

FlexIO inherits from ADIOS useful features like its high 
level API and file I/O methods (to enable offline placement), 
and its implementation benefits from our previous work on 
RDMA-based data movement and staging. New 
functionalities compared to such prior work include an 
ADIOS stream read interface, methods for parallel memory-
to-memory multi-dimensional array re-distribution, efficient 
data movement for Cray XK6 systems with the Gemini 
interconnect, cache efficient on-node data movement via 
shared memory, intelligent buffer management, enriched 
performance monitoring, and mobile DC Plug-ins. In total, 
FlexIO is a system that supports diverse analytics placements 
via efficient built-in methods for data movement between a 
simulation and analytics components. 

B. Hig Level Interface 
The high-level interface of FlexIO extends the existing 

ADIOS file read/write API with three goals: 1) 
expressiveness in supporting common I/O patterns for 
simulation and analytics codes; 2) backwards compatibility 
with the existing ADIOS file I/O interface; and 3) easily 
switched underlying transports.  

Conceptually, the FlexIO interface allows simulations to 
pass data to analytics via “files”, and to operate on these 
“files” in either file or stream modes. In both modes, the data 
model is compatible with the existing ADIOS data model, 
where the simulation output data is logically time-indexed, 
and each timestep of output data is a group of variables of 
scalar or array types. In the file mode, data is written to the 
file system and read back by analytics, using one of ADIOS’ 
file I/O methods. The file mode is for backwards 
compatibility with the existing ADIOS file I/O interface.  

The newly added stream mode is specifically intended 
for memory-to-memory data movement between simulation 
and online analytics. Here, the simulation creates a “file” 
with some unique name, and the analytics opens the named 
“file”, but internally, this establishes connections to 
simulation processes via the underlying transport. Simulation 
processes, then, periodically write data to the “file”, and the 
data is passed to analytics as return parameters of their read 
calls (again, the underlying transport handles actual data 
movement). When the simulation closes the “file”, the 
connections are closed by the transport and analytics 
components receive End-of-Stream as return values from 
their read calls. As a result, stream mode is compatible with 
file I/O in that it can be switched with file mode without 
code changes.  

For stream mode, there are two common I/O patterns for 
high end applications. The first is for process-group-oriented 
data exchanges: during each I/O timestep, the variables 
written from each simulation process are conceptually 
packed into a group, called “Process Group”, and the 
analytics specifies the process groups it wants to read by 
simulation processes’ MPI ranks. The other pattern is a 
global array data exchange, where some multi-dimensional 
array, distributed among several simulation processes, is 
passed to several analytics processes. As in other MxN data 
exchanges [3], however, analytics processes may specify an 
array distribution or layout different from that present on the 
simulation side. In response, FlexIO properly chunks, splits, 
transfers, and re-organizes the array data exchanged between 
simulation and analytics, as shown in Figure 3. 

The high-level API makes it easy to change underlying 
transports, without the need to change applications. A one-
line update to the configuration file is sufficient to switch 
between file I/O and online data movement transports, and 
intra- vs. inter-node transports are automatically configured 
according to the placements of communicating simulation 
and online analytics processes. To tune transports, transport-
specific parameters specified as hints in an XML 
configuration file are passed to the FlexIO runtime. We refer 
readers to [18] for details of the interface specification. 

C. Data Movement Protocols 
There is considerable complexity in presenting to end 

users a convenient API, yet also providing placement 
flexibility and high performance. Key to this complexity is 
that the FlexIO runtime must translate the high-level API 
calls into actual data movements between simulation and 
analytics processes using low-level RDMA or shared 
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Figure 17: FlexIO software stack.

its implementation benefits from our previous work on RDMA-based data movement

and staging. New functionalities compared to such prior work include an ADIOS

streaming read interface, methods for parallel memory-to-memory multi-dimensional

array re-distribution, efficient data movement for Cray XK6 systems with the Gemini

interconnect, cache efficient on-node data movement via shared memory, intelligent

buffer management, enriched performance monitoring, and mobile DC Plug-ins. In

total, FlexIO is a system that supports diverse analytics placements via built-in effi-

cient methods for data movement between a simulation and analytics components.

4.2.2 High Level Interface

The high-level interface of FlexIO extends the existing ADIOS file read/write API

with three goals: 1) expressiveness in supporting common I/O patterns for simulation

and analytics codes; 2) backwards compatibility with the existing ADIOS file I/O

interface; and 3) easily switched underlying transports.

Conceptually, the FlexIO interface allows simulations to pass data to analytics

via “files”, and to operate on these “files” in either file or stream modes. In both

modes, the data model is compatible with the existing ADIOS data model, where the

simulation output data is logically time-indexed, and each timestep of output data is
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a group of variables of scalar or array types. In the file mode, data is written to the

file system and read back by analytics, using one of ADIOS’ file I/O methods. The

file mode is for backwards compatibility with the existing ADIOS file I/O interface.

The newly added stream mode is specifically intended for memory-to-memory data

movement between simulation and online analytics. Here, the simulation creates a

“file” with some unique name, and the analytics opens the named “file”, but internally,

this establishes connections to simulation processes via the underlying transport.

Simulation processes, then, periodically write data to the “file”, and the data is

passed to analytics as return parameters of their read calls (again, the underlying

transport handles actual data movement). When the simulation closes the “file”, the

connections are closed by the transport and analytics components receive End-of-

Stream as return values from their read calls. As a result, stream mode is compatible

with file I/O in that it can be switched with file mode without code changes.

For stream mode, there are two common I/O patterns for high end applications.

The first is for process-group-oriented data exchanges: during each I/O timestep,

the variables written from each simulation process are conceptually packed into a

group, called “Process Group”, and the analytics specifies the process groups it

wants to read by simulation processes’ MPI ranks. The other pattern is a global

array data exchange, where some multi-dimensional array, distributed among sev-

eral simulation processes, is passed to several analytics processes. As in other MxN

data exchanges [13], however, analytics processes may specify an array distribution

or layout different from that present on the simulation side. In response, FlexIO

properly chunks, splits, transfers, and re-organizes the array data exchanged between

simulation and analytics, as shown in Figure 18.

The high-level API makes it easy to change underlying transports, without the

need to change applications. A one-line update to the configuration file is sufficient
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RDMA and shared memory data movements for inter- and 
intra- node movements, respectively. The choice of low level 
transport is automatically configured according to the 
placement of online analytics. 

FlexIO leverages the ADIOS [28] parallel I/O library 
which provides meta-data rich read/write interfaces to 
simulation and analysis codes. ADIOS has a set of built-in 
I/O methods under its higher level API to support various file 
I/O methods (such as MPI-IO, HDF5, and NetCDF) as well 
as data staging methods [2] [4]. Switching between different 
methods can be configured through an external XML 
configuration file, without modification to application codes. 
ADIOS has been used by several leadership scientific codes 
and is integrated with popular analysis and visualization 
tools that include Matlab, ParaView, and VisIt.  

FlexIO inherits from ADIOS useful features like its high 
level API and file I/O methods (to enable offline placement), 
and its implementation benefits from our previous work on 
RDMA-based data movement and staging. New 
functionalities compared to such prior work include an 
ADIOS stream read interface, methods for parallel memory-
to-memory multi-dimensional array re-distribution, efficient 
data movement for Cray XK6 systems with the Gemini 
interconnect, cache efficient on-node data movement via 
shared memory, intelligent buffer management, enriched 
performance monitoring, and mobile DC Plug-ins. In total, 
FlexIO is a system that supports diverse analytics placements 
via efficient built-in methods for data movement between a 
simulation and analytics components. 

B. Hig Level Interface 
The high-level interface of FlexIO extends the existing 

ADIOS file read/write API with three goals: 1) 
expressiveness in supporting common I/O patterns for 
simulation and analytics codes; 2) backwards compatibility 
with the existing ADIOS file I/O interface; and 3) easily 
switched underlying transports.  

Conceptually, the FlexIO interface allows simulations to 
pass data to analytics via “files”, and to operate on these 
“files” in either file or stream modes. In both modes, the data 
model is compatible with the existing ADIOS data model, 
where the simulation output data is logically time-indexed, 
and each timestep of output data is a group of variables of 
scalar or array types. In the file mode, data is written to the 
file system and read back by analytics, using one of ADIOS’ 
file I/O methods. The file mode is for backwards 
compatibility with the existing ADIOS file I/O interface.  

The newly added stream mode is specifically intended 
for memory-to-memory data movement between simulation 
and online analytics. Here, the simulation creates a “file” 
with some unique name, and the analytics opens the named 
“file”, but internally, this establishes connections to 
simulation processes via the underlying transport. Simulation 
processes, then, periodically write data to the “file”, and the 
data is passed to analytics as return parameters of their read 
calls (again, the underlying transport handles actual data 
movement). When the simulation closes the “file”, the 
connections are closed by the transport and analytics 
components receive End-of-Stream as return values from 
their read calls. As a result, stream mode is compatible with 
file I/O in that it can be switched with file mode without 
code changes.  

For stream mode, there are two common I/O patterns for 
high end applications. The first is for process-group-oriented 
data exchanges: during each I/O timestep, the variables 
written from each simulation process are conceptually 
packed into a group, called “Process Group”, and the 
analytics specifies the process groups it wants to read by 
simulation processes’ MPI ranks. The other pattern is a 
global array data exchange, where some multi-dimensional 
array, distributed among several simulation processes, is 
passed to several analytics processes. As in other MxN data 
exchanges [3], however, analytics processes may specify an 
array distribution or layout different from that present on the 
simulation side. In response, FlexIO properly chunks, splits, 
transfers, and re-organizes the array data exchanged between 
simulation and analytics, as shown in Figure 3. 

The high-level API makes it easy to change underlying 
transports, without the need to change applications. A one-
line update to the configuration file is sufficient to switch 
between file I/O and online data movement transports, and 
intra- vs. inter-node transports are automatically configured 
according to the placements of communicating simulation 
and online analytics processes. To tune transports, transport-
specific parameters specified as hints in an XML 
configuration file are passed to the FlexIO runtime. We refer 
readers to [18] for details of the interface specification. 

C. Data Movement Protocols 
There is considerable complexity in presenting to end 

users a convenient API, yet also providing placement 
flexibility and high performance. Key to this complexity is 
that the FlexIO runtime must translate the high-level API 
calls into actual data movements between simulation and 
analytics processes using low-level RDMA or shared 
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Figure 18: Global array re-distribution. A 2D array is distributed among 9 simulation
processes and passed to 2 analytics processes.

to switch between file I/O and online data movement transports, and intra- vs. inter-

node transports are automatically configured according to the placements of commu-

nicating simulation and online analytics processes. To tune transports, transport-

specific parameters specified as hints in an XML configuration file are passed to the

FlexIO runtime. We refer readers to [14] for details of the interface specification.

4.2.3 Data Movement Protocols

There is considerable complexity in presenting to end users a convenient API, yet

also providing placement flexibility and high performance. Key to this complexity

is that the FlexIO runtime must translate the high-level API calls into actual data

movements between simulation and analytics processes using low-level RDMA or

shared memory transports. As shown in Figure 18, the MxN mapping, i.e., which

simulation process should send which piece of its data to which analytics processes, is

determined by the overlapping portion(s) of data specified in the simulation’s write

and analytics’ read calls, respectively. Establishing the necessary connections and

transferring data efficiently at large scales is a non-trivial task. Below we describe
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the connection management and data transfer protocols used by the FlexIO runtime.

1) Connection Management.

Before actual data movement, simulation and analytics services connect to each

other via assistance from an external directory server. To avoid overloading this

server, simulation and analytics processes, respectively, elect a local coordinator.

When creating a file in stream mode, the coordinator of the simulation registers

with the directory server a file name associated with its own contact information.

When the analytics opens that file, its coordinator looks up the server with the file

name, retrieves the contact information of the simulation’s coordinator, and makes a

connection with it. The directory server is involved only in discovery and connection

setup and is not in the critical path of actual data movements.

2) Data Movement.

To move global array data between two parallel programs, array data must be

transferred according to the data distributions at both sides. The FlexIO write

and read API captures the array distribution among simulation and analytics pro-

cesses, respectively. Based on this information, the FlexIO runtime generates the

re-distribution mapping. At each side, coordinators first gather array distributions

for all processes (Steps 1.s and 1.a, respectively), exchange the distribution infor-

mation with each other (Step 2), and then broadcast the peer-side distribution to

all processes (Step 3). At this point, each process knows the array distribution of

all other peer processes, so that it can calculate the mapping independently. Each

sender process packs strides for each receiver process with overlapping array index

range, and sends the packed strides to each receiver process (Step 4.s). Each receiver

prepares a receive buffer based on the mapping and copies received strides into the

appropriate target buffer (Step 4.a). The Process-Group-oriented data movement

pattern is implemented in a similar fashion.

There are several optional optimizations. First, write side calls can be either
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synchronous or asynchronous. The asynchronous API helps overlap data movement

with other activities like the simulation’s computation. The second optimization

is batching. The default granularity of data movement is per-variable. Users can

instruct FlexIO to pack multiple variables and transfer them in a batch. This will

cause both handshaking and data messages to be aggregated.

The third optimization is caching to reduce the cost of handshaking. By default,

the complete handshaking protocol (Step 1 to 4 as described above) is performed

for each variable at each I/O timestep. If distribution information and buffer ad-

dresses are unchanged across timesteps, then some or all of the handshaking steps

can be avoided by reusing existing information from previous timestep. The sender

or receiver can inform the FlexIO runtime about three possible caching options:

i) NO CACHING: perform the full handshaking protocol;

ii) CACHING LOCAL: re-use local side distribution information (skip Steps 1),

but still exchange distribution information with peer side (perform Step 2 to 4);

iii) CACHING ALL: re-use both local and peer sides’ distribution data, so that

handshaking is completely avoided.

FlexIO uses the EVPath messaging library [45] to implement its data movement

protocols. EVPath provides point-to-point messaging and data marshaling capa-

bilities. Its modular architecture supports multiple messaging transports, and we

have added to it the shared memory transport and the RDMA transport required by

FlexIO.

4.2.4 Shared Memory Transport

The shared memory transport is for intra-node data movement. Using it, small mes-

sages like handshaking messages are passed through data queues in shared memory

segments. Each data queue is a single-producer, single-consumer, circular, lock-free

FIFO queue inspired by Fastforward [52]. The producer and consumer have separate
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pointers to the next entry to enqueue or dequeue, and these pointers are guaranteed

to be placed into different cache lines to reduce cache coherency traffic. Each entry

in queue has a payload field of fixed-size and a status flag with two possible states:

full or empty. Entries in data queues are carefully aligned and padded to make sure

they do not share cache lines, so as to reduce false sharing. During data movement,

the consumer polls the flag of the next entry to dequeue. The producer first checks

that the next entry to enqueue is marked as “empty” before copying data into it. The

flag is then set to “full”; this signals the consumer, which then copies data from the

entry into the target receive buffer and sets flag to “empty” to release the entry to

the producer. On systems with weak memory consistency, additional memory fences

are inserted.

For large messages such as actual simulation output data, a shared memory buffer

pool is used. The producer pre-allocates a shared memory buffer pool indexed with

a free list. When sending a large message, the producer tries to find a buffer of

the closest size in the pool (and allocates one if not found), copies the message into

it, sends a control message to the data queue, and returns if it is an asynchronous

movement. The consumer extracts the address and length from the control message,

copies data from the shared memory buffer into target buffer, and returns the buffer

to the producer’s free list. Thus two memory copies are needed for sending large

messages asynchronously.

On the Cray XK platform, our shared memory transport leverages page map-

ping support from the XPMEM kernel module [6] to reduce memory copy overheads.

During synchronous large message transfers, the producer makes its source buffer

available for sharing by calling xpmem make(), and sends the shared memory seg-

ment id through the data queue. The consumer then gets the memory handle, maps

the producer’s send buffer into its address space, and copies data to the target receive

buffer.
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4.2.5 RDMA Transport

The RDMA transport in EVPath is for inter-node data movement. It is built on top of

Sandia National Laboratory’s NNTI library [62]. NNTI implements a uniform set of

APIs (including Connect, Memory Register/Unregister, RDMA Put and Get) above

ibverbs, Portals, and uGNI. It therefore, provides a portability layer among different

interconnects (IB, SeaStar and Gemini). Based on NNTI, the EVPath RDMA trans-

port implements buffer management and several optimizations for high performance

RDMA data movement.

Dynamic buffer allocation and memory registration can cause significant overheads

in RDMA-based data movement. Figure 19 demonstrates this with a point-to-point

RDMA Get bandwidth test on the Cray XK 6. This is particularly an issue for

applications generating particle data, since the number of particles written by a sim-

ulation process may change each timestep due to particle movement. One solution to

reduce this cost is to use a persistent buffer and registration cache, as in MPI [116]

and Charm++ [133]. We use a similar approach: allocated and registered send and

receive buffers are temporarily kept in a buffer pool; later data transfers try to reuse

those buffers whenever possible. A configurable threshold value controls total memory

usage and triggers buffer reclamation, if necessary.

For small messages, a pair of message queues is established between two interacting

processes for two way messaging. The sender process uses NNTI’s RDMA Put to send

a message into the receiver process’ message queue. For the Cray Gemini interconnect,

this uses FMA Put to send the data. For large message transfers, we use receiver-

directed RDMA Get for data movement. The sender process first copies the message

into a send buffer acquired from the buffer pool and sends to the receiver a small

control message containing the address and size of the send buffer. The receiver

prepares a receive buffer, and issues RDMA Get to fetch data according to some

scheduling policy. For Gemini, RDMA Get is implemented with uGNI’s BTE RDMA
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E. RDMA Transport 
The RDMA transport in EVPath is for inter-node data 

movement. It is built on top of Sandia National Laboratory’s 
NNTI library [27]. NNTI implements a uniform set of APIs 
(including Connect, Memory Register/Unregister, RDMA 
Put and Get) above ibverbs, Portals, and uGNI. It therefore, 
provides a portability layer among different interconnects 
(IB, SeaStar and Gemini). Based on NNTI, the EVPath 
RDMA transport implements buffer management and several 
optimizations for high performance RDMA data movement.  

Dynamic buffer allocation and memory registration can 
cause significant overheads in RDMA-based data movement. 
Figure 4 demonstrates this with a point-to-point RDMA Get 
bandwidth test on the Cray XK 6. This is particularly an 
issue for applications generating particle data, since the 
number of particles written by a simulation process may 
change across timesteps due to particle movement. One 
solution to reduce this cost is to use a persistent buffer and 
registration cache, as in MPI [34] and Charm++ [38]. We use 
a similar approach: allocated and registered send and receive 
buffers are temporarily kept in a buffer pool; later data 
transfers try to reuse those buffers whenever possible. A 
configurable threshold value controls total memory usage 
and triggers buffer reclamation, if necessary.  

For small messages, a pair of message queues is 
established between two interacting processes for two way 
messaging. The sender process uses NNTI’s RDMA Put to 
send a message into the receiver process’ message queue. 
For the Cray Gemini interconnect, this uses FMA Put to send 
the data. For large message transfers, we use receiver-
directed RDMA Get for data movement. The sender process 
first copies the message into a send buffer acquired from the 
buffer pool and sends to the receiver a small control message 
containing the address and size of the send buffer. The 
receiver prepares a receive buffer, and issues RDMA Get to 
fetch data according to some scheduling policy. For Gemini, 
RDMA Get is implemented with uGNI’s BTE RDMA 
operation. The scheduling technique is leveraged from our 
previous work in data staging [2]; and its use can effectively 
reduce network contention. 

F. Data Conditioning Plug-ins 
Data Conditioning Plug-ins are mobile codes embedded 

in the FlexIO transport. They are triggered to perform 
operations on data during the exchange of data between 
simulation and analytics. DC Plug-ins can be executed 
within the address space of either the simulation or analytics, 
and they can be migrated across address spaces at runtime.  

DC Plug-ins are stateless codelets created on the reader 
side (e.g., analytics) to customize writer-side outputs on the 
fly. Useful examples of DC Plug-ins include data markup, 
annotation, sampling, bounding box, unit conversion, etc. 
They are typically lightweight in terms of compute and 
memory usage, and are easily programmed with the C subset 
offered by the C-on-Demand (CoD) [11].  

DC Plug-ins are specified as parameters to FlexIO read 
API calls. Their code strings are compiled and installed in 
the appropriate process’ address space through the dynamic 
binary code generation offered by CoD. The code can be 

executed at either the analytics side or simulation side. 
Runtime deployment of DC Plug-ins from the analytics side 
into simulation processes is through a communication 
channel separate from the ones used for data movement. DC 
Plug-in placement is informed from the caller. Compared to 
our previous work [2], DC Plug-in has better scalability and 
is fully integrated with the FlexIO infrastructure; we have 
also implemented various runtime data manipulation 
functionality and management policies with DC Plug-ins to 
further enhance the I/O path (more  details in Section IV). 

G. Performance Monitoring 
FlexIO monitors the performance of simulation, 

analytics, and DC Plug-ins. There are measurement points at 
all levels of the FlexIO software stack to gather a variety of 
information, including the timing of data movement and DC 
Plug-in execution, as well as transferred data volumes. 
Dynamic memory allocation points within FlexIO are also 
instrumented to record memory usage during data 
movement. Optionally, information about the computation 
and communication behavior of simulation and analytics can 
also be obtained by explicitly instrumenting the codes.   

Performance information is used in two ways. For offline 
performance tuning, monitoring information can be dumped 
to trace files, and the developer can use it to understand and 
tune analytics codes. For runtime management, monitoring 
data captured from the simulation side can be gathered 
online and transferred to the analytics side. The analytics 
process(es) can then use it to dynamically schedule data 
movement and decide the placement of DC Plug-ins.  

H. Implementation Status 
FlexIO has been implemented and operates on Cray XT5, 

XK6,and InfiniBand clusters. Earlier, we applied FlexIO to 
an online analysis and visualization pipeline for the Pixie3D 
application on the Cray XT5 [54]. We have also used it to 
implement analytics for two other applications -- GTS and 
S3D (details in Section IV). Regarding resiliency, the current 
version uses simple timeout-and-retry schemes to cope with 
errors and failures during data movement, but we are 
planning to incorporate our recent work on a distributed 
transaction protocol [26] into future version of FlexIO. 
Features of FlexIO are publically available in the latest 
release of the ADIOS [18] software. 
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Figure 19: Cost of dynamic buffer allocation and registration in RDMA Get on Cray
XK6 with Gemini interconnet.

operation. The scheduling technique is leveraged from our previous work in data

staging [12]; and its use can effectively reduce network contention.

4.2.6 Data Conditioning Plug-ins

Data Conditioning Plug-ins are mobile codes embedded in the FlexIO transport. They

are triggered to perform operations on data during the exchange of data between

simulation and analytics. DC Plug-ins can be executed within the address space of

either the simulation or analytics, and they can be migrated across address spaces at

runtime.

DC Plug-ins are stateless codelets created on the reader side (e.g., analytics) to

customize writer-side outputs on the fly. Useful examples of DC Plug-ins include data

markup, annotation, sampling, bounding box, unit conversion, etc. They are typically

lightweight in terms of compute and memory usage, and are easily programmed with

the C subset offered by the C-on-Demand (CoD) [47].

DC Plug-ins are specified as parameters to FlexIO read API calls. Their code
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strings are compiled and installed in the appropriate process’ address space through

the dynamic binary code generation offered by CoD. The code can be executed at

either the analytics side or simulation side. Runtime deployment of DC Plug-ins

from the analytics side into simulation processes is through a communication channel

separate from the ones used for data movement. DC Plug-in placement is informed

from the caller. Compared to our previous work [10], DC Plug-in has better scalability

and is fully integrated with the FlexIO infrastructure; we have also implemented

various runtime data manipulation functionality and management policies with DC

Plug-ins to further enhance the I/O path (more details in Section 4.4).

4.2.7 Performance Monitoring

FlexIO monitors the performance of simulation, analytics, and DC Plug-ins. There

are measurement points at all levels of the FlexIO software stack to gather a variety

of information, including the timing of data movement and DC Plug-in execution, as

well as transferred data volumes. Dynamic memory allocation points within FlexIO

are also instrumented to record memory usage during data movement. Optionally,

information about the computation and communication behavior of simulation and

analytics can also be obtained by explicitly instrumenting the codes.

Performance information is used in two ways. For offline performance tuning,

monitoring information can be dumped to trace files, and the developer can use it

to understand and tune analytics codes. For runtime management, monitoring data

captured from the simulation side can be gathered online and transferred to the

analytics side. The analytics process(es) can then use it to dynamically schedule

data movement and decide the placement of DC Plug-ins.

4.3 Exploiting Placement Flexibility

FlexIO makes it possible to tune analytics placement to improve performance and/or

reduce cost: it provides performance information that can aid in placement decision,
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and it can automatically configure the underlying transport to enforce any placement

decision made by users. To illustrate the importance of this, this section describes

three placement algorithms realizing different placement policies. Our purpose is not

to show “best” policies, but instead, to show how FlexIO makes it easy to implement

alternative methods suitable for different usage scenarios. This is important because

there may be frequent changes to analytics codes and to the configurations of I/O

pipelines, to support evolving scientific processes. The heuristic algorithms shown find

satisfactory placements for large scale simulation and analytics within reasonable time

frames. They assume that simulation and analytics exhibit steady runtime behavior

so that placements can be statically determined and enforced at job launch time.

Such assumption holds for most of the practical use cases we have encountered.

Placement algorithms: 1) optimize some objective (e.g., minimizing total execu-

tion time); 2) use a resource allocation policy that determines how much resource to

allocate to simulation and analytics components; and 3) carry out a resource binding

policy that decides the process/thread to physical resource mapping.

4.3.1 Performance and Cost Objectives

The following performance and cost metrics are of interest to science end users.

Total Execution Time: the time from the start of simulation and analytics to

the completion of both.

Total CPU Hours: the total nodes used multiplied by the total execution time

(in units of hours). This metric measures the cost of a run, as supercomputing centers

commonly charge users with the CPU hours consumed by their jobs.

Data Movement Volume: the amount of data moved between simulation and

staged analytics.
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4.3.2 Placement Algorithms

1) Data aware mapping. The data aware mapping algorithm introduced in [156]

takes as input a communication matrix recording the data movement volume between

simulation processes and analytics processes. It applies graph partitioning to divide

simulation and analytics processes into as many groups as the number of nodes, and

then assigns each process group to a node with each process mapped to one core.

Data aware mapping is essentially a resource binding algorithm, and it tends to place

frequently communicating processes from different programs onto the same node.

2) Holistic placement. We extend data aware placement to holistically treat

two additional issues: i) to carry out resource allocation, in addition to simply de-

ciding resource bindings, and ii) to also consider the data movements within parallel

simulation and analytics programs (e.g., their MPI communications). Termed “holis-

tic placement”, we have experimented with two algorithm variants, for synchronous

vs. asynchronous data movement scenarios, respectively. These algorithms take as

input the input configuration of the simulation and the strong scaling function of

analytics. Performance profiling is used to obtain such information.

When data movement between simulation and analytics is synchronous, holistic

placement works as follows. During resource allocation, the analytics are scaled to

match the data generation rate of the simulation. The idea is that simulation and

analytics form a two-stage pipeline and hence, matching the analytics’ data consump-

tion rate with simulation’s data generation rate leads to minimal pipeline stalls. The

output of the resource allocation step is the number of processes needed to run an-

alytics. During resource binding, the algorithm constructs a communication matrix

that records both inter- and intra-program data movement. It models the target

parallel machine as a two-level tree in which cores of the same node are siblings and

have less communication cost with each other than with cores on different nodes. It

then uses the graph mapping algorithm provided by the SCOTCH library [5] to map
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the communication graph to the architecture graph. Compared to data aware map-

ping, holistic placement 1) captures the trade-off between inter- and intra- program

communication, and 2) can be easily extended to model the machine architecture in

greater detail (as will be shown in the third algorithm).

When data is moved asynchronously between simulation and analytics, the algo-

rithm additionally considers the asynchrony effect of data movement. Asynchronous

data movement overlaps with other activities such as the simulation’s computation.

Accordingly, unlike the synchronous case, the resource allocation step must ensure

that the sum of data movement time and analytics computation time is no larger than

the simulation’s I/O interval. Data movement time is estimated as total data size

divided by point-to-point RDMA transport bandwidth. This estimation is conserva-

tive because it assumes data are moved to analytics sequentially (from one simulation

process at a time) through the interconnect instead of shared memory, and it may

lead to resource over-provisioning for analytics. However, given that analytics usually

runs at a much smaller scale than the simulation, such over-provisioning is unlikely

to cost significant additional resources and may even be beneficial to accommodate

variations in analytics running times. The resource binding step for asynchronous

case is the same as for synchronous case described above.

3) Node topology awareness. To demonstrate the ease with which place-

ment policies can be changed in FlexIO, we explore one additional generalization of

the holistic mapping algorithm, designed to take into account the complicated cache

topologies and deep memory hierarchies of modern multi-core processors. Figure 20

shows the memory structure of a machine with four quad-core AMD Barcelona pro-

cessors and four NUMA domains. Cores share different levels of cache and memory

resources, which results in non-uniform on-node communication times between cores.

Node topology aware placement, then, further extends holistic placement by mod-

eling the target machine as a multi-level hierarchy: cores within the same node are
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III. EXPLOITING PLACEMENT FLEXIBILITY 
FlexIO makes it possible to tune analytics placement to 

improve performance and/or reduce cost: it provides 
performance information that can aid in placement decision, 
and it can automatically configure the underlying transport to 
enforce any placement decision made by users. To illustrate 
the importance of this, this section describes three placement 
algorithms realizing different placement policies. Our 
purpose is not to show ‘best’ policies, but instead, to show 
how FlexIO makes it easy to implement alternative methods 
suitable for different usage scenarios. This is important 
because there may be frequent changes to analytics codes 
and to the configurations of I/O pipelines, to support 
evolving scientific processes. The heuristic algorithms 
shown find satisfactory placements for large scale simulation 
and analytics within reasonable time frames. They assume 
that simulation and analytics exhibit steady runtime behavior 
so that placements can be statically determined and enforced 
at job launch time. Such assumption holds for most of the 
practical use cases we have encountered.   

Placement algorithms: 1) optimize some objective (e.g., 
minimizing total execution time); 2) use a resource allocation 
policy that determines how much resource to allocate to 
simulation and analytics components; and 3) carry out a 
resource binding policy that decides the process/thread to 
physical resource mapping.  

A. Performance and Cost Objectives 
The following performance and cost metrics (initially 

defined in [52]) are of interest to science end users. 
Total Execution Time: the time from the start of 

simulation and analytics to the completion of both.  
Total CPU Hours: the total nodes used multiplied by the 

total execution time (in units of hours). This metric measures 
the cost of a run, as supercomputing centers commonly 
charge users with the CPU hours consumed by their jobs. 

Data Movement Volume: the amount of data moved 
between simulation and analytics. 

B. Placement Algorithms 
1) Data Aware Mapping. The data aware mapping 

algorithm introduced in [51] takes as input a communication 
matrix recording the data movement volume between 
simulation processes and analytics processes. It applies graph 
partitioning to divide simulation and analytics processes into 
as many groups as the number of nodes, and then assigns 
each process group to a node with each process mapped to 
one core. Data aware mapping is essentially a resource 
binding algorithm, and it tends to place frequently 
communicating processes from different programs onto the 
same node.  

2) Holistic Placement. We extend data aware placement 
to holistically treat two additional issues: i) to carry out 
resource allocation, in addition to simply deciding resource 
bindings, and ii) to also consider the data movements within 
parallel simulation and analytics programs (e.g., their MPI 
communications). Termed ‘holistic placement’, we have 
experimented with two algorithm variants, for synchronous 
vs. asynchronous data movement scenarios, respectively. 

These algorithms take as input the input configuration of the 
simulation and the strong scaling function of analytics. 
Performance profiling is used to obtain such information.  

When data movement between simulation and analytics 
is synchronous, holistic placement works as follows. During 
resource allocation, the analytics are scaled to match the data 
generation rate of the simulation. The idea is that simulation 
and analytics form a two-stage pipeline and hence, matching 
the analytics’ data consumption rate with simulation’s data 
generation rate leads to minimal pipeline stalls. The output of 
the resource allocation step is the number of processes 
needed to run analytics.  

During resource binding, the algorithm constructs a 
communication matrix that records both inter- and intra-
program data movement. It models the target parallel 
machine as a two-level tree in which cores of the same node 
are siblings and have less communication cost with each 
other than with cores on different nodes. It then uses the 
graph mapping algorithm provided by the SCOTCH library 
[36] to map the communication graph to the architecture 
graph. Compared to data aware mapping, holistic placement 
1) captures the trade-off between inter- and intra- program 
communication, and 2) can be easily extended to model the 
machine architecture in greater detail (as will be shown in 
the third algorithm). 

When data is moved asynchronously between simulation 
and analytics, the algorithm additionally considers the 
asynchrony effect of data movement. Asynchronous data 
movement overlaps with other activities such as the 
simulation’s computation. Accordingly, unlike the 
synchronous case, the resource allocation step must ensure 
that the sum of data movement time and analytics 
computation time is no larger than the simulation’s I/O 
interval. Data movement time is estimated as total data size 
divided by point-to-point RDMA transport bandwidth. This 
estimation is conservative because it assumes data are moved 
to analytics sequentially (from one simulation process at a 
time) through the interconnect instead of shared memory, 
and it may lead to resource over-provisioning for analytics. 
However, given that analytics usually runs at a much smaller 
scale than the simulation, such over-provisioning is unlikely 
to cost significant additional resources and may even be 
beneficial to accommodate variations in analytics running 
times. The resource binding step for asynchronous case is the 
same as for synchronous case described above. 

3) Node Topology Awareness: To demonstrate the ease 
with which placement policies can be changed in FlexIO, we 
explore one additional generalization of the holistic mapping 
algorithm, designed to take into account the complicated 
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Figure 5.   A Multi-Socket NUMA Node Architecture  
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Figure 20: A multi-socket NUMA node architecture.

placed at different levels of the tree according to the cache topology. The graph

mapping algorithm (used in Holistic Placement as described above) is then applied

to map the communication graph onto the hierarchical architecture tree and generate

process-to-core binding.

For NUMA machines, the algorithm not only decides process-to-core binding, but

also determines the placement of FlexIO’s internal buffers in memory. Our default

policy is that the shared memory data queues and buffer pools are placed into simula-

tion processes’ local NUMA domain no matter where analytics processes are located.

This arrangement facilitates the simulation’s access to those data structures but may

penalize analytics’ access. The idea is that in most cases, the simulation is the

performance-bounding part in the producer-consumer pipeline, while the analytics

are more tolerant of slower data movement.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results obtained from tuning placements of

analytics for two large-scale applications: GTS and S3D. We also demonstrate the

utility of Data Conditioning Plug-ins to enable dynamic placement of analytics at

runtime.

Experiments are run on Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Titan Cray XK6 and
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Smoky cluster. Titan is upgraded from the Jaguar Cray XT5 and equipped with

18,688 compute nodes, 960 of which contain GPUs. Each compute node has a 16-core

2.2GHz AMD Opteron 6274 (Interlagos) processor and 32GB of RAM. The machine

uses the Gemini interconnect. Smoky is an 80 node cluster. Each compute node has

four quad-core 2.0GHz AMD Opteron processors (as shown in Figure 20) and 32 GB

of memory. The Smoky cluster uses DDR InfiniBand interconnect. Both Titan and

Smoky have access to the center-wide Lustre file system.

4.4.1 GTS Performance

GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global three-dimensional Particle-In-Cell

(PIC) code used to study the microturbulence and associated transport in magneti-

cally confined fusion plasma of tokamak torodial devices [139]. GTS simulation out-

puts particle data containing two 2-dimensional particle arrays for zions and electrons,

respectively. The two arrays contain seven attributes for each particle, including co-

ordinates, velocity, weight and particle ID. The particle data is processed by a series

of analysis steps, including the calculation of particle distribution function and a

range query on the velocity attributes of all particles. The query result is 20% of the

original output particles. 1D and 2D histograms are generated from the query results

and written to files which can then be used for parallel coordinates visualization. The

analytics code uses FlexIO’s streaming mode to read particles data and follows the

process-group-oriented I/O pattern.

We run GTS with a typical production run configuration, which results in particle

data output size of 110MB per process. GTS is run in OpenMP/MPI hybrid mode,

as suggested by the GTS team. It outputs particle data every two simulation cycles,

as desired by scientists.

1) Tuning Placement of Analytics.

We use the approaches described in Section 4.3 to place analytics for GTS. For
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cache topologies and deep memory hierarchies of modern 
multi-core processors. Figure 5 shows the memory structure 
of a machine with four quad-core AMD Barcelona 
processors and four NUMA domains. Cores share different 
levels of cache and memory resources, which results in non-
uniform on-node communication times between cores.  

Node topology aware placement, then, further extends 
holistic placement by modeling the target machine as a 
multi-level hierarchy: cores within the same node are placed 
at different levels of the tree according to the cache topology. 
The graph mapping algorithm (used in holistic placement as 
described above) is then applied to map the communication 
graph onto the hierarchical architecture tree and generate 
process-to-core binding.  

For NUMA machines, the algorithm not only decides 
process-to-core binding, but also determines the placement 
of FlexIO’s internal buffers in memory. Our default policy is 
that the shared memory data queues and buffer pools are 
placed into simulation processes’ local NUMA domain no 
matter where communicating analytics processes are located. 
This arrangement facilitates the simulation’s access to those 
data structures but may penalize analytics’ access. The idea 
is that in most cases, the simulation is the performance-
bounding part in the producer-consumer pipeline, while the 
analytics are more tolerant of slower data movement.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section, we present experimental results obtained 

from tuning placements of analytics for two large-scale 
applications: GTS and S3D. We also demonstrate the utility 
of Data Conditioning Plug-ins to enable dynamic placement 
of analytics at runtime.  

Experiments are run on Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s 
Titan Cray XK6 and Smoky cluster. Titan is upgraded from 
the Jaguar Cray XT5 and equipped with 18,688 compute 
nodes, 960 of which contain GPUs. Each compute node has 
a 16-core 2.2GHz AMD Opteron 6274 (Interlagos) processor 
and 32GB of RAM. Titan uses the Gemini interconnect. 
Smoky is an 80 node cluster. Each compute node has four 
quad-core 2.0GHz AMD Opteron processors (as shown in 
Figure 5) and 32 GB of memory. The Smoky cluster uses 
DDR InfiniBand interconnect. Both Titan and Smoky have 
access to the center-wide Lustre file system. 

A. GTS Performance 
GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global 

three-dimensional Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code used to study 
the microturbulence and associated transport in magnetically 
confined fusion plasma of tokamak torodial devices [47]. 
GTS simulation outputs particle data containing two 2-
dimensional particle arrays for zions and electrons, 
respectively. The two arrays contain seven attributes for each 
particle, including coordinates, velocity, weight and particle 
ID. The particle data is processed by a series of analysis 
steps, including the calculation of particle distribution 
function and a range query on the velocity attributes of all 
particles. The query result is ~20% of the original output 
particles. 1D and 2D histograms are generated from the 
query results and written to files which can then be used for 

parallel coordinates visualization. The analytics code uses 
FlexIO’s stream mode to read particles data and follows the 
process-group-oriented I/O pattern. 

We run GTS with a typical production run configuration, 
which results in particle data output size of 110MB per 
process. GTS is run in OpenMP/MPI hybrid mode, as 
suggested by the GTS team. It outputs particle data every 
two simulation cycles, as desired by scientists.   

1) Tuning Placement of Analytics 
We use the approaches described in Section III to place 

analytics for GTS. For resource allocation, we apply the 
holistic placement policy to decide the number of processes 
to run analytics so that the data consumption rate matches 
GTS simulation’s I/O frequency. After completing resource 
allocation, all three placement algorithms leverage inter-
process communication volumes to determine process to 
core binding. Furthermore, since GTS itself can be strong-
scaled for a fixed input problem size by varying number of 
OpenMP threads per MPI process, we decide the placement 
for each of GTS configurations with different number of 
OpenMP threads. We compare the resulting performance and 
cost of different configurations and placements. 

Figure 6 (a) shows the Total Execution Time of the 
coupled GTS simulation and analytics with different 
placements at various scales on Smoky (weak scaling is 
applied). At all scales, all three algorithms decide to place 
analytics on Helper Cores in compute nodes (there are still 
differences among them, as will be explained later). The 
particular helper core placement found by node topology 
aware algorithm consistently shows the best performance: 
GTS is configured to run with 3 OpenMP threads per MPI 
process, and every 4 MPI processes are placed on each 
compute node; 4 analytics processes are placed on the 
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(a) Total Execution Time on Smoky   
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(b) Total Execution Time on Titan 

Figure 6.   GTS Performance Tuning on Smoky and Titan.  
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Figure 21: GTS performance tuning on Smoky and Titan.

resource allocation, we apply the holistic policy to decide the number of processes to

run analytics so that the data consumption rate matches GTS simulation’s I/O fre-

quency. After completing resource allocation, all three placement algorithms leverage

inter-process communication volumes to determine process to core binding. Further-

more, since GTS itself can be strong-scaled for a fixed input problem size by varying

number of OpenMP threads per MPI process, we decide the placement for each of

GTS configurations with different number of OpenMP threads. We compare the

resulting performance and cost of different configurations and placements.

Figure 21(a) shows the Total Execution Time of the coupled GTS simulation
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and analytics with different placements at various scales on Smoky (weak scaling

is applied). At all scales, all three algorithms decide to place analytics on Helper

Cores in compute nodes (there are still differences among them, as will be explained

later). The particular helper core placement found by node topology aware algorithm

consistently shows the best performance: GTS is configured to run with 3 OpenMP

threads per MPI process, and every 4 MPI processes are placed on each compute

node; 4 analytics processes are placed on the remaining 4 cores of each node (i.e., the

Helper Cores); GTS processes pass data to analytics processes through shared memory

transport whose internal buffers are pinned in local NUMA domains. Besides, the

GTS processes are placed onto nodes so that their 2D grid communication pattern is

aligned with the target machine modeled as a 3-level tree.

In comparison, the holistic placement algorithm maps GTS and analytics pro-

cesses onto nodes in the same way as node topology aware placement. However, since

it ignores the NUMA structure of each node, it maps GTS threads and analytics pro-

cesses linearly to cores within each node. OpenMP threads of some GTS processes are

placed across NUMA boundaries, which hurts performance by up to 7.0% on Smoky.

The placement found by data aware mapping algorithm has comparable performance

as holistic placement. Largely this is because GTS performance is in-sensitive to pro-

cess placement and hence ignoring its internal communication in placement decision

does not cause notable performance penalty. However, data aware mapping is still

outperformed by node topology aware placement by up to 9.5% due to its ignorance

of NUMA structure.

We also place analytics inline and on a set of separate staging nodes. With inline

placement (Case 2 in Figure 22), the GTS processes directly call analytics routine. On

Smoky whose compute nodes has 16 cores each, we run GTS with 4 OpenMP threads

per MPI process and place 4 MPI processes on each compute node. In comparison,

the helper core placement takes 1 core from GTS and offloads analytics onto that
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remaining 4 cores of each node (i.e., the Helper Cores); GTS 
processes pass data to analytics processes through shared 
memory transport whose internal buffers are pinned in local 
NUMA domains. Besides, the GTS processes are placed 
onto nodes so that their 2D grid communication pattern is 
aligned with the target machine modeled as a 3-level tree.  

In comparison, the holistic placement algorithm maps 
GTS and analytics processes onto nodes in the same way as 
node topology aware placement. However, since it ignores 
the NUMA structure of each node, it maps GTS threads and 
analytics processes linearly to cores within each node. 
OpenMP threads of some GTS processes are placed across 
NUMA boundaries, which hurts performance by up to 7.0% 
on Smoky. The placement found by data aware mapping 
algorithm has comparable performance as holistic placement. 
Largely this is because GTS performance is in-sensitive to 
process placement and hence ignoring its internal 
communication in placement decision does not cause notable 
performance penalty. However, data aware mapping is still 
outperformed by node topology aware placement by up to 
9.5% due to its ignorance of NUMA structure. 

We also place analytics inline and on a set of separate 
staging nodes. With inline placement (Case 2 in Figure 7), 
the GTS processes directly call analytics routine. On Smoky 
whose compute nodes has 16 cores each, we run GTS with 4 
OpenMP threads per MPI process and place 4 MPI processes 
on each compute node. In comparison, the helper core 
placement takes 1 core from GTS and offloads analytics onto 
that core (Case 1 in Figure 7). Such offloading is beneficial 
for two reasons. On one hand, GTS running with 4 OpenMP 
threads cannot make full use of all cores within a compute 
node due to the fact that there are code regions in GTS where 
only main thread is active. Taking 1 core out of 4 from a 
GTS process only slows down GTS by 2.7% (as indicated by 
the increase of simulation “cycle1” and “cycle2” time from 
Case2 to Case 1). On the other hand, the inline analytics 
weighs 23.6% of GTS runtime, so offloading analytics to 
helper core reduces Total Execution Time. 

When placing analytics onto separate staging nodes, data 
are moved to staging nodes through RDMA transport. 
Compared to the helper core placement, the pitfalls of 
placing analytics in staging nodes are: 1) huge amounts of 
particle data are moved through interconnect which 
consumes more power than on-node movement; 2) 
asynchronous bulk data movement can interfere with 
simulation’s MPI communication. We have to carefully set 
the asynchronous data movement scheduling policy to keep 
the GTS slowdown under 15%. 

In terms of CPU hours cost, Inline placement is the worst 
due to penalty of running non-scalable analytics at large 
scales. Helper core placement use the same core counts as 
Inline placement but consumes less CPU hours by finishing 
faster. Staging placement is worse than helper core 
placement since it allocates additional nodes but does not 
achieve better total execution time. 

In terms of data movement volume, both inline and 
helper core placement avoid moving particle data between 
simulation and analytics through interconnect, while staging 
placement causes all particle data moved through 

interconnect. On the other hand, since staging placement 
maps analytics processes closer to each other than the other 
two placements, staging placement helps reduce the amount 
of analytics’ internal MPI communication which go through 
interconnect. Overall, since inter-program data movement is 
dominant and analytics runs local query to reduce data, 
helper core and inline placement reduces inter-node data 
movement by about 90% over staging placement. 

Figure 6 (b) shows placement tuning results on Titan. 
Similar to Smoky results, on Titan which has 2 NUMA 
domains and 8 cores in each, running GTS with 7 OpenMP 
threads per MPI process and analytics on a separate helper 
core within the NUMA domain results in the best 
performance and cost. 

2) A Closer Look at Helper Core Placement 
Figure 7 (Case 1) shows that GTS and analytics 

experience nearly invisible I/O overhead thanks to the shared 
memory transport. It also shows that analytics processes are 
idle for 67% of time, indicating over-provisioning for 
analytics due to our conservative resource allocation policy.  

The downside of placing simulation and analytics on the 
same node is interference between them due to contention on 
shared on-node resources. To assess such interference, we 
test two cases: i) GTS with 3 OpenMP threads runs in solo 
and does no I/O or analytics (Case 3 in Figure 7) vs. ii) GTS 
with 3 OpenMP threads runs with analytics placed on helper 
cores (Case 1 in Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the aggregated L3 
cache miss rate (measured in L3 cache misses per 1K 
instructions) seen by all GTS threads in simulation main loop 
in two cases (hardware performance counters are recorded 
with PAPI [31]). GTS experiences 47% more L3 cache 
misses when analytics runs on helper core and share L3 
cache with it, and its simulation time (“cycle1” and “cycle2” 
in Figure 7) increases by 4.1%. Achieving better 
performance isolation between simulation and analysis when 
they are placed on the same node is part of our future work. 

3) How Close is Our Solution to the Optimal? 
The runtime of GTS which runs solo with 4 OpenMP 

threads and does not perform I/O or analytics can be 
considered as the Total Execution Time when data 
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Figure 7.   Detailed Timing of GTS and Analytics. GTS runs with 128 MPI 

processes on Smoky. 
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Figure 8.   Last Level Cache Miss Rates of GTS on Smoky. 
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Figure 22: Detailed timing of GTS and analytics. GTS runs with 128 MPI processes
on Smoky.

core (Case 1 in Figure 22). Such offloading is beneficial for two reasons. On one

hand, GTS running with 4 OpenMP threads cannot make full use of all cores within

a compute node due to the fact that there are code regions in GTS where only main

thread is active. Taking 1 core out of 4 from a GTS process only slows down GTS

by 2.7% (as indicated by the increase of simulation “cycle1” and “cycle2” time from

Case2 to Case 1). On the other hand, the inline analytics weighs 23.6% of GTS

runtime, so offloading analytics to helper core reduces Total Execution Time.

When placing analytics onto separate staging nodes, data are moved to staging

nodes through RDMA transport. Compared to the helper core placement, the pitfalls

of placing analytics in staging nodes are: 1) huge amounts of particle data are moved

through interconnect which consumes more power than on-node movement; 2) asyn-

chronous bulk data movement can interfere with simulation’s MPI communication.

We have to carefully set the asynchronous data movement scheduling policy to keep

the GTS slowdown under 15%.

In terms of CPU hours cost, Inline placement is the worst due to penalty of

running non-scalable analytics at large scales. Helper core placement use the same

core counts as Inline placement but consumes less CPU hours by finishing faster.

Staging placement is worse than helper core placement since it allocates additional
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remaining 4 cores of each node (i.e., the Helper Cores); GTS 
processes pass data to analytics processes through shared 
memory transport whose internal buffers are pinned in local 
NUMA domains. Besides, the GTS processes are placed 
onto nodes so that their 2D grid communication pattern is 
aligned with the target machine modeled as a 3-level tree.  

In comparison, the holistic placement algorithm maps 
GTS and analytics processes onto nodes in the same way as 
node topology aware placement. However, since it ignores 
the NUMA structure of each node, it maps GTS threads and 
analytics processes linearly to cores within each node. 
OpenMP threads of some GTS processes are placed across 
NUMA boundaries, which hurts performance by up to 7.0% 
on Smoky. The placement found by data aware mapping 
algorithm has comparable performance as holistic placement. 
Largely this is because GTS performance is in-sensitive to 
process placement and hence ignoring its internal 
communication in placement decision does not cause notable 
performance penalty. However, data aware mapping is still 
outperformed by node topology aware placement by up to 
9.5% due to its ignorance of NUMA structure. 

We also place analytics inline and on a set of separate 
staging nodes. With inline placement (Case 2 in Figure 7), 
the GTS processes directly call analytics routine. On Smoky 
whose compute nodes has 16 cores each, we run GTS with 4 
OpenMP threads per MPI process and place 4 MPI processes 
on each compute node. In comparison, the helper core 
placement takes 1 core from GTS and offloads analytics onto 
that core (Case 1 in Figure 7). Such offloading is beneficial 
for two reasons. On one hand, GTS running with 4 OpenMP 
threads cannot make full use of all cores within a compute 
node due to the fact that there are code regions in GTS where 
only main thread is active. Taking 1 core out of 4 from a 
GTS process only slows down GTS by 2.7% (as indicated by 
the increase of simulation “cycle1” and “cycle2” time from 
Case2 to Case 1). On the other hand, the inline analytics 
weighs 23.6% of GTS runtime, so offloading analytics to 
helper core reduces Total Execution Time. 

When placing analytics onto separate staging nodes, data 
are moved to staging nodes through RDMA transport. 
Compared to the helper core placement, the pitfalls of 
placing analytics in staging nodes are: 1) huge amounts of 
particle data are moved through interconnect which 
consumes more power than on-node movement; 2) 
asynchronous bulk data movement can interfere with 
simulation’s MPI communication. We have to carefully set 
the asynchronous data movement scheduling policy to keep 
the GTS slowdown under 15%. 

In terms of CPU hours cost, Inline placement is the worst 
due to penalty of running non-scalable analytics at large 
scales. Helper core placement use the same core counts as 
Inline placement but consumes less CPU hours by finishing 
faster. Staging placement is worse than helper core 
placement since it allocates additional nodes but does not 
achieve better total execution time. 

In terms of data movement volume, both inline and 
helper core placement avoid moving particle data between 
simulation and analytics through interconnect, while staging 
placement causes all particle data moved through 

interconnect. On the other hand, since staging placement 
maps analytics processes closer to each other than the other 
two placements, staging placement helps reduce the amount 
of analytics’ internal MPI communication which go through 
interconnect. Overall, since inter-program data movement is 
dominant and analytics runs local query to reduce data, 
helper core and inline placement reduces inter-node data 
movement by about 90% over staging placement. 

Figure 6 (b) shows placement tuning results on Titan. 
Similar to Smoky results, on Titan which has 2 NUMA 
domains and 8 cores in each, running GTS with 7 OpenMP 
threads per MPI process and analytics on a separate helper 
core within the NUMA domain results in the best 
performance and cost. 

2) A Closer Look at Helper Core Placement 
Figure 7 (Case 1) shows that GTS and analytics 

experience nearly invisible I/O overhead thanks to the shared 
memory transport. It also shows that analytics processes are 
idle for 67% of time, indicating over-provisioning for 
analytics due to our conservative resource allocation policy.  

The downside of placing simulation and analytics on the 
same node is interference between them due to contention on 
shared on-node resources. To assess such interference, we 
test two cases: i) GTS with 3 OpenMP threads runs in solo 
and does no I/O or analytics (Case 3 in Figure 7) vs. ii) GTS 
with 3 OpenMP threads runs with analytics placed on helper 
cores (Case 1 in Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the aggregated L3 
cache miss rate (measured in L3 cache misses per 1K 
instructions) seen by all GTS threads in simulation main loop 
in two cases (hardware performance counters are recorded 
with PAPI [31]). GTS experiences 47% more L3 cache 
misses when analytics runs on helper core and share L3 
cache with it, and its simulation time (“cycle1” and “cycle2” 
in Figure 7) increases by 4.1%. Achieving better 
performance isolation between simulation and analysis when 
they are placed on the same node is part of our future work. 

3) How Close is Our Solution to the Optimal? 
The runtime of GTS which runs solo with 4 OpenMP 

threads and does not perform I/O or analytics can be 
considered as the Total Execution Time when data 
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Figure 7.   Detailed Timing of GTS and Analytics. GTS runs with 128 MPI 

processes on Smoky. 
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Figure 8.   Last Level Cache Miss Rates of GTS on Smoky. 
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Figure 23: Last level cache miss rates of GTS on Smoky.

nodes but does not achieve better total execution time.

In terms of data movement volume, both inline and helper core placement avoid

moving particle data between simulation and analytics through interconnect, while

staging placement causes all particle data moved through interconnect. On the other

hand, since staging placement maps analytics processes closer to each other than

the other two placements, staging placement helps reduce the amount of analytics’

internal MPI communication which go through interconnect. Overall, since inter-

program data movement is dominant and analytics runs local query to reduce data,

helper core and inline placement reduces inter-node data movement by about 90%

over staging placement.

Figure 21(b) shows placement tuning results on Titan. Similar to Smoky results,

on Titan which has 2 NUMA domains and 8 cores in each, running GTS with 7

OpenMP threads per MPI process and analytics on a separate helper core within the

NUMA domain results in the best performance and cost.

2) A Closer Look at Helper Core Placement.

Figure 22 (Case 1) shows that GTS and analytics experience nearly invisible I/O

overhead thanks to the shared memory transport. It also shows that analytics pro-

cesses are idle for 67% of time, indicating over-provisioning for analytics due to our

conservative resource allocation policy.
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The downside of placing simulation and analytics on the same node is interfer-

ence between them due to contention on shared on-node resources. To assess such

interference, we test two cases: i) GTS with 3 OpenMP threads runs in solo and

does no I/O or analytics (Case 3 in Figure 22) vs. ii) GTS with 3 OpenMP threads

runs with analytics placed on helper cores (Case 1 in Figure 22). Figure 23 shows

the aggregated L3 cache miss rate (measured in L3 cache misses per 1K instructions)

seen by all GTS threads in simulation main loop in two cases (hardware performance

counters are recorded with PAPI [4]). GTS experiences 47% more L3 cache misses

when analytics runs on helper core and share L3 cache with it, and its simulation time

(“cycle1” and “cycle2” in Figure 23) increases by 4.1%. Achieving better performance

isolation between simulation and analysis when they are placed on the same node is

part of our future work.

3) How Close is Our Solution to the Optimal?

The runtime of GTS which runs solo with 4 OpenMP threads and does not perform

I/O or analytics can be considered as the Total Execution Time when data movement

and analytics are “free” (no resource usage) and infinitely fast. This value is therefore

less or equal to the optimal Total Execution Time of coupled simulation and analytics.

The best placement solution which we have found is at most 7.9% larger than this

lower bound (dashed lines in Figure 6) with the same core count used at all scales on

Titan, and at most 8.4% on Smoky.

4.4.2 S3D Performance

S3D is a state-of-the-art flow solver for performing direct numerical simulation (DNS)

of turbulent combustion [44]. We use a modified version of S3D code called S3D Box

created by the S3D team for our test. S3D Box performs a portion of the full S3D

simulation. During its execution, S3D Box periodically outputs species data which are

22 3-dimensional double-typed arrays. The species data is fed into a parallel volume
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rendering code [152] to visualize images for each every species. The visualization

code reads data by specifying global array index ranges and FlexIO handles MxN

data re-distribution underneath. We set the input parameters so that during each

I/O action, the total size of 22 arrays generated by each simulation process is 1.7MB,

which is the same as typical production S3D runs. The simulation writes species data

out every ten simulation cycles.

1) Tuning Data Movement.

Data movement between simulation and visualization exercises FlexIO’s Global-

Array-oriented I/O pattern. Since arrays’ distribution and memory addresses do not

change over time at neither simulation nor visualization side, we set the caching option

to CACHE ALL to avoid several gather/scatter and handshaking messages during

data movement (as described in Section 4.2.2). We also enable batching so that all

22 arrays are packed and sent together in a batch. Besides, simulation’s write calls

are set to be asynchronous. Those tuning efforts significantly reduce the simulation-

visible data movement time on both Titan (from 1.2 to 0.053seconds when S3D Box

runs on 1K cores with RDMA transport) and Smoky (from 4.0 to 0.077seconds when

S3D Box runs on 1K cores with RDMA transport). And due to the small output

data size, asynchronous data movement does not cause visible impact on simulation’s

internal communication. The tuning is enforced through setting hints in external

XML configuration file and requires no changes to simulation or visualization source

code.

2) Tuning Placement of Analytics.

We apply the three heuristic algorithms to decide placement of the visualization

for S3D Box. The resource allocation step determines a 128:1 ratio between simula-

tion and analytics processes. For S3D case, the intra-program MPI communication

volume is dominant over inter-program data movement due to relative small output

data size and low I/O frequency. Under this situation, both Holistic Placement and
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movement and analytics are “free” (no resource usage) and 
infinitely fast. This value is therefore less or equal to the 
optimal Total Execution Time of coupled simulation and 
analytics. The best placement solution which we have found 
is at most 7.9% larger than this lower bound (dashed lines in 
Figure 6) with the same core count used at all scales on 
Titan, and at most 8.4% on Smoky. 

B. S3D Performance 
S3D is a state-of-the-art flow solver for performing direct 

numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent combustion [20]. 
We use a modified version of S3D code called S3D_Box 
created by the S3D team for our test. S3D_Box performs a 
portion of the full S3D simulation. During its execution, 
S3D_Box periodically outputs species data which are 22 3-
dimensional double-typed arrays. The species data is fed into 
a parallel volume rendering code [49] to visualize images for 
each every species. The visualization code reads data by 
specifying global array index ranges and FlexIO handles 
MxN data re-distribution underneath. We set the input 
parameters so that during each I/O action, the total size of 22 
arrays generated by each simulation process is 1.7MB, which 
is the same as typical production S3D runs. The simulation 
writes species data out every ten simulation cycles. 

1) Tuning Data Movement  
Data movement between simulation and visualization 

exercises FlexIO’s Global-Array-oriented I/O pattern. Since 
arrays’ distribution and memory addresses do not change 
over time at neither simulation nor visualization side, we set 
the caching option to CACHE_ALL to avoid several 
gather/scatter and handshaking messages during data 
movement (as described in Section II.C). We also enable 
batching so that all 22 arrays are packed and sent together in 
a batch. Besides, simulation’s write calls are set to be 
asynchronous. Those tuning efforts significantly reduce the 
simulation-visible data movement time on both Titan (from 
1.2 to 0.053seconds when S3D_Box runs on 1K cores with 
RDMA transport) and Smoky (from 4.0 to 0.077seconds 
when S3D_Box runs on 1K cores with RDMA transport). 
And due to the small output data size, asynchronous data 
movement does not cause visible impact on simulation’s 
internal communication. The tuning is enforced through 
setting hints in external XML configuration file and requires 
no changes to simulation or visualization source code.  

2) Tuning Placement of Analytics 
We apply the three heuristic algorithms to decide 

placement of the visualization for S3D_Box. The resource 
allocation step determines a 128:1 ratio between simulation 
and analytics processes. For S3D case, the intra-program 
MPI communication volume is dominant over inter-program 
data movement due to relative small output data size and low 
I/O frequency. Under this situation, both holistic placement 
and node topology aware placement deploy visualization 
processes onto separate nodes (i.e., Staging Nodes) and use 
RDMA transport to move data between simulation and 
visualization processes. They also place S3D_Box in a 3D 
block decomposed fashion to respect S3D_Box’s logical 3D 
process layout. Node topology aware placement achieves 
slightly better performance than holistic placement by further 

aligning processes’ communication with compute node’s 
NUMA structure (as shown in Figure 9).  

The Data Aware Mapping algorithm places each 
analytics process close to those simulation processes which 
intensively communicate with it. This ends up placing 
visualization processes in a hybrid manner: a visualization 
process receives data from simulation processes both on 
local node and on remote nodes. Since the inter-program 
data movement volume is much less than internal MPI 
communication, putting simulation and visualization close to 
each other does not pay off sufficiently, but meanwhile such 
hybrid placement increases the amounts of S3D_Box’s MPI 
communication that goes across interconnect and increase 
Total Execution Time compared to the staging placement.  

We measure the performance with inline placements. 
Staging placement is better than inline because asynchronous 
data movement and running simulation and visualization 
computation (and writing rendered image to files in PPM 
format) as a two-stage pipeline can effectively hide the cost 
of I/O and analytics computation. Due to insufficient 
scalability of file I/O, the advantage of staging placement 
over inline increase at larger scales. Staging placement also 
consumes less CPU hours than Inline, since it use 0.78% 
additional resources but improves Total Execution Time by 
up to 19% and 30% on Smoky and Titan, respectively. 

3) How Close is Our Solution to the Optimal? 
The runtime of S3D_Box when it runs solo and does not 

perform I/O or analysis gives the lower bound of the optimal 
Total Execution Time (dashed lines in Figure 9). With less 
than 1% extra resources, the staging placement is at most 
3.6% larger than the lower bound on Titan, and 5.1% on 
Smoky. 
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Figure 9.   S3D_Box Performance Tuning.  
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Figure 24: S3D Box performance tuning.

Node Topology Aware Placement place visualization processes onto separate nodes

(i.e., Staging Nodes) and use RDMA transport to move data between simulation and

visualization processes. They also place S3D Box in a 3D block decomposed fashion

to respect S3D Box’s logical 3D process layout. Node Topology Aware Placement

achieves slightly better performance than Holistic Placement by further aligning pro-

cesses’ communication with compute node’s NUMA structure (as shown in Figure 24).

The Data Aware Mapping algorithm places each analytics process close to those

simulation processes which intensively communicate with it. This ends up placing

visualization processes in a hybrid manner: a visualization process receives data from
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simulation processes both on local node and on remote nodes. Since the inter-program

data movement volume is much less than internal MPI communication, putting simu-

lation and visualization close to each other does not pay off sufficiently, but meanwhile

such hybrid placement increases the amounts of S3D Box’s MPI communication that

goes across interconnect and increase Total Execution Time compared to the staging

placement.

We measure the performance with inline placements. Staging placement is bet-

ter than inline because asynchronous data movement and running simulation and

visualization computation (and writing rendered image to files in PPM format) as

a two-stage pipeline can effectively hide the cost of I/O and analytics computation.

Due to insufficient scalability of file I/O, the advantage of staging placement over in-

line increase at larger scales. Staging placement also consumes less CPU hours than

Inline, since it use 0.78% additional resources but improves Total Execution Time by

up to 19% and 30% on Smoky and Titan, respectively.

3) How Close is Our Solution to the Optimal?

The runtime of S3D Box when it runs solo and does not perform I/O or analysis

gives the lower bound of the optimal Total Execution Time (dashed lines in Figure 24).

With less than 1% extra resources, the staging placement is at most 3.6% larger than

the lower bound on Titan, and 5.1% on Smoky.

In summary, for S3D, placing visualization on a set of staging nodes and aligning

both inter- and intra-program data movement with underlying architecture gives the

best performance and cost, and the savings of tuning placement is more evident at

larger scales.

4.4.3 Utility of Data Conditioning Plug-ins

FlexIO’s Data Conditioning Plug-in enables dynamic and flexible computation place-

ment along I/O path. Applications can leverage this feature to implement effective
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runtime policies to customize simulation output data on-the-fly, or adapt to dynamic

variations in workloads or environment. We demonstrate the utility of DC Plug-ins

with examples.

1) Dynamic Data Selection

A common practice for scientists to monitor simulation status is to let simulation

periodically output a set of variables and run validation codes on those data. We

implement an instance of DC Plug-in for GTS simulation with which validation code

can specify the particle attribute(s) it wants to check, and this DC Plug-in can be

dynamically deployed and run at either simulation or local analytics side. We use

three data selection instances which select 1, 3, and 7 attributes from all 7 attributes

of particles, respectively. On Smoky, we run GTS on 256 cores and the validation

analytics on separate 32 cores. Figure 25 shows the measured simulation runtime and

data movement volume between simulation and analytics when data selection plug-in

is deployed at simulation side, and compares the results when all the original particle

data are moved to validation analytics (“No Plug-in”). Deploying data selection

plug-in with large data reduction ratio onto data source (simulation) can effectively

reduce data movement, and cause negligible overhead to simulation blocking I/O

time. In fact, reducing data movement volume also improves simulation runtime due

to reduced contention on interconnect.

2) Load Shedding

If the analytics consumes data slower than simulation generates data, it will blocks

simulation and may cause huge waste of CPU cycles at large scale. Under this situa-

tion, DC Plug-ins can be used to either shift workload from analytics to simulation or

reduce data being moved downstream so that load on analytics side is alleviated. To

demonstrate this, we implement a data staging service for GTS which asynchronously

moves output data from simulation and dumps data to files. We emulate a situation

where the file system is experiencing severe congestion so writing to file is very slow
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In summary, for S3D, placing visualization on a set of 
staging nodes and aligning both inter- and intra-program data 
movement with underlying architecture gives the best 
performance and cost, and the savings of tuning placement is 
more evident at larger scales.  

C. Utility of Data Conditioning Plug-ins 
FlexIO’s Data Conditioning Plug-in enables dynamic and 

flexible computation placement along I/O path. Applications 
can leverage this feature to implement effective runtime 
policies to customize simulation output data on-the-fly, or 
adapt to dynamic variations in workloads or environment. 
We demonstrate the utility of DC Plug-ins with examples. 

1) Dynamic Data Selection 
A common practice for scientists to monitor simulation 

status is to let simulation periodically output a set of 
variables and run validation codes on those data. We 
implement an instance of DC Plug-in for GTS simulation 
with which validation code can specify the particle 
attribute(s) it wants to check, and this DC Plug-in can be 
dynamically deployed and run at either simulation or local 
analytics side. We use three data selection instances which 
select 1, 3, and 7 attributes from all 7 attributes of particles, 
respectively. On Smoky, we run GTS on 256 cores and the 
validation analytics on separate 32 cores. Figure 10 shows 
the measured simulation runtime and data movement volume 
between simulation and analytics when data selection plug-in 
is deployed at simulation side, and compares the results 
when all the original particle data are moved to validation 
analytics (“No Plug-in”). Deploying data selection plug-in 
with large data reduction ratio onto data source (simulation) 
can effectively reduce data movement, and cause negligible 
overhead to simulation blocking I/O time. In fact, reducing 
data movement volume also improves simulation runtime 
due to reduced contention on interconnect. 

2) Load Shedding  
If the analytics consumes data slower than simulation 

generates data, it will blocks simulation and may cause huge 
waste of CPU cycles at large scale. Under this situation, DC 
Plug-ins can be used to either shift workload from analytics 
to simulation or reduce data being moved downstream so 
that load on analytics side is alleviated. To demonstrate this, 
we implement a data staging service for GTS which 
asynchronously moves output data from simulation and 
dumps data to files. We emulate a situation where the file 
system is experiencing severe congestion so writing to file is 
very slow (which does happen in practice) and causes back-
pressure to simulation. To cope with this situation, the 
staging server instantiates a sampling DC Plug-in at 
simulation side which samples one out of every 100 particles 
of the original simulation output data. A simple policy is 
used to trigger load shedding: sampling plug-in is installed to 
simulation side if monitored simulation’s running-average 
blocking I/O time exceeds a pre-defined threshold value. The 
dynamic code generation requires only 0.5msecs, so code 
deployment has an insignificant impact on the running 
system. The resulting sampling code requires only 220 x86 
instructions. Figure 11 compares the steady state time before 
vs. after DC Plug-in is deployed. The sampling Plug-in helps 

reduce data fetch time and staging server’s file writing time 
and releases GTS simulation from blocking.  

To summarize, experiments show that FlexIO can 
support a variety of simulation and analytics workloads at 
large scales through flexible placement options, efficient data 
movement, and dynamic deployment of useful data 
manipulation functionalities. 

V. RELATED WORK 
Online data analytics and visualization has gained much 

recent attention from the HPC community. Current work 
falls into two categories: (1) new data analytics and 
visualization algorithms, including in situ indexing [45], 
compression [23], feature extraction [4], and various 
visualization techniques [41][49], and (2) supporting tools 
and infrastructures like those mentioned in Introduction.  

Computation placement is an extensively studied topic in 
distributed systems due to its significant impact on 
application performance and cost. Particularly relevant is 
previous work on computation placement within the Active 
Storage context. Abacus [1] uses an online performance 
model to guide the dynamic placement of application and file 
system functions among clients and servers to adapt to a 
variety of application and system runtime characteristics, but 
it assumes a progressive, per-record computation model. [46] 
studies load distribution of a class of streaming computation 
in an active storage system. Diamond [19] aggressively 
places filters to data sources to reduce search operation costs. 

The importance of placement has also been exploited in 
other distributed computing models. Streaming operator 
placement on wide-area overlay network has been studied in 
[31]. COLA [21] applies graph partitioning to place a 
streaming processing dataflow onto a cluster of nodes with 
load balance and throughput as the major optimization 
objectives. Armada [30] uses similar graph partitioning 
techniques to distribute in-network operations within a Data 
Grid to improve I/O performance. Although the 
environments targeted by those work are different from the 
HEC platforms targeted by FlexIO, most placement 
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Figure 10. Performance Impact of Data Selection Plug-in to Simulation.  
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Figure 11.   Load Shedding to Adapt to Slow Staging Server. GTS runs 

on 128 cores and Staging server runs on 16 cores on Smoky. 
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Figure 25: Performance impact of data selection plug-in to simulation.

(which does happen in practice) and causes back-pressure to simulation. To cope

with this situation, the staging server instantiates a sampling DC Plug-in at simu-

lation side which samples one out of every 100 particles of the original simulation

output data. A simple policy is used to trigger load shedding: sampling plug-in is

installed to simulation side if monitored simulation’s running-average blocking I/O

time exceeds a pre-defined threshold value. The dynamic code generation requires

only 0.5msecs, so code deployment has an insignificant impact on the running system.

The resulting sampling code requires only 220 x86 instructions. Figure 26 compares

the steady state time before vs. after DC Plug-in is deployed. The sampling Plug-in

helps reduce data fetch time and staging server’s file writing time and releases GTS

simulation from blocking.

To summarize, experiments show that FlexIO can support a variety of simulation

and analytics workloads at large scales through flexible placement options, efficient

data movement, and dynamic deployment of useful data manipulation functionalities.
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In summary, for S3D, placing visualization on a set of 
staging nodes and aligning both inter- and intra-program data 
movement with underlying architecture gives the best 
performance and cost, and the savings of tuning placement is 
more evident at larger scales.  

C. Utility of Data Conditioning Plug-ins 
FlexIO’s Data Conditioning Plug-in enables dynamic and 

flexible computation placement along I/O path. Applications 
can leverage this feature to implement effective runtime 
policies to customize simulation output data on-the-fly, or 
adapt to dynamic variations in workloads or environment. 
We demonstrate the utility of DC Plug-ins with examples. 

1) Dynamic Data Selection 
A common practice for scientists to monitor simulation 

status is to let simulation periodically output a set of 
variables and run validation codes on those data. We 
implement an instance of DC Plug-in for GTS simulation 
with which validation code can specify the particle 
attribute(s) it wants to check, and this DC Plug-in can be 
dynamically deployed and run at either simulation or local 
analytics side. We use three data selection instances which 
select 1, 3, and 7 attributes from all 7 attributes of particles, 
respectively. On Smoky, we run GTS on 256 cores and the 
validation analytics on separate 32 cores. Figure 10 shows 
the measured simulation runtime and data movement volume 
between simulation and analytics when data selection plug-in 
is deployed at simulation side, and compares the results 
when all the original particle data are moved to validation 
analytics (“No Plug-in”). Deploying data selection plug-in 
with large data reduction ratio onto data source (simulation) 
can effectively reduce data movement, and cause negligible 
overhead to simulation blocking I/O time. In fact, reducing 
data movement volume also improves simulation runtime 
due to reduced contention on interconnect. 

2) Load Shedding  
If the analytics consumes data slower than simulation 

generates data, it will blocks simulation and may cause huge 
waste of CPU cycles at large scale. Under this situation, DC 
Plug-ins can be used to either shift workload from analytics 
to simulation or reduce data being moved downstream so 
that load on analytics side is alleviated. To demonstrate this, 
we implement a data staging service for GTS which 
asynchronously moves output data from simulation and 
dumps data to files. We emulate a situation where the file 
system is experiencing severe congestion so writing to file is 
very slow (which does happen in practice) and causes back-
pressure to simulation. To cope with this situation, the 
staging server instantiates a sampling DC Plug-in at 
simulation side which samples one out of every 100 particles 
of the original simulation output data. A simple policy is 
used to trigger load shedding: sampling plug-in is installed to 
simulation side if monitored simulation’s running-average 
blocking I/O time exceeds a pre-defined threshold value. The 
dynamic code generation requires only 0.5msecs, so code 
deployment has an insignificant impact on the running 
system. The resulting sampling code requires only 220 x86 
instructions. Figure 11 compares the steady state time before 
vs. after DC Plug-in is deployed. The sampling Plug-in helps 

reduce data fetch time and staging server’s file writing time 
and releases GTS simulation from blocking.  

To summarize, experiments show that FlexIO can 
support a variety of simulation and analytics workloads at 
large scales through flexible placement options, efficient data 
movement, and dynamic deployment of useful data 
manipulation functionalities. 

V. RELATED WORK 
Online data analytics and visualization has gained much 

recent attention from the HPC community. Current work 
falls into two categories: (1) new data analytics and 
visualization algorithms, including in situ indexing [45], 
compression [23], feature extraction [4], and various 
visualization techniques [41][49], and (2) supporting tools 
and infrastructures like those mentioned in Introduction.  

Computation placement is an extensively studied topic in 
distributed systems due to its significant impact on 
application performance and cost. Particularly relevant is 
previous work on computation placement within the Active 
Storage context. Abacus [1] uses an online performance 
model to guide the dynamic placement of application and file 
system functions among clients and servers to adapt to a 
variety of application and system runtime characteristics, but 
it assumes a progressive, per-record computation model. [46] 
studies load distribution of a class of streaming computation 
in an active storage system. Diamond [19] aggressively 
places filters to data sources to reduce search operation costs. 

The importance of placement has also been exploited in 
other distributed computing models. Streaming operator 
placement on wide-area overlay network has been studied in 
[31]. COLA [21] applies graph partitioning to place a 
streaming processing dataflow onto a cluster of nodes with 
load balance and throughput as the major optimization 
objectives. Armada [30] uses similar graph partitioning 
techniques to distribute in-network operations within a Data 
Grid to improve I/O performance. Although the 
environments targeted by those work are different from the 
HEC platforms targeted by FlexIO, most placement 
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Figure 10. Performance Impact of Data Selection Plug-in to Simulation.  
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Figure 11.   Load Shedding to Adapt to Slow Staging Server. GTS runs 

on 128 cores and Staging server runs on 16 cores on Smoky. 
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Figure 26: Load shedding to adapt to slow staging server. GTS runs on 128 cores
and Staging server runs on 16 cores on Smoky.

4.5 Related Work

Online data analytics and visualization has gained much recent attention from the

HPC community. Current work falls into two categories: (1) new data analytics and

visualization algorithms, including in situ indexing [35, 69], compression [73], feature

extraction [4], feature extraction [3], and various visualization techniques [151, 102],

and (2) supporting tools and infrastructures like those mentioned in Introduction

Chapter.

Computation placement is an extensively studied topic in distributed systems

due to its significant impact on application performance and cost. Particularly rele-

vant is previous work on computation placement within the Active Storage context.

Abacus [18] uses an online performance model to guide the dynamic placement of

application and file system functions among clients and servers to adapt to a vari-

ety of application and system runtime characteristics, but it assumes a progressive,

per-record computation model. [147] studies load distribution of a class of streaming

computation in an active storage system. Diamond [60] aggressively places filters to

data sources to reduce search operation costs.
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The importance of placement has also been exploited in other distributed com-

puting models. Streaming operator placement on wide-area overlay network has been

studied in [113]. COLA [68] applies graph partitioning to place a streaming process-

ing dataflow onto a cluster of nodes with load balance and throughput as the major

optimization objectives. Armada [105] uses similar graph partitioning techniques to

distribute in-network operations within a Data Grid to improve I/O performance.

Although the environments targeted by those work are different from the HEC plat-

forms targeted by FlexIO, most placement algorithms can be supported by FlexIO

thanks to its diverse placement options and performance monitoring information.

There have emerged many data intensive computing platforms such as IBM’s Sys-

tem S streaming system [19], SciDB [37], and Hadoop/MapReduce-related systems

(e.g., SciHadoop [26], Himach [136], and SciMATE [145]). Those are self-contained

frameworks with specific programming models and built-in runtime to manage com-

putation distribution. FlexIO as an I/O middleware is beneficial to those frameworks

in that they may leverage FlexIO to couple with simulation for online data processing

and enjoy the location-flexibility brought by FlexIO.

Scientific workflow systems like Pegasus [40] and Kepler [93] are often used to

orchestrate the execution of analysis tasks. They mainly use files as the data exchange

mechanism. The explosive growth of scientific data, however, can easily stress the

I/O system and overwhelm overall workflow performance. Therefore, it is expected

that more and more analysis will be deployed online and run in situ with simulation,

especially those which can achieve early data reduction or prepare data for better use

by downstream analyses. FlexIO can be readily integrated with scientific workflow

systems to enable such online usage.

At the implementation level, our shared memory transport borrows cache opti-

mizations from FastForward’s lock-free queue [52]. There is also similar work on high

performance MPI intra-node communication [27]. Besides, although MPI may be
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used to achieve similar flexibility as FlexIO, MPI does not support seamless switch

to file I/O, and the MxN code coupling tools built on top of it are shown to have

efficiency issues for large data exchange [155].

4.6 Conclusions

The FlexIO middleware is designed to flexibly couple online data analytics with sim-

ulation on high end machines. Evaluation results obtained with two large scale sci-

entific applications GTS and S3D verify the argument for flexible placement and

demonstrates FlexIO’s ability to support common I/O patterns and diverse placement

options. In addition, various placement policies can be implemented with FlexIO to

effectively tune application performance and cost. Finally, Data Conditioning Plug-

ins enable dynamic deployment of computation along I/O path based on which useful

runtime functionalities can be implemented.
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CHAPTER V

EFFICIENT ANALYTICS USING NON-DEDICATED

RESOURCES

5.1 Introduction

The research presented in this chapter has two goals: (1) to improve the resource

efficiency of running online data analytics, and (2) to do so without perturbing the

simulations running on the same nodes. In particular, we seek to over-subscribe

compute nodes by co-locating simulation and analytics computations, without affect-

ing the simulation execution, while at the same time, efficiently using compute node

resources to run online analytics.

Measurements of six representative scientific simulations motivate the argument

that node over-subscription can be cost neutral to the core simulation. Specifically,

we demonstrate that the well-tuned MPI/OpenMP implementations of these codes

written for high end machines leave substantial unused resources (CPU and mem-

ory) on compute nodes, which can then be used to run online analytics. One cause

is sequential periods in these codes (i.e., when the execution flow is outside their

OpenMP parallel regions) in which worker threads wait on the MPI process’ main

thread. Although most such sequential periods are short, their aggregate duration

can be up to 65% of total execution time in these real-world codes.

Previous work has sought to reduce sequential periods and utilize spare node re-

sources by overlapping the main thread’s sequential work with OpenMP regions, but

such application-specific tuning efforts are limited by data and control dependen-

cies, and they can also impede code clarity and portability. In fact, none of the six

codes in our study uses such overlapping in their production versions. The novel
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“GoldRush” method presented in this chapter uses a different approach to exploiting

idle node resources: it uses them to run the online data analytics needed to cope

with I/O bottlenecks. Benefits include the efficient use of compute node resources

and reductions in data movement overheads, as will be demonstrated with detailed

performance measurements. The GoldRush method is made possible by the FlexIO

transport (presented in Chapter IV) in the ADIOS I/O system [88] widely used on

high end machines. Specifically, with FlexIO and ADIOS, analytics pipelines can

be configured to map to compute nodes only those portions of their computations

that “fit into” available idle resources, with additional analytics mapped to dedicated

resources and/or run as post-processing tasks after data has been moved to the ma-

chine’s attached parallel file system. Appropriate end-to-end mappings of analytics

pipelines can reduce I/O data volumes and data movement overheads [162, 1], to

provide science end users with rapid insights into the data produced by their simula-

tions.

Leveraging such flexibility in constructing data analytics pipelines, this chapter

addresses the key compute-node-level challenges for efficiently running online data an-

alytics. The first challenge is that for well-tuned scientific simulations, idle compute-

node CPU cycles exist in the form of a large number of short idle periods. This

makes it difficult to schedule and allocate cores to analytics without causing undue

runtime overheads for the simulation. Second, because co-located simulation and an-

alytics codes share certain node resources (e.g., last level caches, memory busses and

controllers), the execution of analytics must be managed to minimize the degrees to

which simulations are perturbed. Measurements presented in this chapter demon-

strate that carefully managing how analytics are run is critical to achieving overall

high performance for co-located simulation and analytics. Third, current operating

systems on HEC platforms are not well equipped to deal with multi-programmed sim-

ulation and analytics workloads, as they schedule processes based on core idleness,
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essentially allocating idle resources to analytics in a greedy manner, and they are

also largely ignorant of potential interference effects. Therefore, even with carefully

configured process priorities, such policies can lead to severe performance loss. As

shown later, priority-based OS level scheduling of analytics processes can result in an

up to 57% performance degradation of the simulations.

To address those challenges, we have created a lightweight runtime system, named

“GoldRush”, which supports resource-efficient and non-intrusive online data analyt-

ics. GoldRush (i) uses low-overhead online monitoring to identify opportunity win-

dows during which (ii) it can schedule analytics to run on cores not currently used by

the simulation. It also (iii) continuously assesses interference between concurrently-

running simulation and analytics, and (iv) controls the execution rate of analytics

processes to mitigate harmful impacts on the simulation due to contention on shared

node resources.

GoldRush makes the following contributions:

1) Fine-Granularity Operation: during simulation execution, it identifies idle pe-

riods, predicts the duration of each period, selects those periods with sufficient dura-

tions to run analytics, but skips those that are too small to dwarf context switching

overheads. It completely suspends analytics when cores are in use by the simulation,

to avoid perturbing the parallel simulation.

2) Interference Awareness: it can detect interference between concurrently running

simulation and analytics arising from contention on shared memory resources, and it

dynamically mitigates such interference by throttling the execution rate of analytics.

3) Low Overhead: runtime overheads (including monitoring and scheduling) are

negligible, measured as never exceeding 0.3% of total runtime with representative

HEC applications.

4) Transparency: its methods are easily integrated into existing HEC runtimes,

demonstrated by their use with OpenMP/MPI hybrid codes, thus imposing minimal
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restrictions on current simulation and analytics codes. By effectively managing co-

located simulation and analytics workloads, GoldRush complements existing online

data analytics techniques [2][6][7][42][46], opening up new opportunities to efficiently

run such analytics without the need to dedicate compute node resources, leading to

substantial performance improvements and cost savings at large scales.

GoldRush is evaluated with real-world scientific applications on NERSC’s Hop-

per Cray XE6 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory’ InfiniBand cluster. In particu-

lar, measurements with co-located simulation and synthetic analytics show that Gol-

dRush’s synergistic scheduling improves simulation performance by 9.9% on average

(and up to 42%) over the OS scheduling. For a fusion application GTS, there is a clear

trend that GoldRush’s advantage over the OS baseline native scheduling methods in-

creases at larger scales (up to 7.5% at 12288 cores); and that the GoldRush-managed

analytics outperforms alternative analytics setups: for GTS at 12K cores, it achieves

30% performance improvement over “Inline” analytics and a 1.8x reduction in data

movement volumes over “In-Transit” analytics. Additional evaluations on a 32-core,

multi-socket Intel Westmere machine demonstrate GoldRush’s node-level scalability

and applicability across different architectures.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 motivates Gol-

dRush with experimental measurements that show the benefits and challenges of

leveraging idle compute node resources for online data analytics. Section 5.3 de-

scribes the system design and implementation of GoldRush and the techniques used

to gain high levels of performance and resource efficiency. Section 5.4 evaluates Gol-

dRush with both synthetic benchmarks and real-world applications on different HEC

platforms. Section 5.5 reviews related work and Section 5.6 draws conclusions.
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5.2 Motivation

This section presents a detailed characterization of the idle resources on compute

nodes, to quantify the potential benefits and challenges of using them.

5.2.1 2.1 Characterizing Idle Resources

Figure 27 illustrates the execution of a MPI process with multiple OpenMP threads.

When only the main thread in the MPI process is actively executing some sequen-

tial code outside OpenMP regions (i.e., in sequential periods), the OpenMP worker

threads are waiting and the cores on which they run become idle (“P1” to “P6” in

Figure 27). Typical sequential periods involve MPI communications, file I/O, and/or

non-parallelized computations. Analytics can be run asynchronously, in response to

a simulation’s data output action and using available idle cores, as long as there is

sufficient free memory for buffering output data between successive simulation output

actions.

We are interested in how many idle resources (CPU and memory) exist when run-

ning real-world HEC simulation codes and whether those idle resources are amenable

for use by online analytics. Toward that end, we profile four widely-used and well-

tuned MPI/OpenMP hybrid simulation codes: GTC (fusion) [70], GTS (fusion) [139],

GROMACS (molecular dynamics) [2], LAMMPS (molecular dynamics) [114], plus two

well-known MPI/OpenMP hybrid benchmark codes: BT-MZ and SP-MZ from the

NPB benchmark suite [8].

The six codes are profiled on NERSC’s Hopper Cray XE6 [7] and on ORNL’s

Smoky InifiniBand cluster [49]. Hopper has 6,384 compute nodes and uses Cray’s

Gemini interconnect. Each Hopper compute node has two 12-core MagnyCours AMD

processors. There are 4 NUMA domains, each with 6 cores and 8GB DRAM. Smoky

is an 80 node cluster, where each compute node has four quad-core AMD Opteron

processors. There are 4 NUMA domains, and each domain has 4 cores and 8GB
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Leveraging such flexibility in constructing data analytics 
pipelines, this paper addresses the key compute-node-level 
challenges for efficiently running in situ data analytics. The first 
challenge is that for well-tuned scientific simulations, idle 
compute-node CPU cycles exist in the form of a large number of 
short idle periods. This makes it difficult to schedule and allocate 
cores to analytics without causing undue runtime overheads for 
the simulation. Second, because co-located simulation and 
analytics codes share certain node resources (e.g., last level 
caches, memory busses and controllers), the execution of 
analytics must be managed to minimize the degrees to which 
simulations are perturbed. Measurements presented in this paper 
demonstrate that carefully managing how analytics are run is 
critical to achieving overall high performance for co-located 
simulation and analytics. Third, current operating systems on 
HEC platforms are not well equipped to deal with multi-
programmed simulation and analytics workloads, as they schedule 
processes based on core idleness, essentially allocating idle 
resources to analytics in a greedy manner, and they are also 
largely ignorant of potential interference effects. Therefore, even 
with carefully configured process priorities, such policies can lead 
to severe performance loss. As shown later, priority-based OS 
level scheduling of analytics processes can result in an up to 57% 
performance degradation of the simulations. 

To address those challenges, we have created a lightweight 
runtime system, named “GoldRush”, which supports resource-
efficient and non-intrusive in situ data analytics. GoldRush (i) 
uses low-overhead online monitoring to identify opportunity 
windows during which (ii) it can schedule analytics to run on 
cores not currently used by the simulation. It also (iii) 
continuously assesses interference between concurrently-running 
simulation and analytics, and (iv) controls the execution rate of 
analytics processes to mitigate harmful impacts on the simulation 
due to contention on shared node resources.  

GoldRush makes the following contributions: 

1) Fine-Granularity Operation: during simulation execution, it 
identifies idle periods, predicts the duration of each period, selects 
those periods with sufficient durations to run analytics, but skips 
those that are too small to dwarf context switching overheads. It 
completely suspends analytics when cores are in use by the 
simulation, to avoid perturbing the parallel simulation.  

2) Interference Awareness: it can detect interference between 
concurrently running simulation and analytics arising from 
contention on shared memory resources, and it dynamically 
mitigates such interference by throttling the execution rate of 
analytics.  

3) Low Overhead: runtime overheads (including monitoring and 
scheduling) are negligible, measured as never exceeding 0.3% of 
total runtime with representative HEC applications. 

4) Transparency: its methods are easily integrated into existing 
HEC runtimes, demonstrated by their use with OpenMP/MPI 
hybrid codes, thus imposing minimal restrictions on current 
simulation and analytics codes. 

By effectively managing co-located simulation and analytics 
workloads, GoldRush complements existing in situ data analytics 
techniques [2][6][7][42][46], opening up new opportunities to 
efficiently run such analytics without the need to dedicate 
compute node resources, leading to substantial performance 
improvements and cost savings at large scales.  

GoldRush is evaluated with real-world scientific applications on 
NERSC’s Hopper Cray XE6 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory’ 
InfiniBand cluster. In particular, measurements with co-located 
simulation and synthetic analytics show that GoldRush’s 
synergistic scheduling improves simulation performance by 9.9% 
on average (and up to 42%) over the OS scheduling. For a fusion 
application GTS, there is a clear trend that GoldRush’s advantage 
over the OS baseline native scheduling methods increases at 
larger scales (up to 7.5% at 12288 cores); and that the GoldRush-
managed analytics outperforms alternative analytics setups: for 
GTS at 12K cores, it achieves 30% performance improvement 
over “Inline” analytics and a 1.8x reduction in data movement 
volumes over “In-Transit” analytics. Additional evaluations on a 
32-core, multi-socket Intel Westmere machine demonstrate 
GoldRush’s node-level scalability and applicability across 
different architectures. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
motivates GoldRush with experimental measurements that show 
the benefits and challenges of leveraging idle compute node 
resources for in situ data analytics. Section 3 describes the system 
design and implementation of GoldRush and the techniques used 
to gain high levels of performance and resource efficiency. 
Section 4 evaluates GoldRush with both synthetic benchmarks 
and real-world applications on different HEC platforms. Section 5 
reviews related work and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. MOTIVATION 
This section presents a detailed characterization of the idle 
resources on compute nodes, to quantify the potential benefits and 
challenges of using them. 

2.1 Characterizing Idle Resources 
Figure 1 illustrates the execution of a MPI process with multiple 
OpenMP threads. When only the main thread in the MPI process 
is actively executing some sequential code outside OpenMP 
regions (i.e., in sequential periods), the OpenMP worker threads 
are waiting and the cores on which they run become idle (“P1” to 
“P6” in Figure 1). Typical sequential periods involve MPI 
communications, file I/O, and/or non-parallelized computations. 
Analytics can be run asynchronously, in response to a 
simulation‘s data output action and using available idle cores, as 
long as there is sufficient free memory for buffering output data 
between successive simulation output actions.  
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Worker thread

OpenMP
Worker thread
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Worker thread

Time
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Idle Period
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Data
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Figure 1. Illustration of idle resources during execution of a 

MPI processes with 4 OpenMP threads. The 3 OpenMP 
worker threads are idle when the main thread is in 

sequential periods. 

Figure 27: Illustration of idle resources during execution of a MPI processes with 4
OpenMP threads. The 3 OpenMP worker threads are idle when the main thread is
in sequential periods.
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DRAM. To accommodate the NUMA architecture, we run each MPI process in one

NUMA domain and run as many OpenMP threads as the number of cores in each

NUMA domain (which leads to peak performance for all simulation codes). Threads

are pinned on cores, and memory affinity is enforced within each NUMA domain with

the aprun and mpirun launch facility.

GTC, GTS, BT-MZ and SP-MZ are built with the PGI compiler, and GROMACS

and LAMMPS with the GCC compiler, respectively (as suggested by the developers).

Codes are run with representative input configurations, and GROMACS, LAMMPS,

BT-MZ, and SP-MZ are run with the multiple input decks distributed with these

software packages. The CrayPAT [36] and Vampir [9] tools are used to collect profiling

information.

Each simulation’s main loop time is divided into three parts: (1) OpenMP periods

(all threads are active), (2) MPI periods (only the main thread is active, performing

MPI communications), and (3) “Other Sequential” periods (only the main thread is

active, carrying out sequential activities like file I/O or others). In the latter two

cases, the cores on which OpenMP worker threads run are idle. Figure 28 shows the

percentages of execution time spent in those three parts.

Interesting observations from these measurements include the following. First,

jointly, all idle periods (MPI and Other Sequential periods) comprise up to 65% of the

total main loop time for four of these applications (i.e., LAMMPS with the “Chain”

input deck), and even 89% for the NPB BT-MZ benchmark with the class C input.

Note that on Hopper’s compute nodes, 20 out of 24 cores are idle during those periods,

leading to substantial amounts of idle compute capacities. Second, the percentage of

total idle periods generally increases when scaling the simulation to run on more cores.

For example, GTC’s idle period percentage increases from 21% to 23% when scaling

from 1536 to 3072 cores on Hopper. This holds for weak scaling codes like GTC,

GTS, and LAMMPS in which MPI communication times increase at larger scale,
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We are interested in how many idle resources (CPU and memory) 
exist when running real-world HEC simulation codes and whether 
those idle resources are amenable for use by in situ analytics. 
Toward that end, we profile four widely-used and well-tuned 
MPI/OpenMP hybrid simulation codes: GTC (fusion) [13], GTS 
(fusion) [41], GROMACS (molecular dynamics) [8], LAMMPS 
(molecular dynamics) [28], plus two well-known MPI/OpenMP 
hybrid benchmark codes: BT-MZ and SP-MZ from the NPB 
benchmark suite [22].   

The six codes are profiled on NERSC’s Hopper Cray XE6 [10] 
and on ORNL’s Smoky InifiniBand cluster [34]. Hopper has 
6,384 compute nodes and uses Cray’s Gemini interconnect. Each 
Hopper compute node has two 12-core MagnyCours AMD 
processors. There are 4 NUMA domains, each with 6 cores and 
8GB DRAM. Smoky is an 80 node cluster, where each compute 
node has four quad-core AMD Opteron processors. There are 4 
NUMA domains, and each domain has 4 cores and 8GB DRAM. 
To accommodate the NUMA architecture, we run each MPI 
process in one NUMA domain and run as many OpenMP threads 
as the number of cores in each NUMA domain (which leads to 
peak performance for all simulation codes). Threads are pinned on 
cores, and memory affinity is enforced within each NUMA 
domain with the aprun and mpirun launch facility. 

GTC, GTS, BT-MZ and SP-MZ are built with the PGI compiler, 
and GROMACS and LAMMPS with the GCC compiler, 
respectively (as suggested by the developers). Codes are run with 
representative input configurations, and GROMACS, LAMMPS, 
BT-MZ, and SP-MZ are run with the multiple input decks 
distributed with these software packages. The CrayPAT [4] and 
Vampir [38] tools are used to collect profiling information.  

Each simulation’s main loop time is divided into three parts: (1) 
OpenMP periods (all threads are active), (2) MPI periods (only 
the main thread is active, performing MPI communications), and 
(3) “Other Sequential” periods (only the main thread is active, 
carrying out sequential activities like file I/O or others). In the 
latter two cases, the cores on which OpenMP worker threads run 
are idle. Figure 2 shows the percentages of execution time spent 
in those three parts.  

Interesting observations from these measurements include the 
following. First, jointly, all idle periods (MPI and Other 
Sequential periods) comprise up to 65% of the total main loop 
time for four of these applications (i.e., LAMMPS with the 
“Chain” input deck), and even 89% for the NPB BT-MZ 
benchmark with the class C input. Note that on Hopper’s compute 
nodes, 20 out of 24 cores are idle during those periods, leading to 
substantial amounts of idle compute capacities. Second, the 
percentage of total idle periods generally increases when scaling 
the simulation to run on more cores. For example, GTC’s idle 
period percentage increases from 21% to 23% when scaling from 
1536 to 3072 cores on Hopper. This holds for weak scaling codes 
like GTC, GTS, and LAMMPS in which MPI communication 
times increase at larger scale, and also for strong scaling codes 
like GROMACS and the NPB benchmarks, where in OpenMP 
times decrease with increased core counts. Third, although 
simulation performance varies across inputs (like LAMMPS and 
GROMACS), it is common that idle periods comprise a 
substantial portion of total simulation runtime. 

We also measure peak memory usage among all MPI processes. 
None of the simulation codes consume more than 55% on either 
Hopper or Smoky. The resulting available free memory makes it 
feasible to buffer simulation output data, thereby enabling the 
asynchronous execution of analytics and simulation codes. 

2.2 Challenges of Using Idle Resources 
Although the measurements shown so far demonstrate sufficient 
availability of idle resources, there are several challenges for 
effectively harvesting these idle resources for in situ data 
analytics, discussed next. 

2.2.1 Magnitude of Idle Resources 
Despite the substantial amounts of total idle CPU cycles, most 
individual idle periods are short in duration. Figure 3 shows the 
distribution of durations of idle periods in our six codes. The 
“Count” histograms show that for all simulation codes, the 
majority of idle periods are quite short (less than 1ms), while the 
“Aggregated Time” histograms show that the total amount of idle 
time is dominated by a modest number of large idle periods.  
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(a) On Hopper, simulations run on 1056 (256 MPI proc. × 6 OpenMP threads) and 3072 cores (512 MPI proc. × 6 OpenMP threads). 
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(b) On Smoky, simulations run on 512 (128 MPI proc. × 4 OpenMP threads) and 1024 cores (256 MPI proc. × 4 OpenMP threads). 
Figure 2. Breakdown of simulation main loop time. The input decks are specified in parentheses following the simulation names. 
When the simulation is in non-threaded sequential periods, only its main thread is active and OpenMP worker threads are idle. 

Figure 28: Breakdown of simulation main loop time. The input decks are specified in
parentheses following the simulation names. When the simulation is in non-threaded
sequential periods, only its main thread is active and OpenMP worker threads are
idle.

and also for strong scaling codes like GROMACS and the NPB benchmarks, where

in OpenMP times decrease with increased core counts. Third, although simulation

performance varies across inputs (like LAMMPS and GROMACS), it is common that

idle periods comprise a substantial portion of total simulation runtime.

We also measure peak memory usage among all MPI processes. None of the

simulation codes consume more than 55% on either Hopper or Smoky. The resulting

available free memory makes it feasible to buffer simulation output data, thereby

enabling the asynchronous execution of analytics and simulation codes.

5.2.2 Challenges of Using Idle Resources

Although the measurements shown so far demonstrate sufficient availability of idle

resources, there are several challenges for effectively harvesting these idle resources

for online data analytics, discussed next.

5.2.2.1 Magnitude of Idle Resources

Despite the substantial amounts of total idle CPU cycles, most individual idle periods

are short in duration. Figure 29 shows the distribution of durations of idle periods
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This distribution pattern has important implications. First, it is not 
likely useful, in terms of cost vs. benefit, to harvest small idle 
periods. As a result, one must determine, at runtime, which idle 
periods will be sufficiently large to warrant their use for running 
desired data analytics. Second, inaccurate methods for identifying 
appropriately long idle periods will lead to inefficiencies for two 
reasons: (1) insufficient benefits or worse, undue overheads when 
using periods that are too small, and (2) missed larger periods 
leading to loss of major portions of total available idle time. 

2.2.2 Contention on Shared Resources 
Beyond finding idle periods suitable for running analytics, 
another issue is the potential interference of analytics imposed on 
the simulation’s main thread running in its sequential phase 
(during which analytics processes concurrently run on idle cores 
not used by the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads). 
Interference is due to contention on resources shared between 
both sets of threads, such as the last level cache, the memory bus, 
and the memory controller (as shown in Figure 4); it is 
particularly harmful for tightly synchronized parallel simulations, 
as the slowdown of each individual MPI process may cascade and 
be amplified when running at larger scales [11]. 

2.2.3 Limitations of Operating System Scheduling 
A baseline solution for co-running analytics with simulation 
threads is to leave it to the Linux OS scheduler and the OpenMP 
runtime to manage both workloads. We realize this approach as 
follows.  

1) On each compute node, fork some number of analytics 
processes. Set their CPU affinities so that they can run on the 
cores where the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are run, but 
not on the cores hosting the simulation’s main threads. The 
analytics processes are given the lowest priority (with “nice” 
values set to 19).   

2) Configure the simulation’s OpenMP runtime so that worker 
threads yield CPUs when they are outside OpenMP regions. For 

the Intel OpenMP runtime, this can be achieved by setting the 
KMP_BLOCKTIME environment variable to 0. The PGI and 
GNU OpenMP runtimes can be similarly configured, by setting 
the OMP_WAIT_POLICY environment variable to “PASSIVE”. 
The priorities of the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are set 
to default (their “nice” values are equal to 0). 

This baseline solution is evaluated by co-running the six 
simulations with the five analytics benchmarks listed in Table 1. 
These benchmarks each stress a certain subsystem in the machine. 
On Smoky, we run each simulation with 512 cores (128 MPI 
processes and 4 OpenMP threads per process) and with 1024 
cores (256 MPI processes, each with 4 OpenMP threads). In both 
cases, there are 16 simulation threads and 12 analytics processes 
on each compute node, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows the performance of four simulations with co-
running analytics. Each simulation’s main loop time is divided 
into two parts:  parallel OpenMP periods and Main-Thread-Only 
periods (the latter correspond to MPI and Other Sequential 
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Figure 3. Distribution of idle period duration. All simulations 
run with 1536 cores on Hopper. 
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on Smoky’s 16-core compute node. 
Table 1. Analytics Benchmarks 

Benchmark  Tasks for Each Process 

PI Iteratively calculate Pi.  

PCHASE Traverse randomly linked lists (200MB in total).  

STREAM Sequentially scan large arrays (200MB in total).  

MPI Collectively call MPI_Allreduce() on 10MB data. 

IO Write 100MB data to parallel file system. 
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(a) Simulation main loop time with 512 cores on Smoky. 
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(b) Simulation main loop time with 1024 cores on Smoky. 

Figure 5. Simulation performance with co-located analytics. 

Figure 29: Distribution of idle period duration. All simulations run with 1536 cores
on Hopper.

in our six codes. The “Count” histograms show that for all simulation codes, the

majority of idle periods are quite short (less than 1ms), while the “Aggregated Time”

histograms show that the total amount of idle time is dominated by a modest number

of large idle periods.

This distribution pattern has important implications. First, it is not likely useful,

in terms of cost vs. benefit, to harvest small idle periods. As a result, one must

determine, at runtime, which idle periods will be sufficiently large to warrant their

use for running desired data analytics. Second, inaccurate methods for identifying

appropriately long idle periods will lead to inefficiencies for two reasons: (1) insuffi-

cient benefits or worse, undue overheads when using periods that are too small, and

(2) missed larger periods leading to loss of major portions of total available idle time.
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This distribution pattern has important implications. First, it is not 
likely useful, in terms of cost vs. benefit, to harvest small idle 
periods. As a result, one must determine, at runtime, which idle 
periods will be sufficiently large to warrant their use for running 
desired data analytics. Second, inaccurate methods for identifying 
appropriately long idle periods will lead to inefficiencies for two 
reasons: (1) insufficient benefits or worse, undue overheads when 
using periods that are too small, and (2) missed larger periods 
leading to loss of major portions of total available idle time. 

2.2.2 Contention on Shared Resources 
Beyond finding idle periods suitable for running analytics, 
another issue is the potential interference of analytics imposed on 
the simulation’s main thread running in its sequential phase 
(during which analytics processes concurrently run on idle cores 
not used by the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads). 
Interference is due to contention on resources shared between 
both sets of threads, such as the last level cache, the memory bus, 
and the memory controller (as shown in Figure 4); it is 
particularly harmful for tightly synchronized parallel simulations, 
as the slowdown of each individual MPI process may cascade and 
be amplified when running at larger scales [11]. 

2.2.3 Limitations of Operating System Scheduling 
A baseline solution for co-running analytics with simulation 
threads is to leave it to the Linux OS scheduler and the OpenMP 
runtime to manage both workloads. We realize this approach as 
follows.  

1) On each compute node, fork some number of analytics 
processes. Set their CPU affinities so that they can run on the 
cores where the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are run, but 
not on the cores hosting the simulation’s main threads. The 
analytics processes are given the lowest priority (with “nice” 
values set to 19).   

2) Configure the simulation’s OpenMP runtime so that worker 
threads yield CPUs when they are outside OpenMP regions. For 

the Intel OpenMP runtime, this can be achieved by setting the 
KMP_BLOCKTIME environment variable to 0. The PGI and 
GNU OpenMP runtimes can be similarly configured, by setting 
the OMP_WAIT_POLICY environment variable to “PASSIVE”. 
The priorities of the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are set 
to default (their “nice” values are equal to 0). 

This baseline solution is evaluated by co-running the six 
simulations with the five analytics benchmarks listed in Table 1. 
These benchmarks each stress a certain subsystem in the machine. 
On Smoky, we run each simulation with 512 cores (128 MPI 
processes and 4 OpenMP threads per process) and with 1024 
cores (256 MPI processes, each with 4 OpenMP threads). In both 
cases, there are 16 simulation threads and 12 analytics processes 
on each compute node, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows the performance of four simulations with co-
running analytics. Each simulation’s main loop time is divided 
into two parts:  parallel OpenMP periods and Main-Thread-Only 
periods (the latter correspond to MPI and Other Sequential 
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Figure 3. Distribution of idle period duration. All simulations 
run with 1536 cores on Hopper. 
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on Smoky’s 16-core compute node. 
Table 1. Analytics Benchmarks 

Benchmark  Tasks for Each Process 

PI Iteratively calculate Pi.  

PCHASE Traverse randomly linked lists (200MB in total).  

STREAM Sequentially scan large arrays (200MB in total).  

MPI Collectively call MPI_Allreduce() on 10MB data. 

IO Write 100MB data to parallel file system. 
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(a) Simulation main loop time with 512 cores on Smoky. 
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(b) Simulation main loop time with 1024 cores on Smoky. 

Figure 5. Simulation performance with co-located analytics. 

Figure 30: Placement of simulation and in situ data analytics on Smoky’s 16-core
compute node.

5.2.2.2 Contention on Shared Resources

Beyond finding idle periods suitable for running analytics, another issue is the poten-

tial interference of analytics imposed on the simulation’s main thread running in its

sequential phase (during which analytics processes concurrently run on idle cores not

used by the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads). Interference is due to contention

on resources shared between both sets of threads, such as the last level cache, the

memory bus, and the memory controller (as shown in Figure 30); it is particularly

harmful for tightly synchronized parallel simulations, as the slowdown of each indi-

vidual MPI process may cascade and be amplified when running at larger scales [59].

5.2.2.3 Limitations of Operating System Scheduling

A baseline solution for co-running analytics with simulation threads is to leave it to

the Linux OS scheduler and the OpenMP runtime to manage both workloads. We

realize this approach as follows.

1) On each compute node, fork some number of analytics processes. Set their

CPU affinities so that they can run on the cores where the simulation’s OpenMP
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Table 2: Analytics benchmarks.
Benchmark Tasks for Each Program

PI Iteratively calculate Pi.
STREAM Traverse randomly linked lists (200MB in total).
PCHASE Sequentially scan large arrays (200MB in total).
MPI Collectively call MPI Allreduce() on 10MB data.
IO Write 100MB data to parallel file system.

worker threads are run, but not on the cores hosting the simulation’s main threads.

The analytics processes are given the lowest priority (with “nice” values set to 19).

2) Configure the simulation’s OpenMP runtime so that worker threads yield

CPUs when they are outside OpenMP regions. For the Intel OpenMP runtime,

this can be achieved by setting the KMP BLOCKTIME environment variable to 0.

The PGI and GNU OpenMP runtimes can be similarly configured, by setting the

OMP WAIT POLICY environment variable to “PASSIVE”. The priorities of the

simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are set to default (their “nice” values are equal

to 0).

This baseline solution is evaluated by co-running the six simulations with the

five analytics benchmarks listed in Table 2. These benchmarks each stress a certain

subsystem in the machine. On Smoky, we run each simulation with 512 cores (128

MPI processes and 4 OpenMP threads per process) and with 1024 cores (256 MPI

processes, each with 4 OpenMP threads). In both cases, there are 16 simulation

threads and 12 analytics processes on each compute node, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 31 shows the performance of four simulations with co-running analytics.

Each simulation’s main loop time is divided into two parts: parallel OpenMP periods

and Main-Thread-Only periods (the latter correspond to MPI and Other Sequential

periods in Figure 28). With the pure OS-based management solution, co-located

analytics slow down simulations by up to 57% compared to simulations’ solo runs,

and performance degradation generally becomes worse at larger scales.
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This distribution pattern has important implications. First, it is not 
likely useful, in terms of cost vs. benefit, to harvest small idle 
periods. As a result, one must determine, at runtime, which idle 
periods will be sufficiently large to warrant their use for running 
desired data analytics. Second, inaccurate methods for identifying 
appropriately long idle periods will lead to inefficiencies for two 
reasons: (1) insufficient benefits or worse, undue overheads when 
using periods that are too small, and (2) missed larger periods 
leading to loss of major portions of total available idle time. 

2.2.2 Contention on Shared Resources 
Beyond finding idle periods suitable for running analytics, 
another issue is the potential interference of analytics imposed on 
the simulation’s main thread running in its sequential phase 
(during which analytics processes concurrently run on idle cores 
not used by the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads). 
Interference is due to contention on resources shared between 
both sets of threads, such as the last level cache, the memory bus, 
and the memory controller (as shown in Figure 4); it is 
particularly harmful for tightly synchronized parallel simulations, 
as the slowdown of each individual MPI process may cascade and 
be amplified when running at larger scales [11]. 

2.2.3 Limitations of Operating System Scheduling 
A baseline solution for co-running analytics with simulation 
threads is to leave it to the Linux OS scheduler and the OpenMP 
runtime to manage both workloads. We realize this approach as 
follows.  

1) On each compute node, fork some number of analytics 
processes. Set their CPU affinities so that they can run on the 
cores where the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are run, but 
not on the cores hosting the simulation’s main threads. The 
analytics processes are given the lowest priority (with “nice” 
values set to 19).   

2) Configure the simulation’s OpenMP runtime so that worker 
threads yield CPUs when they are outside OpenMP regions. For 

the Intel OpenMP runtime, this can be achieved by setting the 
KMP_BLOCKTIME environment variable to 0. The PGI and 
GNU OpenMP runtimes can be similarly configured, by setting 
the OMP_WAIT_POLICY environment variable to “PASSIVE”. 
The priorities of the simulation’s OpenMP worker threads are set 
to default (their “nice” values are equal to 0). 

This baseline solution is evaluated by co-running the six 
simulations with the five analytics benchmarks listed in Table 1. 
These benchmarks each stress a certain subsystem in the machine. 
On Smoky, we run each simulation with 512 cores (128 MPI 
processes and 4 OpenMP threads per process) and with 1024 
cores (256 MPI processes, each with 4 OpenMP threads). In both 
cases, there are 16 simulation threads and 12 analytics processes 
on each compute node, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows the performance of four simulations with co-
running analytics. Each simulation’s main loop time is divided 
into two parts:  parallel OpenMP periods and Main-Thread-Only 
periods (the latter correspond to MPI and Other Sequential 
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Figure 3. Distribution of idle period duration. All simulations 
run with 1536 cores on Hopper. 
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on Smoky’s 16-core compute node. 
Table 1. Analytics Benchmarks 

Benchmark  Tasks for Each Process 

PI Iteratively calculate Pi.  

PCHASE Traverse randomly linked lists (200MB in total).  

STREAM Sequentially scan large arrays (200MB in total).  

MPI Collectively call MPI_Allreduce() on 10MB data. 

IO Write 100MB data to parallel file system. 
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(a) Simulation main loop time with 512 cores on Smoky. 
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(b) Simulation main loop time with 1024 cores on Smoky. 

Figure 5. Simulation performance with co-located analytics. 
Figure 31: Simulation performance with co-located analytics.
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The ineffectiveness of pure OS-based management is caused by several factors.

First, the significant slowdown of the Main-Thread-Only periods shown in Figure 31

indicates that the simulation’s main threads experience severe interference from con-

currently running analytics. This is particularly true for cases in which the simula-

tion’s main threads co-run with memory intensive codes like PCHASE and STREAM,

because those benchmarks cause severe contention on the last level cache, memory

controller, and other shared resources in the memory hierarchy. Linux’ default OS

scheduler does not recognize those facts, as its main focus is on core idleness.

Second, there are increases in some simulations’ OpenMP times with the presence

of co-located analytics. One reason is the OS scheduler’s greedy nature, which always

schedules analytics threads as soon as the OpenMP worker threads yield the CPU. For

short idle periods, analytics threads will be forced to suspend soon after they begin to

run, to return cores back to higher priority simulation threads. Another reason is the

Linux scheduler’s imposition of fairness on analytics vs. simulation threads, causing

it to allocate time slots for, rather than completely suspend, low-priority analytics

processes while the simulation’s worker threads are active (i.e., in a parallel OpenMP

period). This causes jitter to the simulation and negatively impacts its performance.

The GoldRush runtime methods described next remedy these shortcomings of the

OS baseline solution.

5.3 GoldRush Runtime System

5.3.1 Overview

GoldRush manages the execution of data analytics co-located with simulation pro-

cesses, in ways that (i) leverage unused idle resources on compute nodes, and (ii)

mitigate potential interference between simulation and analytics. GoldRush is im-

plemented as a runtime library and residing at both the simulation and analytics

sides of these compute node-based computations (highlighted in yellow in Figure 32).
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periods in Figure 2). With the pure OS-based management 
solution, co-located analytics slow down simulations by up to 
57% compared to simulations’ solo runs, and performance 
degradation generally becomes worse at larger scales. 

The ineffectiveness of pure OS-based management is caused by 
several factors. First, the significant slowdown of the Main-
Thread-Only periods shown in Figure 5 indicates that the 
simulation’s main threads experience severe interference from 
concurrently running analytics. This is particularly true for cases 
in which the simulation’s main threads co-run with memory 
intensive codes like PCHASE and STREAM, because those 
benchmarks cause severe contention on the last level cache, 
memory controller, and other shared resources in the memory 
hierarchy. Linux’ default OS scheduler does not recognize those 
facts, as its main focus is on core idleness.  

Second, there are increases in some simulations’ OpenMP times 
with the presence of co-located analytics. One reason is the OS 
scheduler’s greedy nature, which always schedules analytics 
threads as soon as the OpenMP worker threads yield the CPU. For 
short idle periods, analytics threads will be forced to suspend soon 
after they begin to run, to return cores back to higher priority 
simulation threads. Another reason is the Linux scheduler’s 
imposition of fairness on analytics vs. simulation threads, causing 
it to allocate time slots for, rather than completely suspend, low-
priority analytics processes while the simulation’s worker threads 
are active (i.e., in a parallel OpenMP period). This causes jitter to 
the simulation and negatively impacts its performance.  

The GoldRush runtime methods described next remedy these 
shortcomings of the OS baseline solution. 

3. GOLDRUSH RUNTIME SYSTEM 

3.1 Overview 
GoldRush manages the execution of data analytics co-located 
with simulation processes, in ways that (i) leverage unused idle 
resources on compute nodes, and (ii) mitigate potential 
interference between simulation and analytics.  

GoldRush is implemented as a runtime library and residing at 
both the simulation and analytics sides of these compute node-
based computations (highlighted in yellow in Figure 6). For 
simulation processes, GoldRush generates performance 
monitoring metrics used by a prediction module to estimate the 
lengths of upcoming idle periods at the exit of each OpenMP 
parallel region. If the next idle period is predicted to be “usable”, 
GoldRush sends signals to analytics processes to resume their 
execution; if no signal is produced, analytics processes remain 
suspended throughout the next idle period. Once resumed, 
analytics processes run on the cores yielded by the simulation’s 
OpenMP worker threads, while the simulation’s main threads 
continue to run on their own, dedicated cores. When the 
simulation’s main threads reach the end of their idle periods (i.e., 
the start of next parallel OpenMP region), signals are sent to 
suspend analytics processes, thereby permitting the simulation’s 
OpenMP worker threads to re-gain exclusive use of their cores for 
executing the subsequent parallel OpenMP period. 

To assess potential interference between simulation and analytics, 
the GoldRush runtime also periodically updates a shared memory 
monitoring buffer with performance data about the simulation’s 
main threads. The analytics-side GoldRush scheduler periodically 

reads this information, assesses interference severity and if 
significant interference is detected, the scheduler throttles, i.e., 
slows down, the execution rate of analytics processes. This serves 
to reduce contention on shared resources, at the cost of reduced 
progress with analytics processing. A limit on possible slowdown 
is imposed by the fact that analytics processing must be 
completed before the simulation’s next output steps are taken. On-
compute-node analytics, therefore, have to be “sized” 
appropriately, and we do so by leveraging the placement 
flexibility offered by the ADIOS IO library and its FlexIO IO 
methods, described in [47]. With ADIOS and FlexIO, analytics 
pipelines can be defined and (re-)structured to match available 
compute node resources, with “overflow” analytics actions 
performed in separate “staging nodes” reserved for online 
analytics and/or postmortem, after data has been moved to disk. 
Another attribute of the FlexIO transport used by GoldRush is its 
efficient intra-node data movement from simulation to analytics 
via a shared memory transport. 

Compared to the baseline solution described in Section 2, 
GoldRush adds potential overheads to the simulation side for 
performance monitoring and idle period prediction, and for 
suspending and resuming analytics. There are also additional 
costs at the analytics side for online monitoring and execution 
control. As shown in Section 4, these overheads are negligible, 
permitting GoldRush to significantly improve application 
performance and resource efficiency over the baseline solution. 

3.2 Inter-Posing GoldRush 
GoldRush is implemented as a C library, for which we offer two 
approaches to integrating it with simulation codes. The first 
approach directly inserts the GoldRush API (listed in Table 2) 
into the simulation’s source code. In particular, a gr_start() call is 
placed at the end of an OpenMP code region (e.g., after a “!$omp 
end parallel” statement) to mark the start of an idle period; and a 
gr_end() call is put before the beginning of an OpenMP parallel 
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Figure 32: Architecture of GoldRush runtime.

For simulation processes, GoldRush generates performance monitoring metrics used

by a prediction module to estimate the lengths of upcoming idle periods at the exit

of each OpenMP parallel region. If the next idle period is predicted to be “us-

able”, GoldRush sends signals to analytics processes to resume their execution; if no

signal is produced, analytics processes remain suspended throughout the next idle

period. Once resumed, analytics processes run on the cores yielded by the simula-

tion’s OpenMP worker threads, while the simulation’s main threads continue to run

on their own, dedicated cores. When the simulation’s main threads reach the end

of their idle periods (i.e., the start of next parallel OpenMP region), signals are sent

to suspend analytics processes, thereby permitting the simulation’s OpenMP worker

threads to re-gain exclusive use of their cores for executing the subsequent parallel

OpenMP period.

To assess potential interference between simulation and analytics, the GoldRush

runtime also periodically updates a shared memory monitoring buffer with perfor-

mance data about the simulation’s main threads. The analytics-side GoldRush sched-

uler periodically reads this information, assesses interference severity and if significant

interference is detected, the scheduler throttles, i.e., slows down, the execution rate
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periods in Figure 2). With the pure OS-based management 
solution, co-located analytics slow down simulations by up to 
57% compared to simulations’ solo runs, and performance 
degradation generally becomes worse at larger scales. 

The ineffectiveness of pure OS-based management is caused by 
several factors. First, the significant slowdown of the Main-
Thread-Only periods shown in Figure 5 indicates that the 
simulation’s main threads experience severe interference from 
concurrently running analytics. This is particularly true for cases 
in which the simulation’s main threads co-run with memory 
intensive codes like PCHASE and STREAM, because those 
benchmarks cause severe contention on the last level cache, 
memory controller, and other shared resources in the memory 
hierarchy. Linux’ default OS scheduler does not recognize those 
facts, as its main focus is on core idleness.  

Second, there are increases in some simulations’ OpenMP times 
with the presence of co-located analytics. One reason is the OS 
scheduler’s greedy nature, which always schedules analytics 
threads as soon as the OpenMP worker threads yield the CPU. For 
short idle periods, analytics threads will be forced to suspend soon 
after they begin to run, to return cores back to higher priority 
simulation threads. Another reason is the Linux scheduler’s 
imposition of fairness on analytics vs. simulation threads, causing 
it to allocate time slots for, rather than completely suspend, low-
priority analytics processes while the simulation’s worker threads 
are active (i.e., in a parallel OpenMP period). This causes jitter to 
the simulation and negatively impacts its performance.  

The GoldRush runtime methods described next remedy these 
shortcomings of the OS baseline solution. 

3. GOLDRUSH RUNTIME SYSTEM 

3.1 Overview 
GoldRush manages the execution of data analytics co-located 
with simulation processes, in ways that (i) leverage unused idle 
resources on compute nodes, and (ii) mitigate potential 
interference between simulation and analytics.  

GoldRush is implemented as a runtime library and residing at 
both the simulation and analytics sides of these compute node-
based computations (highlighted in yellow in Figure 6). For 
simulation processes, GoldRush generates performance 
monitoring metrics used by a prediction module to estimate the 
lengths of upcoming idle periods at the exit of each OpenMP 
parallel region. If the next idle period is predicted to be “usable”, 
GoldRush sends signals to analytics processes to resume their 
execution; if no signal is produced, analytics processes remain 
suspended throughout the next idle period. Once resumed, 
analytics processes run on the cores yielded by the simulation’s 
OpenMP worker threads, while the simulation’s main threads 
continue to run on their own, dedicated cores. When the 
simulation’s main threads reach the end of their idle periods (i.e., 
the start of next parallel OpenMP region), signals are sent to 
suspend analytics processes, thereby permitting the simulation’s 
OpenMP worker threads to re-gain exclusive use of their cores for 
executing the subsequent parallel OpenMP period. 

To assess potential interference between simulation and analytics, 
the GoldRush runtime also periodically updates a shared memory 
monitoring buffer with performance data about the simulation’s 
main threads. The analytics-side GoldRush scheduler periodically 

reads this information, assesses interference severity and if 
significant interference is detected, the scheduler throttles, i.e., 
slows down, the execution rate of analytics processes. This serves 
to reduce contention on shared resources, at the cost of reduced 
progress with analytics processing. A limit on possible slowdown 
is imposed by the fact that analytics processing must be 
completed before the simulation’s next output steps are taken. On-
compute-node analytics, therefore, have to be “sized” 
appropriately, and we do so by leveraging the placement 
flexibility offered by the ADIOS IO library and its FlexIO IO 
methods, described in [47]. With ADIOS and FlexIO, analytics 
pipelines can be defined and (re-)structured to match available 
compute node resources, with “overflow” analytics actions 
performed in separate “staging nodes” reserved for online 
analytics and/or postmortem, after data has been moved to disk. 
Another attribute of the FlexIO transport used by GoldRush is its 
efficient intra-node data movement from simulation to analytics 
via a shared memory transport. 

Compared to the baseline solution described in Section 2, 
GoldRush adds potential overheads to the simulation side for 
performance monitoring and idle period prediction, and for 
suspending and resuming analytics. There are also additional 
costs at the analytics side for online monitoring and execution 
control. As shown in Section 4, these overheads are negligible, 
permitting GoldRush to significantly improve application 
performance and resource efficiency over the baseline solution. 

3.2 Inter-Posing GoldRush 
GoldRush is implemented as a C library, for which we offer two 
approaches to integrating it with simulation codes. The first 
approach directly inserts the GoldRush API (listed in Table 2) 
into the simulation’s source code. In particular, a gr_start() call is 
placed at the end of an OpenMP code region (e.g., after a “!$omp 
end parallel” statement) to mark the start of an idle period; and a 
gr_end() call is put before the beginning of an OpenMP parallel 
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Figure 33: Simulation and analytics execution timeline.

of analytics processes. This serves to reduce contention on shared resources, at the

cost of reduced progress with analytics processing. A limit on possible slowdown is

imposed by the fact that analytics processing must be completed before the simula-

tion’s next output steps are taken. On-compute-node analytics, therefore, have to be

“sized” appropriately, and we do so by leveraging the placement flexibility offered by

the ADIOS IO library and its FlexIO IO methods, described in Chapter IV. With

ADIOS and FlexIO, analytics pipelines can be defined and (re-)structured to match

available compute node resources, with “overflow” analytics actions performed in sep-

arate “staging nodes” reserved for online analytics and/or postmortem, after data has

been moved to disk. Another attribute of the FlexIO transport used by GoldRush

is its efficient intra-node data movement from simulation to analytics via a shared

memory transport.

Compared to the baseline solution described in Section 5.2, GoldRush adds po-

tential overheads to the simulation side for performance monitoring and idle period

prediction, and for suspending and resuming analytics. There are also additional
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Table 3: GoldRush public API.
Function Description

int gr init (MPI Comm comm); Initialize the GoldRush runtime
int gr start (char *file, int line); Mark the start of an idle period
int gr end (char *file, int line); Mark the end of an idle period
int gr finalize (); Finalize the GoldRush runtime

costs at the analytics side for online monitoring and execution control. As shown

in Section 5.4, these overheads are negligible, permitting GoldRush to significantly

improve application performance and resource efficiency over the baseline solution.

5.3.2 Inter-Posing GoldRush

GoldRush is implemented as a C library, for which we offer two approaches to inte-

grating it with simulation codes. The first approach directly inserts the GoldRush

API (listed in Table 3) into the simulation’s source code. In particular, a gr start()

call is placed at the end of an OpenMP code region (e.g., after a “!$omp end parallel”

statement) to mark the start of an idle period; and a gr end() call is put before the

beginning of an OpenMP parallel region (e.g., before a “!$omp parallel” statement) to

mark the end of an idle period. At runtime, those markers are executed by the main

thread of each simulation process to identify the beginning and end of idle periods,

and to perform operations that monitor performance and resume/suspend analytics

processes.

The second approach integrates the library with the simulation in a more trans-

parent fashion, avoiding changes to simulation codes, by adding its functions into

appropriate routines within the OpenMP runtime library. As a proof of concept, we

modify GCC’s libgomp runtime library by instrumenting the runtime routines as-

sociated with PARALLEL and FOR directives. Those are sufficient to cover all of

the top-level OpenMP regions in the GTC, GTS, LAMMPS, GROMACS, and NPB

codes. Other directives can be supported similarly, left for future work.

In comparison, the source code instrumentation approach is more general and
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flexible at the cost of manual code modification. The instrumented OpenMP runtime

library approach is transparent to simulation codes, but requires modifying internals

of the OpenMP library. In practice, we have instrumented the sources of simulation

codes requiring Intel or PGI compilers, as those compilers’ OpenMP runtime libraries

are not available to us for modification. Besides, source instrumentation may be

automated with source transformation [98] or binary re-writing tools [21].

Analytics codes only need to add gr init() and gr finalize() functions, permitting

an instance of the GoldRush scheduler to be activated in each analytics process at

runtime.

5.3.3 Online Monitoring and Prediction

5.3.3.1 Predicting Idle Period Durations

At the beginning of an idle period (i.e., in a gr start() call), the simulation’s OpenMP

worker threads have yielded their cores, and the main thread is about to enter a

sequential code region. An important decision to make at this point is: should the

analytics processes be allowed to run on idle cores during this upcoming idle period?

As discussed in Section 5.2.2.1, idle periods are appropriate only if they are sufficiently

long. To predict their expected durations, the GoldRush runtime records the timings

and number of occurrence of each executed idle period. Each idle period is uniquely

identified by its start and end locations (the file name and line number arguments

passed to marker API calls). When a gr end() marker is executed, the idle period

that just completed is identified. The duration of that idle period is measured as

the elapsed time between the two successive gr start() and gr end() calls made by the

main thread. The online history maintains a running average duration and occurrence

counts for each unique idle period seen so far.

We currently use a simple heuristic to predict idle period duration, using the

above online history information. The method has high accuracy and low overheads

for simulations with strong locality and regularity in their execution flows (a typical
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region (e.g., before a “!$omp parallel” statement ) to mark the end 
of an idle period. At runtime, those markers are executed by the 
main thread of each simulation process to identify the beginning 
and end of idle periods, and to perform operations that monitor 
performance and resume/suspend analytics processes. 

The second approach integrates the library with the simulation in 
a more transparent fashion, avoiding changes to simulation codes, 
by adding its functions into appropriate routines within the 
OpenMP runtime library. As a proof of concept, we modify 
GCC’s libgomp runtime library by instrumenting the runtime 
routines associated with PARALLEL and FOR directives. Those 
are sufficient to cover all of the top-level OpenMP regions in the 
GTC, GTS, LAMMPS, GROMACS, and NPB codes. Other 
directives can be supported similarly, left for future work. 

In comparison, the source code instrumentation approach is more 
general and flexible at the cost of manual code modification. The 
instrumented OpenMP runtime library approach is transparent to 
simulation codes, but requires modifying internals of the OpenMP 
library. In practice, we have instrumented the sources of 
simulation codes requiring Intel or PGI compilers, as those 
compilers’ OpenMP runtime libraries are not available to us for 
modification. Besides, source instrumentation may be automated 
with source transformation [23] or binary re-writing tools [22].  

Analytics codes only need to add gr_init() and gr_finalize()  
functions, permitting an instance of the GoldRush scheduler to be 
activated in each analytics process at runtime. 

3.3 Online Monitoring and Prediction 
3.3.1 Predicting Idle Period Durations 
At the beginning of an idle period (i.e., in a gr_start() call), the 
simulation’s OpenMP worker threads have yielded their cores, 
and the main thread is about to enter a sequential code region. An 
important decision to make at this point is: should the analytics 
processes be allowed to run on idle cores during this upcoming 
idle period? As discussed in Section 2.2, idle periods are 
appropriate only if they are sufficiently long. To predict their 
expected durations, the GoldRush runtime records the timings and 
number of occurrence of each executed idle period. Each idle 
period is uniquely identified by its start and end locations (the file 
name and line number arguments passed to marker API calls). 
When a gr_end() marker is executed, the idle period that just 
completed is identified. The duration of that idle period is 
measured as the elapsed time between the two successive 
gr_start() and gr_end() calls made by the main thread. The online 
history maintains a running average duration and occurrence 
counts for each unique idle period seen so far.  

We currently use a simple heuristic to predict idle period duration, 
using the above online history information. The method has high 
accuracy and low overheads for simulations with strong locality 
and regularity in their execution flows (a typical behavior for 

many scientific codes), as those codes usually have a small 
number of unique idle periods with small variations in idle period 
duration. The heuristic works as follows. During the execution of 
gr_start(), a prediction function is called. It first finds all idle 
periods in the history that match the start location (file name and 
line number) of the upcoming idle period, selects the one with the 
highest occurrence count, and uses its running average duration as 
an estimate of the upcoming period’s duration. If the estimated 
duration is greater than a pre-defined, tunable threshold value or 
no matching history record is found, the upcoming idle period is 
considered as “usable” for analytics. 

Costs: The time and space costs of idle period prediction are 
proportional to the number of unique idle periods in a 
simulation’s execution flow. As shown in Figure 8, the numbers 
of unique idle periods in the six simulation codes range from 2 to 
at most 48, resulting in low runtime overheads.  

Prediction Accuracy: The purpose of prediction is to decide 
whether an idle period is usable (long) or not (short) with respect 
to a threshold value. Therefore, instead of using the absolute error 
in predicted duration values, we define a prediction of an idle 
period to be “accurate” if the predicted usability (short or long) of 
the idle period matches the indication of the actual duration. 
Specifically, we divide prediction results into four categories: (i) 
“Predict Short”: correctly predict a short period to be short (not 
usable for analytics); (ii) “Predict Long”: correctly indicate a long 
period to be long (usable); (iii) “Mispredict Short”: wrongly 
predict a short period to be long; and (iv) “Mispredict Long”: 
wrongly predict a long period to be short.  

To quantify prediction accuracy, we record the predicted duration 
at the beginning of each idle period, and measure the actual 
duration at the end of the period, based on which we then count 
the number of predictions falling into each of the four categories 
described above. Table 3 presents the percentages of the four 
categories among all predicted periods, using a threshold value of 
1ms. Accurate predictions range from 88.7%~100% of all 
predictions for the six simulations, showing that our prediction 
method is highly accurate for codes with regular execution flows.  

Table 2. GoldRush Public API 
Function  Description 
int gr_init (MPI_Comm comm); Initialize the GoldRush runtime 

int gr_start (char *file, int line); Mark the start of an idle period 

int gr_end (char *file, int line); Mark the end of an idle period 

int gr_finalize (); Finalize the GoldRush runtime 
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Figure 8. Number of unique idle periods and idle periods with 
the same start location (due to branching in execution flow).  

Table 3. Prediction Accuracy with 1ms Threshold (1536 
Cores on Hopper). 

Simulation Predict 
Short 

Predict 
Long 

Mispredict 
Short 

Mispredict 
Long 

GTC 31.6% 57.1% 6.4% 4.9% 

GTS 58.5% 36.8% 3.6% 1.1% 

LAMMPS 49.7% 49.7% 0.3% 0.3% 

GROMACS 99.6% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 

BT-MZ.E 66.6% 33.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

SP-MZ.E 50.1% 49.9% 0.0% 0.0% 

 

 

Figure 34: Number of unique idle periods and idle periods with the same start
location (due to branching in execution flow).

behavior for many scientific codes), as those codes usually have a small number of

unique idle periods with small variations in idle period duration. The heuristic works

as follows. During the execution of gr start(), a prediction function is called. It first

finds all idle periods in the history that match the start location (file name and line

number) of the upcoming idle period, selects the one with the highest occurrence

count, and uses its running average duration as an estimate of the upcoming period’s

duration. If the estimated duration is greater than a pre-defined, tunable threshold

value or no matching history record is found, the upcoming idle period is considered

as “usable” for analytics.

Costs: The time and space costs of idle period prediction are proportional to the

number of unique idle periods in a simulation’s execution flow. As shown in Figure 34,

the numbers of unique idle periods in the six simulation codes range from 2 to at most

48, resulting in low runtime overheads.

Prediction Accuracy: The purpose of prediction is to decide whether an idle

period is usable (long) or not (short) with respect to a threshold value. Therefore,

instead of using the absolute error in predicted duration values, we define a prediction

of an idle period to be “accurate” if the predicted usability (short or long) of the idle

period matches the indication of the actual duration. Specifically, we divide prediction
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Table 4: Prediction accuracy with 1ms threshold (1536 cores on Hopper).
Simulation Predict

Short
Predict
Long

Mispredict
Short

Mispredict
Long

GTC 31.6% 57.1% 6.4% 4.9%
GTS 58.5% 36.8% 3.6% 1.1%
LAMMPS 49.7% 49.7% 0.3% 0.3%
GROMACS 99.6% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%
BT-MZ 66.6% 33.4% 0.0% 0.0%
GROMACS 50.1% 49.9% 0.0% 0.0%

results into four categories: (i) “Predict Short”: correctly predict a short period to be

short (not usable for analytics); (ii) “Predict Long”: correctly indicate a long period

to be long (usable); (iii) “Mispredict Short”: wrongly predict a short period to be

long; and (iv) “Mispredict Long”: wrongly predict a long period to be short.

To quantify prediction accuracy, we record the predicted duration at the beginning

of each idle period, and measure the actual duration at the end of the period, based on

which we then count the number of predictions falling into each of the four categories

described above. Table 4 presents the percentages of the four categories among all

predicted periods, using a threshold value of 1ms. Accurate predictions range from

88.7% 100% of all predictions for the six simulations, showing that our prediction

method is highly accurate for codes with regular execution flows.

Figure 35 shows how sensitive prediction accuracy is to the threshold value. When

varying the threshold value from 0.1 to 2 milliseconds, prediction accuracy for all six

simulations never falls below 84.5%, and remains 100% for BT-MZ and SP-MZ cases.

Figure 35 also shows that 1ms is an appropriate threshold value since it leads to high

accuracy and in addition, ensures that the selected usable periods are sufficiently

large to amortize context switch overheads.

Despite good results with the six simulation codes used in our work, there remain

substantial opportunities for future improvements and optimizations of methods for

idle period prediction. For instance, for codes with dramatically varying idle periods
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Figure 9 shows how sensitive prediction accuracy is to the 
threshold value. When varying the threshold value from 0.1 to 2 
milliseconds, prediction accuracy for all six simulations never 
falls below 84.5%, and remains 100% for BT-MZ and SP-MZ 
cases. Figure 9 also shows that 1ms is an appropriate threshold 
value since it leads to high accuracy and in addition, ensures that 
the selected usable periods are sufficiently large to amortize 
context switch overheads. 

Despite good results with the six simulation codes used in our 
work, there remain substantial opportunities for future 
improvements and optimizations of methods for idle period 
prediction. For instance, for codes with dramatically varying idle 
periods and runtimes (e.g., Adaptive Mesh Refinement codes), 
more sophisticated methods like dynamic call stack tracking plus 
statistical forecasting are likely preferable, which we will 
investigate as future work. 

3.3.2 Monitoring Interference during Idle Periods 
To manage potential interference between a simulation’s main 
threads and concurrent analytics processes, GoldRush installs a 
timer and signal handler on each main thread to inspect relevant 
hardware performance counter values through the PAPI 
performance counter library [26], done every millisecond during 
idle periods. Measured are the number of CPU cycles and retired 
instructions, and IPC (Instructions per Cycle) is calculated to 
quantify the performance of the simulation’s main thread. The 
IPC value is written to a per-simulation-process buffer in shared 
memory, and is periodically read by the analytics-side GoldRush 
schedulers. The timer is disabled at the end of each idle period. 

3.4 Controlling Execution of Analytics 
Analytics are run when an idle period is predicted as usable. This 
involves the simulation main thread sending a SIGCONT signal 
to resume the execution of analysis processes. Conversely, when 
the simulation main thread calls gr_end() at the end of the idle 
period, it sends a SIGSTOP signal to suspend analytics. Analytics 
threads, therefore, are run only during selected idle periods; they 
are quiescent when the simulation is in its OpenMP regions. The 
signaling costs incurred are small (see Section 4). 

An alternative to using signals to suspend and resume analytics 
processes is to set the simulation processes to use a real-time 
scheduling policy via the sched_setscheduler() system call. 
However, this privileged feature is not generally available in HPC 
environments (e.g., Hopper and ORNL’s Titan Cray XK7). 

3.5 Scheduling Analytics 
At the analytics side, the GoldRush scheduler regulates the 
execution of analytics processes to mitigate potential interference 
effects experienced by the simulation’s main threads. The 
scheduler is implemented as a signal handler in each analytics 
process and is periodically triggered by a timer. Two scheduling 
policies are presented below.  

3.5.1  Interference-Aware Policy 
The Interference-Aware scheduler works in three steps. 

1) Assessing the Severity of Interference: once triggered, the 
scheduler reads the IPC value of the simulation’s main thread 
from the shared memory monitoring buffer. Interference is 
determined as IPC being lower than some threshold value, 

whereupon the scheduler enters the next step; otherwise, the 
signal handler returns and analytics process runs at full speed 
until the next scheduling point. 

2) Identifying Contentious Analytics Processes: each GoldRush 
scheduler instance determines whether the local analytics process 
to which it belongs is contributing to interference. Toward that 
end, it uses the L2 Cache Miss Rate (L2 Cache Misses per 
Thousand Cycles) as the indicator for the analytics process’ 
contentiousness. If this miss rate is greater than some threshold 
value, then the analytics process is subject to execution rate 
throttling. This is because an analytics process with high L2 
Cache Miss Rate is likely to impose pressure on the shared L3 
cache and on other shared resources, such as memory controllers 
and memory bus bandwidth. 

3) Throttling the Execution Rate of Analytics: the scheduler 
throttles an offending analytics process’ execution rate by putting 
it to sleep for some short period of time, by calling the usleep() 
function. When the sleep duration is exceeded, the scheduler’s 
signal handler returns. The analytics then runs at full speed until 
the signal handler is triggered again, repeating the three 
scheduling steps. Since sleep duration controls the amount of idle 
cycles not used by analytics, the duration’s value along with the 
scheduling interval used jointly provide useful knobs for 
controlling the percentages of idle cycles being harvested. 

3.5.2 Greedy Policy 
Under the Greedy policy, the analytics-side scheduler is disabled 
so that analytics processes run at full speed for all idle periods 
selected by the simulation-side prediction module. This policy 
differs from the OS baseline solution in that it relies on 
simulation-side prediction to filter out short idle periods. 
Comparing this Greedy policy with the Interference Aware policy 
and the baseline solution helps isolate the effects of simulation-
side prediction and analytics-side scheduling. 

3.6 Usage of GoldRush 
GoldRush makes it feasible to deploy in situ analytics onto 
compute nodes so that useful analytics can run on otherwise-
wasted idle resources, close to the data source (simulation), and in 
parallel with the simulation. It can improve the performance 
and/or resource usage of scientific applications’ online analytics 
and I/O pipelines. A sample usage of GoldRush is to run as much 
analytics work on idle resources as the idle capacity permits, so 
that the amount of dedicated resources (e.g., dedicated cores [6] 
or staging nodes [46]) for online analytics can be reduced or even 
avoided. Another usage is to perform data-reduction analytics 
operations with idle resources in compute nodes to reduce 
downstream data movements along the I/O pipeline.  
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Figure 9. Sensitivity of prediction accuracy to the threshold 

value (Measured with 1536 cores on Hopper). 
 

 

Figure 35: Sensitivity of prediction accuracy to the threshold value (Measured with
1536 cores on Hopper).

and runtimes (e.g., Adaptive Mesh Refinement codes), more sophisticated methods

like dynamic call stack tracking plus statistical forecasting are likely preferable, which

we will investigate as future work.

5.3.3.2 Monitoring Interference during Idle Periods

To manage potential interference between a simulation’s main threads and concur-

rent analytics processes, GoldRush installs a timer and signal handler on each main

thread to inspect relevant hardware performance counter values through the PAPI

performance counter library [4], done every millisecond during idle periods. Mea-

sured are the number of CPU cycles and retired instructions, and IPC (Instructions

per Cycle) is calculated to quantify the performance of the simulation’s main thread.

The IPC value is written to a per-simulation-process buffer in shared memory, and

is periodically read by the analytics-side GoldRush schedulers. The timer is disabled

at the end of each idle period.

5.3.4 Controlling Execution of Analytics

Analytics are run when an idle period is predicted as usable. This involves the

simulation main thread sending a SIGCONT signal to resume the execution of analysis

processes. Conversely, when the simulation main thread calls gr end() at the end of
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the idle period, it sends a SIGSTOP signal to suspend analytics. Analytics threads,

therefore, are run only during selected idle periods; they are quiescent when the

simulation is in its OpenMP regions. The signaling costs incurred are small (see

Section 5.4).

An alternative to using signals to suspend and resume analytics processes is to set

the simulation processes to use a real-time scheduling policy via the sched setscheduler()

system call. However, this privileged feature is not generally available in HPC envi-

ronments (e.g., Hopper and ORNL’s Titan Cray XK7).

5.3.5 Scheduling Analytics

At the analytics side, the GoldRush scheduler regulates the execution of analytics

processes to mitigate potential interference effects experienced by the simulation’s

main threads. The scheduler is implemented as a signal handler in each analytics

process and is periodically triggered by a timer. Two scheduling policies are presented

below.

5.3.5.1 Interference-Aware Policy

The Interference-Aware scheduler works in three steps.

1) Assessing the Severity of Interference: once triggered, the scheduler reads

the IPC value of the simulation’s main thread from the shared memory monitoring

buffer. Interference is determined as IPC being lower than some threshold value,

whereupon the scheduler enters the next step; otherwise, the signal handler returns

and analytics process runs at full speed until the next scheduling point.

2) Identifying Contentious Analytics Processes: each GoldRush scheduler

instance determines whether the local analytics process to which it belongs is con-

tributing to interference. Toward that end, it uses the L2 Cache Miss Rate (L2 Cache

Misses per Thousand Cycles) as the indicator for the analytics process’ contentious-

ness. If this miss rate is greater than some threshold value, then the analytics process
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is subject to execution rate throttling. This is because an analytics process with high

L2 Cache Miss Rate is likely to impose pressure on the shared L3 cache and on other

shared resources, such as memory controllers and memory bus bandwidth.

3) Throttling the Execution Rate of Analytics: the scheduler throttles an

offending analytics process’ execution rate by putting it to sleep for some short period

of time, by calling the usleep() function. When the sleep duration is exceeded, the

scheduler’s signal handler returns. The analytics then runs at full speed until the

signal handler is triggered again, repeating the three scheduling steps. Since sleep

duration controls the amount of idle cycles not used by analytics, the duration’s value

along with the scheduling interval used jointly provide useful knobs for controlling

the percentages of idle cycles being harvested.

5.3.5.2 Greedy Policy

Under the Greedy policy, the analytics-side scheduler is disabled so that analytics

processes run at full speed for all idle periods selected by the simulation-side predic-

tion module. This policy differs from the OS baseline solution in that it relies on

simulation-side prediction to filter out short idle periods. Comparing this Greedy

policy with the Interference Aware policy and the baseline solution helps isolate the

effects of simulation-side prediction and analytics-side scheduling.

5.3.6 Usage of GoldRush

GoldRush makes it feasible to deploy online analytics onto compute nodes so that

useful analytics can run on otherwise-wasted idle resources, close to the data source

(simulation), and in parallel with the simulation. It can improve the performance

and/or resource usage of scientific applications’ online analytics and I/O pipelines.

A sample usage of GoldRush is to run as much analytics work on idle resources as

the idle capacity permits, so that the amount of dedicated resources (e.g., dedicated

cores [43] or staging nodes [160]) for online analytics can be reduced or even avoided.
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Another usage is to perform data-reduction analytics operations with idle resources

in compute nodes to reduce downstream data movements along the I/O pipeline.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

This section’s experimental evaluations have three purposes: (i) analyze the cost and

benefit of GoldRush runtime and its advantages over the OS baseline solution; (ii)

measure the improvement of application performance and resource efficiency achieved

by GoldRush for real-world applications; and (iii) assess the scalability of GoldRush

with increasing machine size and node core count. The experiments are conducted

on NERSC’s Hopper Cray XE6 and ORNL’s Smoky cluster.

5.4.1 Benefits of Synergistic Scheduling

Our first set of experiments co-runs simulation with “unrelated” analytics (the analyt-

ics does not operate on simulation output but on its private data set) under different

scheduling policies. Here we evaluate scenarios where there is interference between

the simulation and analytics. Note those are less likely to occur with “related” ana-

lytics in which there is cache-friendly, constructive data sharing between simulation

and analytics – due to producer-consumer data reuse relationships. The purpose of

these experiments is to assess GoldRush’s ability to mitigate destructive interference

between simulation and analytics. We co-run the four simulation codes (GTC, GTS,

GROMACS and LAMMPS) with the five synthetic analytics benchmarks in Table 2.

The simulation and analytics are set to run in four different configurations:

Case 1 (Simulation in Solo): Simulation is run without analytics; OpenMP

worker threads do busy waiting in idle periods.

Case 2 (OS Baseline Solution): Simulation and analytics are co-located; OS

schedules analytics processes to run whenever simulation’s OpenMP worker threads

yield CPUs.

Case 3 (Greedy Scheduling): Simulation-side GoldRush runtime selects idle
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periods, resumes and suspends analytics with signals; Analytics-side GoldRush sched-

uler is disabled.

Case 4 (Interference Aware Scheduling): Simulation-side GoldRush selects

idle periods to run analytics, resumes and suspends analytics, and also records simula-

tion main threads’ IPC values in shared memory buffer during idle periods. Analytics-

side GoldRush scheduler does interference detection and control.

Simulations and analytics are run with 1024 cores on the Smoky cluster. They

are placed in compute nodes as shown in Figure 30.

5.4.1.1 Benefits of GoldRush

Figure 36 shows the simulation’s main loop time in the four cases. GoldRush with

its greedy policy can improve the performance of the four simulations over the OS

baseline solution. This demonstrates the importance of selecting proper idle periods at

the simulation side. GoldRush with its interference aware policy can further improve

simulation performance over the greedy policy, resulting in 9.9% on average and up

to 42% performance improvement over the OS baseline solution. Figure 36 shows

that such improvements are due to the reduction of the “Main-Thread-Only” portion

of the main loop time. The difference of simulation run time in solo vs. under

interference aware scheduling is at most 9.1% (GROMACS running with PCHASE)

and 1.7% on average among all test cases, meaning that the simulations’ performance

is close to the optimal. These results demonstrate that GoldRush’s interference aware

scheduling can mitigate potential interference effects between the simulation’s main

threads and analytics processes during idle periods. Such advantage is the most

evident for memory intensive benchmarks like STREAM and PCHASE, as they cause

severe contention on shared resources in memory hierarchy.

There is a trade-off between the amounts of idle cycles to harvest vs. the impact

on simulation. Such tradeoff can be managed by tuning the parameters of scheduling
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
This section’s experimental evaluations have three purposes: (i) 
analyze the cost and benefit of GoldRush runtime and its 
advantages over the OS baseline solution; (ii) measure the 
improvement of application performance and resource efficiency 
achieved by GoldRush for real-world applications; and (iii) assess 
the scalability of GoldRush with increasing machine size and 
node core count. The experiments are conducted on NERSC’s 
Hopper Cray XE6 [10] and ORNL’s Smoky cluster [34].  

4.1 Benefits of Synergistic Scheduling 
Our first set of experiments co-runs simulation with “unrelated” 
analytics (the analytics does not operate on simulation output but 
on its private data set) under different scheduling policies. Here 
we evaluate scenarios where there is interference between the 
simulation and analytics. Note those are less likely to occur with 
“related” analytics in which there is cache-friendly, constructive 
data sharing between simulation and analytics -- due to producer-
consumer data reuse relationships. The purpose of these 
experiments is to assess GoldRush’s ability to mitigate destructive 
interference between simulation and analytics. We co-run the four 
simulation codes (GTC, GTS, GROMACS and LAMMPS) with 
the five synthetic analytics benchmarks in Table 2. The 
simulation and analytics are set to run in four different 
configurations: 

Case 1 (Simulation in Solo): Simulation is run without analytics; 
OpenMP worker threads do busy waiting in idle periods.  

Case 2 (OS Baseline Solution): Simulation and analytics are co-
located; OS schedules analytics processes to run whenever 
simulation’s OpenMP worker threads yield CPUs. 

Case 3 (Greedy Scheduling): Simulation-side GoldRush runtime 
selects idle periods, resumes and suspends analytics with signals; 
Analytics-side GoldRush scheduler is disabled. 

Case 4 (Interference Aware Scheduling): Simulation-side 
GoldRush selects idle periods to run analytics, resumes and 
suspends analytics, and also records simulation main threads’ IPC 
values in shared memory buffer during idle periods. Analytics-
side GoldRush scheduler does interference detection and control. 

Simulations and analytics are run with 1024 cores on the Smoky 
cluster. They are placed in compute nodes as shown in Figure 4.  

4.1.1 Benefits of GoldRush 
Figure 10 shows the simulation’s main loop time in the four cases. 
GoldRush with its greedy policy can improve the performance of 
the four simulations over the OS baseline solution. This 
demonstrates the importance of selecting proper idle periods at 
the simulation side. GoldRush with its interference aware policy 
can further improve simulation performance over the greedy 
policy, resulting in 9.9% on average and up to 42% performance 
improvement over the OS baseline solution. Figure 10 shows that 
such improvements are due to the reduction of the “Main-Thread-
Only” portion of the main loop time. The difference of simulation 
run time in solo vs. under interference aware scheduling is at most 
9.1% (GROMACS running with PCHASE) and 1.7% on average 
among all test cases, meaning that the simulations’ performance is 
close to the optimal. These results demonstrate that GoldRush’s 
interference aware scheduling can mitigate potential interference 
effects between the simulation’s main threads and analytics 
processes during idle periods. Such advantage is the most evident 
for memory intensive benchmarks like STREAM and PCHASE, 
as they cause severe contention on shared resources in memory 
hierarchy. 

There is a trade-off between the amounts of idle cycles to harvest 
vs. the impact on simulation.  Such tradeoff can be managed by 
tuning the parameters of scheduling policy (Section 3.5). In our 
tests, we conservatively set the idle period duration selection 
threshold to 1ms, scheduling interval to 1ms, IPC threshold to 1, 
L2 Miss Rate to 5, and sleep duration to 200µs. Such setup results 
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                                             (c) GROMACS                                                                                 (d) LAMMPS 

Figure 10. Simulation performance with 1024 cores on Smoky cluster. The legend “GoldRush” refers to the time which the 
simulation spends in GoldRush operations (monitoring, prediction and signaling). Such overheads are very low (<0.3%). 

Figure 36: Simulation performance with 1024 cores on Smoky cluster. The legend
“GoldRush” refers to the time which the simulation spends in GoldRush operations
(monitoring, prediction and signaling). Such overheads are very low (less than 0.3%).

policy (Section 5.3.5). In our tests, we conservatively set the idle period duration

selection threshold to 1ms, scheduling interval to 1ms, IPC threshold to 1, L2 Miss

Rate to 5, and sleep duration to 200 µs. Such setup results in significant performance

improvements at simulation side as shown in Figure 36, and meanwhile the aggregated

amount of harvested idle periods is at least 34%, and 64% on average, of total available

idle time. A thorough study of parameter tuning is left for future work.

5.4.1.2 Costs of GoldRush

The runtime cost of GoldRush at the simulation side can be quantified by the perfor-

mance difference between GTS running in solo vs. co-running with analytics under

the control of GoldRush. As mentioned earlier, this difference is 1.7% on average.

The simulation side cost of GoldRush can be further divided into two parts: the

first part is the time spent in the GoldRush runtime itself (i.e., the time to execute

the GoldRush marker APIs and monitoring signal handler), and the second part is
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simulation slowdown due to context switches and remaining interference from ana-

lytics. We internally instrument GoldRush and find that the aggregated time of the

GoldRush runtime itself is small, constituting no more than 0.3% of the simulation’s

main loop time. Concerning runtime monitoring, the measured memory usage of stor-

ing GoldRush monitoring data in main memory is no more than 5KB per simulation

process in all test cases.

5.4.2 GTS Application with Online Analytics

GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global three-dimensional Particle-In-Cell

(PIC) code used to study the micro-turbulence and associated transport in magneti-

cally confined fusion plasma of tokamak toroidal devices [139]. GTS outputs particle

data during simulation. We apply GoldRush to manage GTS to co-run with two

representative particle data analytics.

5.4.2.1 Parallel Coordinate Visual Analytics

Parallel coordinates is a visualization method commonly used to depict and analyze

multivariate data [64, 121]. We implement this method for GTS particle data. Each

GTS particle has seven attribute, including coordinates, velocities, weight and particle

ID. Each processor first generates its local plot of parallel coordinates from the selected

particles. Then, all processors collectively generate the final plot through parallel

image composition [153]. Multiple plots of parallel coordinates can be generated and

composited to show the relationship between different groups of particles. Figure 37

shows the parallel coordinates for two time steps, where the green areas correspond

to all particles, and the red areas corresponds to the particles with the absolute 20%

largest weights. Our parallel coordinate analytics can clearly show the evolution of

particle data distribution at large scale.

GTS is run with a typical setup, which results in particle data output size of

230MB per process. GTS outputs particle data every 20 iterations. Each GTS MPI
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process with 6 OpenMP threads is placed onto a separate socket on Hopper’s 4-

socket compute node. Weak scaling is applied to GTS from 768 to 12288 cores.

Within each node, 20 visual analytics processes are placed onto the cores where the

simulation’s OpenMP threads are running. The 20 analytics processes are divided

into 5 groups. Each group has 4 processes with one process running on a separate

socket. GTS particles output data of successive timesteps are distributed among the

5 analytics process groups in a round-robin manner via the FlexIO shared memory

transport. Both the original particle data and the generated images are written to

the file system.

For comparison, we also run GTS and visual analytics “Inline”: the simulation

directly calls the visual analytics routine. In this way, simulation and analytics are

performed synchronously. We use a multi-threaded OpenMP version of the parallel

coordinates processing routine to get the best possible inline performance.

Performance: Figure 37 (a) shows the main loop time of GTS simulation with

12288 cores on Hopper. Similar to previous experiments, the performance of GTS is

best with GoldRush interference-aware scheduling. “Inline” has worst performance,

due to synchronously performing analytics and file I/O. Figure 38 (a) shows the

scaling of simulation-side slowdown. The GoldRush interference aware policy has

better scalability than the OS baseline solution, which promises its utility at even

larger scales.

Cost I (CPU Hours): with the same number of compute nodes used, using

GoldRush leads to the least usage of CPU Hours.

Cost II (Data Movement Volumes): an alternative to co-locating simulation

and analytics is to perform analytics “In-Transit”: additional compute nodes are

allocated to host analytics; data is moved from the simulation to analytics through

the RDMA-based data staging transport in FlexIO [162]. This makes it possible to

avoid contention on compute nodes, but results in additional data movement across
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in significant performance improvements at simulation side as 
shown in Figure 10, and meanwhile the aggregated amount of 
harvested idle periods is at least 34%, and 64% on average, of 
total available idle time. A thorough study of parameter tuning is 
left for future work. 

4.1.2 Costs of GoldRush 
The runtime cost of GoldRush at the simulation side can be 
quantified by the performance difference between GTS running in 
solo vs. co-running with analytics under the control of GoldRush. 
As mentioned earlier, this difference is 1.7% on average.  

The simulation side cost of GoldRush can be further divided into 
two parts: the first part is the time spent in the GoldRush runtime 
itself (i.e., the time to execute the GoldRush marker APIs and 
monitoring signal handler), and the second part is simulation 
slowdown due to context switches and remaining interference 
from analytics. We internally instrument GoldRush and find that 
the aggregated time of the GoldRush runtime itself is small, 
constituting no more than 0.3% of the simulation’s main loop 
time. Concerning runtime monitoring, the measured memory 
usage of storing GoldRush monitoring data in main memory is no 
more than 5KB per simulation process in all test cases. 

4.2 GTS Application with In Situ Analytics 
GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global three-
dimensional Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code used to study the micro-
turbulence and associated transport in magnetically confined 
fusion plasma of tokamak toroidal devices [41]. GTS outputs 
particle data during simulation. We apply GoldRush to manage 
GTS to co-run with two representative particle data analytics. 

4.2.1 Parallel Coordinate Visual Analytics 
Parallel coordinates is a visualization method commonly used to 
depict and analyze multivariate data [12][31].  We implement this 
method for GTS particle data. Each GTS particle has seven 
attribute, including coordinates, velocities, weight and particle ID. 
Each processor first generates its local plot of parallel coordinates 
from the selected particles. Then, all processors collectively 

generate the final plot through parallel image compositing [44]. 
Multiple plots of parallel coordinates can be generated and 
composited to show the relationship between different groups of 
particles. Figure 11 shows the parallel coordinates for two time 
steps, where the green areas correspond to all particles, and the 
red areas corresponds to the particles with the absolute 20% 
largest weights. Our parallel coordinate analytics can clearly 
show the evolution of particle data distribution at large scale. 

GTS is run with a typical setup, which results in particle data 
output size of 230MB per process. GTS outputs particle data 
every 20 iterations. Each GTS MPI process with 6 OpenMP 
threads is placed onto a separate socket on Hopper’s 4-socket 
compute node. Weak scaling is applied to GTS from 768 to 12288 
cores. Within each node, 20 visual analytics processes are placed 
onto the cores where the simulation’s OpenMP threads are 
running. The 20 analytics processes are divided into 5 groups. 
Each group has 4 processes with one process running on a 
separate socket. GTS particles output data of successive timesteps 
are distributed among the 5 analytics process groups in a round-
robin manner via the ADIOS shared memory transport [47]. Both 
the original particle data and the generated images are written to 
the file system. 

For comparison, we also run GTS and visual analytics “Inline”: 
the simulation directly calls the visual analytics routine. In this 
way, simulation and analytics are performed synchronously. We 
use a multi-threaded OpenMP version of the parallel coordinates 
processing routine to get the best possible inline performance.  

Performance: Figure 12 (a) shows the main loop time of GTS 
simulation with 12288 cores on Hopper. Similar to previous 
experiments, the performance of GTS is best with GoldRush 
interference-aware scheduling. “Inline” has worst performance, 
due to synchronously performing analytics and file I/O. Figure 13 
(a) shows the scaling of simulation-side slowdown. The GoldRush 
interference aware policy has better scalability than the OS 
baseline solution, which promises its utility at even larger scales. 
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Figure 12. GTS performance with 12288 cores on Hopper. 
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    (a) Scaling of GTS Slowdown        (b) Data Movement Costs 

Figure 13. Scaling results on Hopper. Figure 13 (a) shows the 
slowdown of GTS (comparing to Solo case) with different 

scheduling policies. Figure 13 (b) compares the data movement 
costs of running parallel coordinates in situ vs. in transit. 

 

 
Figure 11. Parallel coordinates for GTS particle data. The 

two images are drawn from 2 timesteps of particle data each 
with 120GB in size. The red lines highlight particles with the 

absolute 20% largest weights. 

Figure 37: GTS performance with 12288 cores on Hopper.

in significant performance improvements at simulation side as 
shown in Figure 10, and meanwhile the aggregated amount of 
harvested idle periods is at least 34%, and 64% on average, of 
total available idle time. A thorough study of parameter tuning is 
left for future work. 

4.1.2 Costs of GoldRush 
The runtime cost of GoldRush at the simulation side can be 
quantified by the performance difference between GTS running in 
solo vs. co-running with analytics under the control of GoldRush. 
As mentioned earlier, this difference is 1.7% on average.  

The simulation side cost of GoldRush can be further divided into 
two parts: the first part is the time spent in the GoldRush runtime 
itself (i.e., the time to execute the GoldRush marker APIs and 
monitoring signal handler), and the second part is simulation 
slowdown due to context switches and remaining interference 
from analytics. We internally instrument GoldRush and find that 
the aggregated time of the GoldRush runtime itself is small, 
constituting no more than 0.3% of the simulation’s main loop 
time. Concerning runtime monitoring, the measured memory 
usage of storing GoldRush monitoring data in main memory is no 
more than 5KB per simulation process in all test cases. 

4.2 GTS Application with In Situ Analytics 
GTS (Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation) is a global three-
dimensional Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code used to study the micro-
turbulence and associated transport in magnetically confined 
fusion plasma of tokamak toroidal devices [41]. GTS outputs 
particle data during simulation. We apply GoldRush to manage 
GTS to co-run with two representative particle data analytics. 

4.2.1 Parallel Coordinate Visual Analytics 
Parallel coordinates is a visualization method commonly used to 
depict and analyze multivariate data [12][31].  We implement this 
method for GTS particle data. Each GTS particle has seven 
attribute, including coordinates, velocities, weight and particle ID. 
Each processor first generates its local plot of parallel coordinates 
from the selected particles. Then, all processors collectively 

generate the final plot through parallel image compositing [44]. 
Multiple plots of parallel coordinates can be generated and 
composited to show the relationship between different groups of 
particles. Figure 11 shows the parallel coordinates for two time 
steps, where the green areas correspond to all particles, and the 
red areas corresponds to the particles with the absolute 20% 
largest weights. Our parallel coordinate analytics can clearly 
show the evolution of particle data distribution at large scale. 

GTS is run with a typical setup, which results in particle data 
output size of 230MB per process. GTS outputs particle data 
every 20 iterations. Each GTS MPI process with 6 OpenMP 
threads is placed onto a separate socket on Hopper’s 4-socket 
compute node. Weak scaling is applied to GTS from 768 to 12288 
cores. Within each node, 20 visual analytics processes are placed 
onto the cores where the simulation’s OpenMP threads are 
running. The 20 analytics processes are divided into 5 groups. 
Each group has 4 processes with one process running on a 
separate socket. GTS particles output data of successive timesteps 
are distributed among the 5 analytics process groups in a round-
robin manner via the ADIOS shared memory transport [47]. Both 
the original particle data and the generated images are written to 
the file system. 

For comparison, we also run GTS and visual analytics “Inline”: 
the simulation directly calls the visual analytics routine. In this 
way, simulation and analytics are performed synchronously. We 
use a multi-threaded OpenMP version of the parallel coordinates 
processing routine to get the best possible inline performance.  

Performance: Figure 12 (a) shows the main loop time of GTS 
simulation with 12288 cores on Hopper. Similar to previous 
experiments, the performance of GTS is best with GoldRush 
interference-aware scheduling. “Inline” has worst performance, 
due to synchronously performing analytics and file I/O. Figure 13 
(a) shows the scaling of simulation-side slowdown. The GoldRush 
interference aware policy has better scalability than the OS 
baseline solution, which promises its utility at even larger scales. 
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Figure 12. GTS performance with 12288 cores on Hopper. 
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    (a) Scaling of GTS Slowdown        (b) Data Movement Costs 

Figure 13. Scaling results on Hopper. Figure 13 (a) shows the 
slowdown of GTS (comparing to Solo case) with different 

scheduling policies. Figure 13 (b) compares the data movement 
costs of running parallel coordinates in situ vs. in transit. 

 

 
Figure 11. Parallel coordinates for GTS particle data. The 

two images are drawn from 2 timesteps of particle data each 
with 120GB in size. The red lines highlight particles with the 

absolute 20% largest weights. Figure 38: Scaling results on Hopper. Figure (a) shows the slowdown of GTS (com-
paring to Solo case) with different scheduling policies. Figure (b) compares the data
movement costs of running parallel coordinates in situ vs. in transit.
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the interconnect (which can also introduce perturbation to simulation [12]). Figure 38

(b) compares the data movement volumes under the GoldRush vs. In-Transit setups,

where a 1:128 ratio of compute to staging nodes is used. We note that placing

analytics onto a smaller number of staging nodes reduces MPI communication cost

within the parallel coordinates analytics (for the image composition), but doing so

adds data movements between the simulation and analytics (i.e., the staging traffic).

Since placing analytics within the compute node and using GoldRush to schedule its

execution can already achieve close-to-optimal performance, it is more efficient to use

GoldRush rather than In-Transit for this GTS analytics use case. More generally, of

course, In-Transit solutions remain important, because one must “size” on-compute-

node analytics to match available idle resources. We leave the creation of general

methods for such sizing to future work.

5.4.2.2 Time Series Analytics

Time series analysis [111] is essential for understanding particle temporal behavior.

A basic operation of time series analysis is to iteratively access the data of each

particle in the arrays of different time steps. A common data access pattern can

be simply represented as A[ti][p] = f(B[ti][p], B[ti+1][p]) for two time steps, where,

for a particle p, A is a derived variable whose value at the time step ti depends on

the original variable B at ti ad ti+1. For example, the displacement of a particle is

computed from its positions at two time steps. However, we note that it is non-trivial

to generate the particle trajectories in parallel [111, 117], which is out of the scope

of this thesis. In our study, we assume that we already have the time-series data of

each particle and emulate the data access pattern with a synthetic code.

We co-run the code that exercises the data access pattern on GTS particle output

data. Due to its streaming access pattern, the time series analytics causes 15.2 L2

cache misses per thousand instructions on Hopper. As shown in Figure 37 (b) and
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Cost I (CPU Hours): with the same number of compute nodes 
used, using GoldRush leads to the least usage of CPU Hours. 

Cost II (Data Movement Volumes): an alternative to co-locating 
simulation and analytics is to perform analytics “In-Transit”: 
additional compute nodes are allocated to host analytics; data is 
moved from the simulation to analytics through the RDMA-based 
data staging transport in ADIOS I/O library [1]. This makes it 
possible to avoid contention on compute nodes, but results in 
additional data movement across the interconnect (which can also 
introduce perturbation to simulation [1]). Figure 13 (b) compares 
the data movement volumes under the GoldRush vs. In-Transit 
setups, where a 1:128 ratio of compute to staging nodes is used. 
We note that placing analytics onto a smaller number of staging 
nodes reduces MPI communication cost within the parallel 
coordinates analytics (for the image composition), but doing so 
adds data movements between the simulation and analytics (i.e., 
the staging traffic). Since placing analytics within the compute 
node and using GoldRush to schedule its execution can already 
achieve close-to-optimal performance, it is more efficient to use 
GoldRush rather than In-Transit for this GTS analytics use case. 
More generally, of course, In-Transit solutions remain important, 
because one must “size” on-compute-node analytics to match 
available idle resources. We leave the creation of general methods 
for such sizing to future work. 

4.2.2 Time Series Analytics 
Time series analysis [27] is essential for understanding particle 
temporal behavior. A basic operation of time series analysis is to 
iteratively access the data of each particle in the arrays of 
different time steps. A common data access pattern can be simply 
represented as A[ti][p] = f(B[ti][p], B[ti+1][p]) for two time steps, 
where, for a particle p, A is a derived variable whose value at the 
time step ti depends on the original variable B at ti ad ti+1. For 
example, the displacement of a particle is computed from its 
positions at two time steps. However, we note that it is non-trivial 
to generate the particle trajectories in parallel [27][29], which is 
out of the scope of this paper. In our study, we assume that we 
already have the time-series data of each particle and emulate the 
data access pattern with a synthetic code.  

We co-run the code that exercises the data access pattern on GTS 
particle output data. Due to its streaming access pattern, the time 
series analytics causes 15.2 L2 cache misses per thousand 
instructions on Hopper. As shown in Figure 12 (b) and 13 (a), this 
results in up to 9.4% slowdown of the GTS simulation with 12288 
cores under the OS scheduler. The GoldRush interference aware 
scheduler reduces such interference to at most 1.9% and manages 
to complete all analytics processing with available idle resources. 

4.3 Varying Architecture - Intel Westmere 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of GoldRush across different 
architectures and its scalability within a node, we conduct 
experiments on a 32-core Intel Westmere machine. The machine 
has 4 sockets each with 8 cores at 2.13GHz, with a 32KB D-
Cache, 32KB I-Cache, and a 256KB inclusive unified L2 Cache. 
All 8 cores within a socket share a 24MB inclusive unified L3 
Cache. Each of the 4 sockets belongs to one NUMA memory 
domain with 32GB DDR3 memory in each domain. We run GTS 
with 4 MPI processes and 8 threads per process on this machine.  

Figure 14 (a) shows the main loop time of the GTS simulation co-
running with parallel coordinate analytics. The simulation’s 

OpenMP time increases by up to 5% under OS scheduler. This is 
because the OS scheduler does not entirely suspend analytics and 
thus, incurs unnecessary scheduling overhead. GoldRush with its 
greedy policy, however, results in GTS performance within 99% 
of the optimal. The less than 1% performance loss is due to time 
spent in the shared memory transport and the GoldRush runtime. 

When co-running GTS with the contentious time series analytics 
under OS baseline scheduling, GTS can be significantly slowed 
down (up to 11%), as shown in Figure 14 (b). On the other hand, 
with the interference aware GoldRush scheduling, interference is 
again greatly reduced. This, together with previous results, 
demonstrates GoldRush’s ability to mitigate interference between 
co-running simulation and analytics across different architectures. 

5. RELATED WORK 
In Situ Scientific Data Analytics. In situ data analytics and 
visualization has gained much recent attention from the HPC 
community. Current work falls into two categories: (i) data 
analytics and visualization algorithms, such as in situ indexing 
[43], compression [14], feature extraction [39], and visualization 
techniques [2][42], and (ii) supporting platforms. Regarding the 
first category, the GoldRush system can be readily used to run 
various data analytics with idle resources in compute nodes for 
resource-efficient, near-source data processing. As to the second 
category, systems like PreDatA [46], GLEAN [39], NESSIE [25] 
and DataSpaces [5], all support In-Transit data processing (i.e., 
deploy data analytics on auxiliary nodes and move data from 
simulation to analytics across interconnect), which is orthogonal 
to our work. One attractive usage of GoldRush is to run data-
reducing operations on compute nodes to filter or pre-process 
simulation output data before sending data to In-Transit 
processing nodes. Finally, Damaris [6] and Functional 
Partitioning [15] use dedicated cores on compute nodes for file 
I/O and other data operations; such solutions are easily realized 
with GoldRush. 

Cycle Stealing. Idle CPU cycles pervasively exist on PCs and 
servers. There has been extensive work on leveraging unused idle 
cycles for useful computation. Examples include Condor [17], 
BOINC [3], and other volunteer computing systems. To the best 
of our knowledge, GoldRush is the first system to harvest fine-
grained idle cycles from large-scale scientific simulations on HEC 
platforms for online data analytics. Linger Longer [32] shares 
similarity with our work since it enables aggressive resource 
sharing between host applications and background jobs. 
GoldRush differs in its demonstrated scalability and in its ability 
to control interference for tightly synchronized host applications 
(parallel simulations).  

Contention Mitigation on Multi-Core Platforms. Resource 
contention has been recognized as a severe performance issue for 
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Figure 14. Simulation and analytics execution timeline. 
Figure 39: Simulation and analytics execution time on Intel Westmere machine.

38 (a), this results in up to 9.4% slowdown of the GTS simulation with 12288 cores

under the OS scheduler. The GoldRush interference aware scheduler reduces such

interference to at most 1.9% and manages to complete all analytics processing with

available idle resources.

5.4.3 Varying Architecture - Intel Westmere

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of GoldRush across different architectures and

its scalability within a node, we conduct experiments on a 32-core Intel Westmere

machine. The machine has 4 sockets each with 8 cores at 2.13GHz, with a 32KB

D-Cache, 32KB I-Cache, and a 256KB inclusive unified L2 Cache. All 8 cores within

a socket share a 24MB inclusive unified L3 Cache. Each of the 4 sockets belongs

to one NUMA memory domain with 32GB DDR3 memory in each domain. We run

GTS with 4 MPI processes and 8 threads per process on this machine.

Figure 39 (a) shows the main loop time of the GTS simulation co-running with

parallel coordinate analytics. The simulation’s OpenMP time increases by up to

5% under OS scheduler. This is because the OS scheduler does not entirely suspend

analytics and thus, incurs unnecessary scheduling overhead. GoldRush with its greedy

policy, however, results in GTS performance within 99% of the optimal. The less than

1% performance loss is due to time spent in the shared memory transport and the
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GoldRush runtime.

When co-running GTS with the contentious time series analytics under OS base-

line scheduling, GTS can be significantly slowed down (up to 11%), as shown in

Figure 39 (b). On the other hand, with the interference aware GoldRush scheduling,

interference is again greatly reduced. This, together with previous results, demon-

strates GoldRush’s ability to mitigate interference between co-running simulation and

analytics across different architectures.

5.5 Related Work

In Situ Scientific Data Analytics. In situ data analytics and visualization has

gained much recent attention from the HPC community. Current work falls into

two categories: (i) data analytics and visualization algorithms, and (ii) support-

ing platforms. Regarding the first category, the GoldRush system can be readily

used to run various data analytics with idle resources in compute nodes for resource-

efficient, near-source data processing. As to the second category, systems like Pre-

DatA, GLEAN [94], Nessie [61] and DataSpaces [1], all support In-Transit data pro-

cessing (i.e., deploy data analytics on auxiliary nodes and move data from simulation

to analytics across interconnect), which is orthogonal to our work. One attractive

usage of GoldRush is to run data-reducing operations on compute nodes to filter

or pre-process simulation output data before sending data to In-Transit processing

nodes. Finally, Damaris [43] and Functional Partitioning [81] use dedicated cores

on compute nodes for file I/O and other data operations; such solutions are easily

realized with GoldRush.

Cycle Stealing. Idle CPU cycles pervasively exist on PCs and servers. There

has been extensive work on leveraging unused idle cycles for useful computation. Ex-

amples include Condor [82], BOINC [24], and other volunteer computing systems. To

the best of our knowledge, GoldRush is the first system to harvest fine-grained idle
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cycles from large-scale scientific simulations on HEC platforms for online data ana-

lytics. Linger Longer [122] shares similarity with our work since it enables aggressive

resource sharing between host applications and background jobs. GoldRush differs

in its demonstrated scalability and in its ability to control interference for tightly

synchronized host applications (parallel simulations).

Contention Mitigation on Multi-Core Platforms. Resource contention has

been recognized as a severe performance issue for consolidated workloads on multi-

core platforms. Software solutions to this problem include thread mapping [163, 161]

and scheduling [79], cache partitioning [92], and compiler-time code transformation

for cache behavior optimization [123, 134]. We borrow from such work to implement

a special case for contention aware scheduling in which analytics processes detect

contention with high-priority simulation and dynamically back off to mitigate inter-

ference. Most similar to our work are CAER [96] and ReQoS [135], both of which

target data center applications.

Optimizing MPI/OpenMP Hybrid Programs. There has been previous

work on tuning performance and/or power efficiency for MPI/OpenMP hybrid codes.

One approach is to overlap sequential code regions with parallel OpenMP regions [118],

but its applicability is application-specific, constrained by data and control depen-

dencies as well as by thread safety in MPI libraries. Another approach by Li et al. [80]

applies Dynamic Concurrency Throttling and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scal-

ing to OpenMP parallel phases, for power savings. The slack prediction used in that

approach is akin to GoldRush’s idle period prediction: it estimates the difference in

the duration of OpenMP parallel phases between the non-critical vs. critical (the

slowest) MPI processes (i.e., the slack time), so that the non-critical processes can be

run with reduced CPU frequencies during slack time. The duration of a sequential

period between two successive OpenMP parallel phases is measured directly and used

as input parameters to slack prediction. GoldRush, instead, dynamically predicts
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the duration of those sequential periods within each MPI process; and its purpose

is not to reduce the power consumption of a simulation code running in solo, but

to orchestrate the execution of coupled simulation and analytics to improve their

overall performance and resource efficiency. It would be interesting, however, for a

MPI/OpenMP hybrid simulation code, to use both methods: to optimize power effi-

ciency of the OpenMP parallel phases and to apply GoldRush to schedule analytics

during idle periods outside the OpenMP phases. Also interesting to GoldRush is

to leverage Li’s work on dynamically varying OpenMP thread count for simulation’s

OpenMP phases: this may help yield even more idle resources for online analytics.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter makes several key contributions to improving the online execution of

data analytics. We first show that even leadership simulations leave considerable

compute node resources unused. This is not because such codes are ill-tuned or con-

figured, but because many such unused resources often occur as modestly sized idle

periods not easily utilized by the dense core methods constituting the bulk of a typ-

ical simulation’s computation. Unfortunately, this fact also makes such idle periods

difficult to use for analytics. This is the key challenge addressed by the GoldRush

system developed in our work. GoldRush applies fine-grained scheduling to “steal”

idle resources from simulation in ways that incur negligible runtime overheads and

minimize interference between the simulation and analytics. Key to its effectiveness

are (i) judiciously selecting appropriate idle periods based on online performance mon-

itoring and prediction, and (ii) dynamically detecting interference and mitigating it

by throttling analytics execution. Experiments with representative applications at

large scales (up to 12288 cores) and on different architectures show that resources

harvested on compute nodes can be used to perform useful analytics, significantly

improving resource efficiency, reducing data movement costs incurred by alternate
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solutions, and posing negligible impact on simulations.
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CHAPTER VI

SUPPORTING ONLINE SPATIAL INDICES

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter II, we identify rich metadata support as one of the essential requirements

by online scientific data analytics for both interoperability and performance enhance-

ment purposes. The work described so far has focused on how to use the rich metadata

requirements to develop more efficient in situ and staging computation layouts based

on a user’s end-to-end intent. However, given the evolution of hardware towards deep

memory hierarchies, it is important to understand the capabilities that knowledge of

user intent can enable in memory placement and movement.

Among the various types of meta-data organizations, spatial indices represent an

important case due to their wide usage and applicability to scientific data. Cor-

respondingly, we have chosen them as an exemplar of a user-driven organizational

requirement with very strong memory placement issues in deep memory hierarchies.

A spatial index partitions the attribute domain into a bounded logical hierarchy that

allows for quick responses to region-based queries in massive data sets. Spatial indices

are used by many applications to accelerate analysis and visualizations, since many

instances of both require access to subsets of data that are near to particular marker

points. Popular spatial indices include R-Trees, Octrees, and KD-Trees.

In order to use spatial indices for online scientific data analytics, however, signif-

icant challenges need to be addressed to achieve scalability and memory efficiency.

The spatial indices need to be constructed from live simulation output data in an

online/in-memory fashion. Additionally, analytics functions dependent upon tree-

based range queries might require regular updates during the bulk construction of
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the tree. The overheads of generating, buffering and (possibly) transferring spatial

indices therefore need to be carefully managed and tuned to avoid overwhelming the

overall I/O pipeline or per-node memory subsystem.

Further, most analytics run as parallel programs, and their performance can be

highly sensitive to misjudged data distributions. This in turn implies that the dis-

tribution of both the spatial indices and the indexed data need to be carefully load

balanced with awareness of user’s queries, even in the face of skewed data distribu-

tions. Although there exists extensive prior work on distributed spatial indices in

the context of database, GIS, and pure visualization research, to date little work has

been done in the online and in situ construction, distribution, and querying of online

spatial indices for large-scale, streaming scientific simulation output data.

ItThis problem has become increasingly important due to the challenges inherent

within architectural trends towards deeper memory hierarchy on High End Computing

machines. The rapid increase of total data size as we approach the Exascale is pushing

data-intensive scientific applications to the DRAM capacity wall, and DRAM’s high

power consumption (up to 40% of total machine power usage) also poses great pressure

on the tight energy budget of current generation and future Exascale machines. These

two trends promote the use of Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) such as Flash Solid

State Drives (SSD) to extend DRAM capacity, resulting in a deep memory hierarchy

spanning from CPU cache, DRAM, Flash SSD, to hard-drive disks even on today’s

hardware. Looking forward, the types and architectural hierarchies of memory will

only become more varied.

Such deep memory hierarchies make indexing of large scientific arrays increasingly

important. By the sheer size (10’s to 100’s of terabytes per data output) of the

scientific data, it is guaranteed it will need to inhabit different tiers and different

parallel locations within leadership class machines. Due to the ability to filter out

accesses to irrelevant data as well as improving the performance of direct queries, such
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built-in indexing schemes can dramatically impact memory efficiency. On the other

hand, constructing and querying spatial index on the deep memory hierarchy requires

non-trivial optimization on index structure and data movement between different

levels of the hierarchies, due to the differing natures of the underlying hardware. As

an example, SSDs have distinct I/O characteristics such as read/write asymmetry

and limited erase cycles which have been shown to render existing OS paging and

database’s buffering policies sub-optimal, demonstrating a need for special treatment

in optimizing the data movement between memory tiers.

In this chapter, we propose a general framework called ZStore which enables the

construction of spatial indices from live simulation output data and the application

of those indices to speed up commonly used queries and visualization tasks. ZStore

is a middleware-level service that provides a customization interface to incorporate

application-specific data distribution policies. These policies allow ZStore to respect

application intents with respect to the consumption of the massive I/O data streams.

To demonstrate its general applicability, we use ZStore to implement two representa-

tive spatial indices: RTree and Octree indices. Our use cases also demonstrate their

use with several common types of queries associated with the two indices. We show

that both RTree and Octree can be used to index live simulation output data and

answer online queries, and they can achieve load balance and high performance at

large scales.

We apply ZStore to two real-world scientific applications, S3D and LAMMPS,

and show the spatial indices built with ZStore can significantly improve the end-to-

end performance of the overall I/O pipelines for both applications. Experimental

results also show that for both applications, the analytics implemented as out-of-core

programs using ZStore can achieve comparable performance with their in-core versions

while utilizing significantly less DRAM, and hence opening up new ways of balancing

both power and memory allocations within multi-component I/O workflows. This
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demonstrates that ZStore can be a valuable software solution to overcome the DRAM

capacity wall.

The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 demonstrates

the technical challenges of supporting spatial index in the context of online data

analytics and deep memory hierarchy. Section 6.3 describes the design of ZStore and

its key components. Section 6.4 describes how to implement and optimize RTree and

Octree indices using ZStore. Section 6.5 describes the usage and sample applications

of ZStore. Section 6.6 provides performance evaluation results. Section 6.7 reviews

related work, and Section 6.8 draws conclusions.

6.2 Background and Motivation

6.2.1 Spatial Indices for Online Scientific Data Analytics

Below, we briefly summarize some of the cogent points about the two spatial trees that

we have chosen to examine in this work: RTrees and Octrees. They both represent

popular and useful approaches for recursively generating spatial indices [56, 97].

1) RTree Index. The RTree [55] was designed to index multi-dimensional data

sets. There are many variants, but conceptually they all use the same basic approach,

which is to recursively divide space into a set of possibly overlapping rectangles. The

details come down to how such divisions are achieved and rebalanced when individual

data points arrive and depart regularly.

More exactly, in an RTree each node can be either a point or a collection of

non-zero sized polyhedra, and it is associated with a Minimum Bounding Rectangle

(MBR). Each Rtree node can contain at most B entries, and with the exception of

the root node, at least b≥B entries. Each leaf node entry contains a MBR and the

data object (or reference to a data object stored externally). Each internal node entry

contains the pointer to a child node as well as a MBR which is the minimum bounding

rectangle fully containing all downward data objects. All leaf nodes in an RTree are
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at the same level, so an RTree is height-balanced and its height is O(logbn), where n

is the number of data objects being indexed. Note that the MBRs of entries at the

same level can overlap, and different RTrees may be constructed from the same set

of input data objects by varying the insertion order. Many variants like R+Tree and

R*Tree have been devised to reduce chances of node splits during insertion and/or

reduce the overlap among entries to improve query performance.

2) Octree Index. An Octree [97] usually refers to a class of hierarchical spatial

tree structures: Quad-tree for 2-dimensional space, Octree for 3-dimensional space,

and Hyperoctree for dimensions higher than three. We will focus our discussion on

the 3-dimensional Octree as an example, since it is extremely prevalent in some types

of scientific analysis work. The Octree index recursively partitions the 3D space

into 8 sub-regions (also called octants or “Cells”) using separators parallel to the

coordinate axis. The spatial partition stops at a pre-defined granularity or condition

(for example, when the volume of the child cell is less than some characteristic length

of the simulation). Each internal node of an Octree has at most 8 entries, each

corresponding to one of the 8 Cells at that level of partitioning granularity. A leaf

node in an Octree only has one entry and corresponds to one Cell of corresponding

granularity. Octrees need not be height-balanced: the recursive partitioning may stop

at a node as long as certain pre-specified condition is met; for example, the difference

between minimum and maximum values recorded within the volume is less than some

target error. This makes Octree very useful to represent multi-resolution data sets:

regions of interest can be partitioned at finer granularity to gain deeper level of detail,

while un-interesting or slowly varying regions can be quickly summarized without

further lookup or storage cost. Another interesting property of Octree is that the

Cells derived from Octree partitioning can be identified and ordered by space-filling

curves such as Z-curve and Hilbert curve.

Despite their structural differences, both RTree and Octree have shown to be able
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to significantly accelerate various spatial queries. As we mentioned earlier in Chapter

II, applications like LAMMPS and S3D can greatly benefit from using RTree and

Octree in their online data analytics and visualization tasks. This motivates us to

enable online spatial indexing.

6.2.2 SSD-Equipped Deep Memory Hierarchy

As mentioned in Introduction section, DRAM has become an expensive and scarce

resource on High End Computing platforms. DRAM is both expensive in price and

power compared to many of the other individual components in current machines.

Projecting trends forward, one can see that the amount of DRAM available per core

is dropping significantly, as memory bandwidths and sizes stagnate in the comparison

to the rate of increasing core count. This “DRAM capacity wall” has severe impact

on data-intensive workloads in general and on online scientific data analytics in par-

ticular. Existing online data analytics solutions (including the approaches we have

proposed in previous Chapters) commonly buffer simulation output data in DRAM

for analytics processing, which therefore is constrained by the available DRAM. Al-

though the GoldRush approach can harvest idle DRAM allocations from the scientific

simulation in order to improve memory usage efficiency, the amount of data which

can be buffered and processed is still limited by DRAM capacity. For cases where the

simulation is memory hungry and/or the simulation output data size is too large to

be buffered with the remaining DRAM space, the runtime for generating efficient in

situ management will need to be adapted to focus more on memory placement than

on computation.

Realizing that the current HEC architecture may poorly match current and fu-

ture data-intensive applications, researchers have proposed to extend DRAM with

Non-Volatile Memory to overcome the DRAM capacity wall. Among alternative so-

lutions, Flash-based Solid State Drives (SSDs) have shown promise in the short term
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as a way of extending the memory hierarchy of production environments. In compar-

ison to Hard-Disk Drives (HDDs), SSD has many advantages such as high random

I/O performance, higher density, lower power consumption, stronger shock resistance,

etc. Previous work has explored various ways to incorporate SSD into existing archi-

tecture: One is to use SSD along with HDD to form a hybrid storage system. Yet

another is to install SSD locally on all or a subset of compute nodes. [65] uses both

model simulation and hardware prototypes to demonstrate the latter approach (i.e.,

node-local SSD). It shows that it is possible to bring SSDs closer to CPUs in the

hierarchy while having performance and cost advantages over the former approach.

This work leverages such previous scholarship to form our hardware base case, and we

will specifically be investigating scenarios where staging activities might take place

on potentially specialized nodes with both DRAM and SSDs, in part as a stand-in

for future PCM or other non-volatile memory technologies.

6.2.3 Technical Challenges

Our goal is to demonstrate that the construction of a user-specified spatial index

from live simulation output data and its use for online analytics and visualization can

be accelerated through careful distributed data and computation placement. We are

also inspired by the trend of deep memory hierarchy and would like to investigate

the trade-offs and capabilities available when one has access to node-local SSDs for

online and in situ analytics. Towards these goals, the following challenges must be

addressed:

1) Constructing Spatial Index on Distributed Data Streams. The spa-

tial index needs to be constructed from live simulation output data streams in an

online fashion and made available to the user-defined analytics process by answering

queries. The computation and storage costs of constructing, buffering, transferring,

and assembling the index should be minimized to avoid overwhelming the overall I/O
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     Figure 10. S3D Visualization Output.                          Figure 11. Total Execution Time                                          Figure 9. Total CPU Hours 
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execution time by 2.3% to 16.5% among 5 test runs at scale of 
8192 cores.  

D. S3D Performance 

The third application is S3D. S3D is a state-of-the-art flow 
solver for performing direct numerical simulation (DNS) of 
turbulent combustion. We use a modified version of S3D code 
called S3D_Box created by the S3D team for our test. 
S3D_Box performs a portion of the full S3D simulation. We 
set S3D_Box to load initial data from a restart file originally 
generated by a S3D run on 96000 cores.  During its execution, 
S3D_Box periodically outputs species data which are 22 3-
dimensional double-typed arrays. The per-process output data 
size is 1.7MB, which is the same as typical production S3D 
simulation. The species data is fed into a parallel visualization 
code to render images for each every species (Figure 10 shows 
a sample image for H2). The visualization code uses standard 
ADIOS read API to load data and FlexIO handles MxN data re-
distribution underneath.  

We run S3D_Box and the parallel visualization code on 
Smoky cluster at different scales using weak scaling. At each 
scale, we measure the performance of different placement 
options. As shown in Figure 11 and 12, the staging based 
placement gives the best performance (in terms of Total 
Execution Time) and cost (in terms of Total CPU Hours). 
Similar to the Pixie3D case, staging placement is better than 
inline due to the pipelining effect, and offloading visualization 
computation (and writing rendered image to files in PPM 
format) to a separate staging area via asynchronous data 
movement can effectively hide the cost of I/O and analytics 
computation. (We were not able to run S3D with helper core 
placement setup, but will provide the helper core placement 
results for completeness.) 

E. Utility of Data Conditioning Plug-in 

We use the GTS application to demonstrate the utility of 
Data Conditioning Plug-ins. We run GTS on 128 cores and 
run the in situ analytics described earlier on 1 staging node. 
During the execution, the analytics instantiates a sampling DC 
Plug-in which samples one out of every 100 particles of the 
original simulation output data. The communication of the 
DCPlug-in code is performed between timesteps and dynamic 
code generation requires only .5msecs, so code deployment 

has an insignificant impact on the running system. The 
resulting sampling code requires only 220 x86 instructions.  

Due to the substantial data reduction ratio, the FlexIO 
runtime deploys it onto simulation processes. Table 1 
compares the steady state time before vs. after DCPlug-in is 
deployed. The sampling DCPlug-in helps reduce data 
movement time and downstream analytics computation time. 
It also helps reduces simulation time due to reduced network 
contention. 

The ability to dynamically deploy DC Plug-in computation 
to remote simulation side can be used to achieve various 
runtime adaptation actions. The simple sampling example 
shown here, for instance, can be used to dynamically throttle 
data volume in case the analytics computation becomes 
seriously slowed down, so that the back pressure to simulation 
can be mitigated. 

TABLE I.  IMPACT OF SAMPLING DC PLUG-IN 

 simulation analytics 

 compute write read compute wait 

before  23.2 0.208 5.61 6.52 11.3 

after  22.0 0.0431 0.349 0.914 20.8 
  

F. Summary 

Several interesting observations can be made from the 
experiment results. First, performing data analytics in situ can 
significantly improve Total Execution Time and/or Total CPU 
Hours compared to offline file-based approach for all four 
applications, indicating the promise of in situ data analytics to 
address the I/O bottleneck on HEC platforms.  

Second, there is a notable difference between alternative 
placements of in situ analytics, and the best placement varies 
for different simulation/analytics/machine combinations. 
Particularly, those analytics which are non-scalable and expend 
data are better offloaded from simulation and placed in staging 
nodes or helper cores. On the other hand, scalable, data 
reduction operations may be better placed inline or near the 
simulation. Such diversity justifies the flexible placement 
functionality offered by FlexIO. 

Figure 40: Sample S3D volume data.

pipeline.

2) Achieving Load Balance with Distributed Index. Most leadership-class

analytics run as parallel programs, and their performance is sensitive to data distri-

bution and can suffer severely from unbalanced data distribution. As an example,

consider the S3D data in Figure 40. The feature of interest (the frame front) is dis-

tributed in a highly skewed fashion within the simulation volume data. Consequently,

an Octree spatial index and leaf data, which partitions the space rather than the ele-

ments of interest, would require careful distribution in order to achieve parallel load

balance for the parallel analytics.

3) Achieving High Performance and Memory Efficient Indexing on Deep

Memory Hierarchy. SSDs have unique I/O characteristics (such as read/write

asymmetry and limited erase cycles) which must be considered to optimize any man-

ual paging of scientific data between DRAM and SSD. A key goal is to generalize

the resource co-scheduling and placement techniques visited in earlier work so that

the price of utilizing the different classes of memory can be minimized. In order
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Figure 41: The architecture of ZStore.

to achieve performance comparable to an in-core counterpart, the runtime will be

required to enhance data locality and reduce the effect of data movement latencies

between different levels of the hierarchies.

6.3 ZStore Design and Implementation

6.3.1 Overview

ZStore is the distributed framework for testing and evaluating the impact of different

control strategies for indexing and querying multi-dimensional array data on compute

nodes equipped with SSD-extended memory hierarchies. Specifically, it provides nec-

essary middleware-level services required to implement spatial indices such as RTree

and Octree, and it also allows end users to exploit this indexed simulation output

data for in situ or online analytics queries.

As shown in Figure 41, ZStore consists of three major components: i) a flexible in-

transit index construction workflow; ii) a buffer manager for efficient data movement

between DRAM and SSD; and iii) an multi-dimensional array store.

ZStore leverages a flexible in-transit workflow descended from the two-pass stream-

ing processing model described in the earlier PreDatA work in Chapter III. This

workflow decomposes the index construction process into separate stages which can
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then be distributed along the compute resources of the I/O path in order to achieve

scalability.

In the previous work, we have seen the importance of the ability to embed user-

specified code directly into the course of data movement. Building on that recog-

nition, ZStore provides a customization interface to incorporate application-specific

data distribution policies. The data distribution policy is implemented as two call-

back functions which are invoked as part of the index construction workflow. These

functions then allow for user- or domain-specific partitioning and chunking of data.

This design gives application flexibility in controlling data distribution, as the optimal

data distribution is always specific to the target application. For ease of use, ZStore

also provides a set of built-in data distribution polices for common cases, and a user

can choose one of them as a starting point to further customization and control.

To address the challenge of constructing and querying spatial index on deep mem-

ory hierarchy, ZStore jointly applies a set of data layout and buffering optimization

techniques. These allow us to both improve the particular effectiveness of the stores

we will later demonstrate, but also to explore the nature of optimizations relevant

for future hierarchies of computation and storage. In particular, ZStore adopts a

packed column-oriented data layout which not only improves cache efficiency, but it

also enable the use of SIMD vector instructions to speed up the critical computation

routines. ZStore also provides a common buffer manager service to handle the data

movement between DRAM and SSD, and it uses a buffer replacement policy which

prioritizes clean pages over dirty pages to respect the read/write asymmetry of SSDs.

In addition to the index generation capabilities for analytics, ZStore provides

built-in storage methods for storing and accessing scientific muti-dimensional array

data for SSD-based, out-of-core use. This native data storage layer supports various

commonly used array layouts, including row-major, column-major, Z-order (Morton

layout), and Hilbert space-filling curve.
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Figure 42: ZStore Index Construction Workflow

6.3.2 Constructing Spatial Index on Distributed Data Streams

ZStore provides a flexible in-transit index construction workflow to build and dis-

tribute index from live simulation output data streams. The workflow decomposes

the index construction into multiple stages, and deploys these stages at appropriate

places along the I/O path. The workflow is triggered and executed while simulation

output data is moved from simulation to analytics, and the generated spatial index is

transferred (along with the original simulation output), distributed, and finally made

available to analytics for answering queries. To construct a specific spatial index on-

line, each stage of the workflow is implemented and registered as a callback function

(much like the MapReduce programming model and the PreDatA model described

in Chapter II), and invoked by ZStore automatically at runtime. This in-transit

workflow is embedded inside the FlexIO I/O middleware, and is transparent to the

simulation code.

Figure 42 shows the overall index construction workflow. When each simulation
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process has data to output, it passes data and control to the FlexIO runtime. Inside

FlexIO, each simulation process executes an optional workflow stage termed “inline

computation” implemented by a callback function inline compute() if present. This

stage takes the local simulation output data as input, and can perform certain com-

putation and possibly generate additional data (e.g., generate a local index for the

local portion of a global array). Within the insitu compute() function, one can call a

callback function chunking() to break the original simulation output data into chunks.

If the chunking() function is not provided, then the default is to treat each simulation

output array as a chunk. The inline compute() function is also provided with a MPI

communicator as a parameter which contains all simulation processes participating

in the I/O action, so MPI collective communication can be used within the function

if necessary (e.g., for calculating global min/max or determining skews in global-level

data distribution). The output data of the inline computation stage is then trans-

ferred along with the original simulation output data chunks to the analytics side.

For each chunk, a routing() function is called to determines which analytics process

to send this chunk to. The routing () function can be implemented by application to

control data distribution at analytics side. There are also a set of built-in routing()

functions each of which implements a common distribution policy (More on this topic

in Section 6.3.3).

The analytics processes receive simulation output data in chunks, along with the

associated data additionally generated by the in-transit workflow. When a chunk

and its associated data is received and before returning to analytics, a workflow

stage called “in-transit computation” and implemented by a callback function in-

transit compute() is executed. This stage takes as input the simulation output data

chunk and the associated data which is generated by previous stages of the workflow.

Typically, the “in-transit computation” stage merges the local indices into a global

index which is stored in an internal storage container (can be either in-memory or
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out-of-core). When all chunks are received, a finalize stage is executed to perform

any necessary cleanup tasks. After the finalize stage completes, the simulation output

data and constructed index is made available for analytics.

This index construction workflow is sufficiently flexible to implement a variety of

spatial indices (we will show how to implement RTree and Octree using this workflow

later). Note the similarity between this workflow and the PreDatA streaming pro-

cessing model in Chapter II. One can think of this index construction workflow as a

specialized instance of PreDatA.

Also note that at the analytics side, the original simulation output data and

generated spatial index are stored in a storage container. If the node is equipped with

SSD, the container can be configured as a DRAM buffer coupled with backend files

on SSD, to allow out-of-core array and index accesses. In this case, a buffer manager

automatically manages the DRAM buffer space and the I/O between DRAM buffer

and backend files. We will describe the buffer manager in Section 6.3.5.

6.3.3 Controlling Data Distribution at Analytics Side

For distributed index and query processing, the distribution of both the index and

original data among analytics processes can have significant impact on query perfor-

mance. The ideal distribution should achieve load balance and minimize remote data

accesses. Controlling data distribution for parallel processing is a well studied topic

in both database and parallel computing communities. The basic lesson is that the

optimal data distribution is always specific to the data itself and the query workloads.

In our experiences, we find that scientists usually either have a good knowledge of

how to partition the data, or already use certain existing data partitioning tool such

as METIS to determine the appropriate data distribution. Therefore, regarding bal-

anced data distribution, we do not claim any contribution in novel data distribution

and partitioning algorithms. Instead, our ZStore framework gives control over data
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distribution to the application. This is realized via the routing() and the chunking()

callback functions in the index construction workflow which allows application-specific

policy to decide how simulation output data and associated spatial index is distributed

among the analytics processes. Later we will show non-trivial application use cases

to demonstrate the usage of this feature.

ZStore also has a set of built-in data distribution policies which cover a range

of common scenarios and can be easily configured to use. These built-in policies

are all implemented as routing() callback functions in the same way as user-defined

routing() functions. The supported built-in policies include the following: i) round-

robin distribution; ii) randomized distribution; and iii) block-block distribution.

The routing() function enforces data distribution during data movement from

simulation to analytics. Once data arrives at the analytics side, no further data

re-distribution will be performed. One potential extension to this is to enable data

re-distribution so that the initial distribution can be dynamically adjusted (e.g., based

on observed load balance of queries). However, the necessity and benefit of such re-

distribution is not clear yet from our application experiences and we leave this topic

as part of our future work.

6.3.4 Query with Distributed Spatial Index

Once simulation output data and associated spatial index are available at analytics

side, the analytics processes can perform various queries on data by using the in-

dex. Each specific spatial index built with ZStore needs to implement its own query

routines. ZStore, however, provides common utilities to facilitate the query imple-

mentation. These mainly include a buffer manager for out-of-core index (described

in Section 6.3.5) and a meta-data replication utility which is described below.

To enable query on distributed index and data arrays, ZStore allows replicating

spatial index and meta-data regarding array distribution among multiple analytics
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processes. For a distributed array, its distribution information describes which por-

tions of this array resides on which analytics processes. Such information is actually

generated in FlexIO’s data transfer protocol (see Chapter IV), and broadcasted among

all analytics processes. Therefore, each analytics process has a replication of a global

array’s distribution information and can locate any specific region of the global array

(in terms of which analytics process owns it).

For a spatial index constructed from a distributed global array, the index imple-

mentation can selectively replicate a portion of the global index among all analytics

processes. The most common case is to replicate the top few levels of the index tree

among all analytics processes. Nodes at the lowest level of the replication contain

two types of entries: a local entry point to a local sub-index or data, and a remote

entry specifies the region residing on some remote process and the ID of that remote

process. The remote lookup is internally implemented using MPI, and remote lookup

results are cached in a fix-sized local memory buffer using simple LRU eviction policy.

With the replicated distributed index, query on a distribute data set can be exe-

cuted in parallel. A typical execution plan is for each analytics process to query its

local index and data, and then leverage the replicated global index to perform remote

lookup, and finally assemble and/or aggregate the query results. In Section 6.4, we

will show examples of distributed queries which are implemented with index replica-

tion.

6.3.5 Buffer Manager for Out-of-Core Index on SSD

With the presence of SSD-equipped deep memory hierarchy, ZStore can support out-

of-core index and multi-dimensional arrays which are larger than DRAM capacity on

a single node. A key component for this is a buffer manager which manages a DRAM

buffer and handles I/O automatically between the DRAM buffer and backend files

on SSD.
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In ZStore, any out-of-core data (either the spatial index or data array) is imple-

mented via a fix-sized DRAM buffer backed by file(s) on the SSD. A DRAM buffer is

of fixed total size, and contains a number of fix-sized blocks. The data resides in the

backend file(s) on SSD and is brought into or written from the DRAM buffer dur-

ing read/write accesses. The I/O unit between the DRAM buffer and SSD backend

is a block. The DRAM buffer is highly flexible, and its total size, block size, and

buffering policies can all be configured to tune performance. ZStore’s buffer manager

essentially enables “application-managed paging” at user level. It is more flexible and

efficient than OS paging, and more transparent and portable than explicit file I/O.

ZStore’s buffer manager features a SSD-optimized buffer replacement policy. SSD

has two important I/O characteristics: i) read/write asymmetry, and ii) limited pro-

gram/erase cycles. Read/write asymmetry implies that since writing to the same

location in SSD requires erase before program the Flash cells, writing is notably

slower than reading for SSD. Besides, each Flash cell can be only overwritten for

a limited number of times which then set a limited life time for the SSD. This has

performance implication on buffer replacement policy: when selecting a victim buffer

block to evict to make room for another block in DRAM buffer, evicting a dirty block

is slower than evicting a clean block, since replacing a dirty block requires writing

the block back to backend file on SSD, which takes more time than replacing a clean

page.

ZStore leverages the second-chance Clock algorithm to address the read-write

asymmetry issue with SSD. This buffer replacement policy prioritizes clean buffer

blocks over dirty blocks for replacement. As a result, the write performance penalty

is mitigated and meanwhile temporal locality is approximated.
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6.3.6 Storing Multi-Dimensional Arrays on SSD

Besides out-of-core spatial indices, ZStore also supports storing and accessing out-of-

core multi-dimensional arrays on SSD. A multi-dimensional array is stored in a back-

end file on local SSD. Analytics programs access the array via a high level read/write

interface which specifies the array indices of array portion to access. Internally, a

DRAM buffer is used to automatically handle the data movement between DRAM

and SSD. Like the buffering for out-of-core index, the DRAM buffer for an array is

of fixed size and consists of fix-sized blocks, and various replacement policies can be

chosen to manage the buffer in a way suitable for the analytics’ access pattern.

ZStore separates the array index from the array’s internal layout, and supports

four commonly used internal layouts: i) row-major, ii) column-major, iii) Z-order

(Morton layout), and iv) Hilbert space filling curve. All the four types of layout can

be chosen from high-level programming interface and enforced by ZStore. ZStore

automatically handles the translation from array index to the internal ordering of the

chosen layout. This gives analytics the flexibility to optimize array layout to best

match its access pattern.

Using ZStore’s out-of-core array, each node can hold arrays which are larger than

node’s DRAM space. This capability, together with ZStore’s distributed index and ar-

ray distribution meta-data, allows application to consolidate multiple nodes’ DRAMs

and SSDs for analytics on massive datasets.

6.4 Implementing and Optimizing Spatial Indices with ZS-
tore

To demonstrate the flexibility and generality of ZStore, we implement two represen-

tative spatial indices, RTree and Octree, with the ZStore framework. Both indices

can be generated online from simulation output data by using the in-transit index

construction workflow, and used to answer queries at analytics side. For each type
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of index, we also propose a set of optimization techniques which achieve notable

performance improvements.

6.4.1 RTree Index

Constructing RTree Index. When constructing a RTree index, the inline compu-

tation stage performed at each simulation process breaks the local array into chunks

as directed by the chunking callback function, and calls the routing function to dis-

tribute the chunks to downstream analytics processes. At the analytics side, each

incoming data chunk is inserted into a local RTree (can be out-of-core if the index

is to be stored on local SSD). The insertion is done via a bulk insertion routine (we

have currently implemented the STR and seed tree bulk loading and insertion algo-

rithms). In the RTree, each data chunk is an input object and its overall MBR is

used as its MBR. Once all the data chunks are received and inserted into the local

RTrees, analytics processes replicate the upper K levels of their local RTrees among

themselves (K is a user-defined parameter). This completes the index construction

workflow. At this point, each analytics process has a local RTree index to cover the

local data chunks, and an replicated upper portion of the global Rtree.

Note that each application may customize the chunking and routing functions to

achieve different data distributions at analytics side. For example, if the RTree index

is used to answer range queries, then the data chunks are better to be distributed

using a randomized or random robin policy so that the query load is balanced among

analytics processes. On the other hand, if the RTree index is used for nearest neighbor

search or spherical search for every data object (as is the case for LAMMPS Bond

analytics), then the data chunks should be clustered by their spatial approximation

so that remote lookups can be minimized. Besides, the chunk size and the replication

level can be tuned to control the size of RTree index.

Querying RTree Index. The RTree index can be used to answer range queries
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and various types of spatial queries (including containment, intersection, etc.). It can

also be used for nearest neighbor search. Distributed queries with RTree is enabled

by using the partially replicated global index: each analytics process uses the upper

levels of the global index to determine which peer processes (if any) may contains

qualifying data and sends queries to corresponding process(es).

RTree Optimization: Column-oriented Node Layout and SIMD Vec-

torization. RTree implementations commonly store entries in nodes as an array of

entries, and each entry consists of coordinates of a MBR and pointer to child (for in-

ternal nodes) or data object (for leaf nodes). During insertion and query, the entries

of a node are examined one by one by applying the same arithmetic computations

(such as calculating overlapping or area enlargement).

Our implementation, on the contrary, adopts a column-oriented node layout: the

same coordinates of all MBRs are stored together and sequentially. Such a column-

oriented layout has a great advantage: it enables use of SIMD vectorization instruc-

tions to achieve instruction-level data parallelism in many critical computation por-

tions of insertion and query. Besides, maintaining the column-oriented layout does

not incur any additional measurable cost in comparison to the conventional array-of-

entries layout.

In the Performance Evaluation Section, we will show that the column-oriented

layout and SIMD vectorization can accelerate both insertion and query performance

by up to 60

6.4.2 Octree Index

Constructing and Querying Octree Index. The Octree index can be constructed

similarly as RTree index. There is, however, one notable difference: an Octree can

be height-imbalanced, and the Octree can grow to deeper levels to cover the regions

of interest at finer granularity. Accordingly, in the inline computation stage, each
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simulation process can generate chunks at different levels of granularity (each chunk

will be covered by an Octree leaf node at a corresponding level).

In our Octree implementation, we use several novel techniques to improve memory

efficiency and performance, described below.

Octree Optimization I: Breath-First, Z-Order Layout. We order the nodes

in an Octree first by level so that nodes of the same level are stored together. Within

the same level, nodes are further ordered by the Z-values of corresponding Cells. Such

an ordered layout has three advantages: i) it makes breadth-first search access the

index sequentially; ii) it makes it easy to access all nodes at a specific level of the

Octree in case user wants to explore data at a certain level of detail; iii) the Z-order

preserves spatial locality (nodes stored close to each other also index Cells which are

nearby in space).

Octree Optimization II: Compact “Node Set” Representation. By defi-

nition, each Octree node’s children are derived by partitioning the parent node’s Cell

into sub-Cells. Among the eight sibling nodes, they have many attributes which are

either identical or related to each other. For example, the tree level of all the siblings

is the same; the Z-values of all the siblings are successive in their tree level.

We exploit this fact by using a representation of Octree nodes which is much

more compact than storing individual nodes. The idea is to store all eight siblings

together into a data structure called “Node Set”. Within a Node Set, there can be

up to eight sibling nodes, and the same attributes of the nodes are stored together.

This not only eliminates redundant copies of identical attributes, but also makes it

possible to represent relevant attributes more compactly. For example, we only need

to store the Z-value of the first node and the other siblings’ Z-values can be derived

very easily. The “is leaf” flag, as another example, can be represented by 1 Byte for

all 8 siblings; If we represent each node separately, it would require 1 Byte per node

and hence 8 Bytes for 8 siblings (in practice it may cost 16 or even 32 bytes if the
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compiler packs the data structure for alignment). Furthermore, when using the Node

Set representation together with the breadth-first, Z-order layout, we only need to

save one pointer which point to the child with the least Z-value among all 8 siblings,

since siblings’ children are guaranteed to be stored successively in this layout. On the

other hand, in the conventional per-node representation, each node would need 1 (for

breadth-first, Z-order layout) or even 8 (if nodes are not ordered) children pointers,

meaning that the Node Set representation can save 56 to 248 Bytes per 8 nodes!

Overall, our compact Sibling-Set layout results in near 8 times savings in space

comparing to a well-tuned Octree implementation which stores Octree nodes individ-

ually.

Octree Optimization III: Storing Out-of-Core Octree in B+Tree. We

store an out-of-core Octree in a set of B+Trees, one per each level of the Octree.

For each level of the Octree, every Node Set (i.e., 8 siblings) is associated with a key

which is the first sibling’s Z value, and saved in a B+Tree. Each B+Tree is stored in

a backend file on SSD and associated with an in-memory buffer. Each node can be

addressed by searching the B+Tree of its level with the Z value of the Node Set it

belongs to. Note that under this implementation, there is no child pointer for each

Node Set; instead, walking down the tree is done by deriving the Z value of the child

Node Set to visit, and then searching the B+Tree of the child level using the Z-value

as key.

The advantages of storing Octree in B+Trees keyed by Z-value are twofold. First,

it achieves fast tree construction and query performance, since B+Tree is well opti-

mized and known for its balanced read and write performance. Second, it preserves

spatial locality, since Octree nodes are stored in leaf nodes of B+Tree in Z order.
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Figure 43: Visualization of sample LAMMPS atoms data.

6.5 Applications

ZStore enables online spatial index on simulation output data and can benefit many

useful analytics. In this section, we describe two real-world application examples.

6.5.1 LAMMPS Application

The LAMMPS Molecular Dynamics simulation can be coupled with the Smart-

Pointer [148] analytics pipeline for online data exploration. As part of the Smart-

Pointer pipeline, the Bond analytics program takes as input the atoms array emit-

ted from LAMMPS simulation, and calculates and outputs bonded atom pairs (two

atoms whose distance is within a pre-defined threshold) among all atoms. A sample

of LAMMPS atoms data is shown in Figure 43.

The original Bond implementation uses a two-level loop to calculate bonded atoms

and has a complexity of O(N2) where N is the total number of atoms. We can leverage

the RTree index provided by ZStore to accelerate Bond computation. We build a

RTree index out of the atoms using the 3D coordinates of atoms as MBRs. Then

for each atom, we perform a spherical query on the RTree to find those atoms whose

distance is within the threshold and hence is bonded with the query atom. Both

RTree construction and query is of O(NlogN), so the total time complexity of Bond

is reduced to O(NlogN).
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6.5.2 S3D Application

The S3D combustion simulation periodically outputs species data which are 22 3-

dimensional double-typed arrays. Earlier we described how to use a parallel volume

rendering code to visualize the species. Here we investigate another commonly used

visualization on the S3D data: iso-surface extraction. An iso-surface is constructed

by first finding all voxels in the volume data whose values contain a given iso-value,

and then applying the classic Marching Cube algorithm [91] to generate polygons for

the iso-surfaces.

The iso-surface extraction can be accelerated via the Octree index. We build an

online Octree from the S3D volume data. During the Octree construction, we use

a pre-defined iso-value range to guide the refinement of Octree, so that the regions

which contain iso-values are indexed by Octree nodes at finer granularity. If there

are multiple analytics processes, the S3D volume data are distributed by evenly dis-

tributing the number of leaf Octree nodes, so that the marching cube computation is

balanced among the analytics processes. Each node in Octree contains a minimum

and maximum value of its covered volume. To perform marching cube computation,

the Octree is traversed from top down in breadth-first order, and the iso-value is used

to filter out branches whose ranges do not to overlap with the iso-surface.

6.6 Performance Evaluation

6.6.1 Experimental Environment

We conduct experiments on the Sith cluster at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Sith is

an Opteron-based InfiniBand cluster running Linux. The system contains 40 compute

nodes. Each compute node contains four 2.3 GHz 8 core AMD Opteron processors,

and 64 GB of memory. Each Sith compute node contains 1.4TB of SSD partition.

A software RAID, RAID-0, is used and consists of three disks where each disk is

Samsung SSD 840 PRO Series. Ext4 file system is used for the SSD partition. The
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system is also configured with a 86 TB Lustre file system for scratch space.

6.6.2 LAMMPS Application

[LAMMPS Input Setup] We use the EAM benchmark setup from the LAMMPS

benchmark suite included in the LAMMPS package. The EAM metallic solid bench-

mark simulates Cu metallic solid with embedded atom method (EAM) potential.

The output of LAMMPS simulation is an array of atoms, in which each atom has

five attributes including 3D coordinates, velocity, and ID. Figure 43 shows a sample

visualization of the atoms array generated by LAMMPS EAM benchmark. We can

see that the atoms are distributed in the 3D domain in a dense manner. This is in

fact a representative case for LAMMPS solid and liquid simulations.

[In-Core Bond Performance] For the In-Core version of Bond, the RTree in-

dex is kept in DRAM. We compare two versions of the RTree implementation. The

Baseline version of RTree uses the conventional node layout (that is, an array of en-

tries), and use depth-first search during tree traversal. The SIMD version of RTree

uses a column-oriented node layout (arrays of the same attributes, as described in

Section 6.4), and the insertion and query routines are vectorized using SIMD instruc-

tions. Since the SIMD version evaluates multiple entries at once during query, it uses

a combination of depth-first and breath-first searches (breadth first search within a

node and depth first search across nodes).

We vary the number of atoms contained in the atom array from 1 million to 16

millions. Figure 44 shows the RTree construction and query time with the Baseline

vs. SIMD versions. We can see that the SIMD version can outperform the Baseline

version by up to 60% in all test cases. Note that the atoms array is of float type

(32 bits), and each MMX register on the AMD CPU is 128 bits (so each SIMD

instruction can process 4 floats at once). There are several factors which prevent

us from achieving 400% speedup: first, the vectorized routines in tree insertion and
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Figure 44: RTree index construction and query time.

Figure 45: Bond total runtime breakdown.

query weigh about 60% of the total runtime; second, SIMD instruction is not used for

processing the first few elements of an array (due to memory alignment); third, the

load and store instructions (via the mm load ps and mm store ps intrisics) need to

be used to move data between memory and MMX registers. Nevertheless, Figure 44

clearly shows the benefits of the column-oriented node layout and SIMD vectorization.

Figure 45 shows that the index construction and query time dominates the total

runtime of Bond, and that the time spent in writing the atoms array to file system

is less than 3% of total runtime. This is expected since the atoms array is relatively

small (20MB to 320MB) under the In-Core setups.

[Out-Of-Core Bond Performance] For the Out-Of-Core version of Bond, the
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Figure 46: Performance of out-of-core Bond.

RTree index is stored in a backend file on SSD, and associated with a DRAM buffer

managed under the second-chance Clock replacement policy. We are interested in

the trade-off between Bond performance vs. DRAM usage. For this purpose, we run

Bond to process an atom array with 1 billion atoms (20GB in total), vary the DRAM

buffer size, and measure the Bond runtime. In all test cases, we fix the buffer block

size to be 4KB. In order to reduce the impact of OS-level caching, we run a separate

program to mmap() and hold large amounts of DRAM during the Bond run, and the

buffer replacement use direct I/O to bypass buffer cache.

Figure 46 shows the Bond performance under different DRAM buffer sizes. For

the 20GB atoms data, using 4GB DRAM (plus a SSD backend) can achieve perfor-

mance ( 8% slowdown) comparable with keeping all atoms in DRAM. This means

significant (5 times) savings in DRAM usage. Although the experiments shown here

does not actually process data larger than the node’s physical DRAM, the results still

demonstrate that ZStore can enable high performance and memory efficient spatial

index on the SSD-equipped deep memory hierarchy. We expect that such ability of

supporting out-of-core spatial index will be increasingly pertinent to data-intensive

analytics on future Exascale machines.

[Parallel Bond Performance] Bond is parallelized by replicating atoms in the
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Table 5: Parallel Bond performance.
LAMMPS vs. Bond processes 256 - 4 512 - 8

Move Atoms from Simulation to Bond 15.9 seconds 17.3 seconds
Local RTree Construction and Query 389.5 seconds 391.9 seconds
Local Ghost Zone Calculation 6.0 seconds 5.9 seconds
Replicate Atoms in Ghost Zones 2.7 seconds 3.2 seconds
Query Atoms in Ghost Zones 5.1 seconds 5.2 seconds

ghost zones. In order to understand the end-to-end performance of LAMMPS/Bond

pipeline, we run parallel LAMMPS simulation and couple it with a parallel Bond

program, and use the FlexIO to couple the two. ZStore is used to build the RTree

index on the fly and made the index available for Bond. We apply weak scaling:

LAMMPS simulation runs on 256 and 512 processes, and the parallel Bond runs

on 4 and 8 processes correspondingly (that is, the ratio of simulation to analytics

processes is fixed to 64:1); Each LAMMPS simulation process emits a sub-array of

atoms containing 1 million atoms (20MB in size).

Table 5 shows the time breakdown of the end-to-end latency (that is, the time

from when LAMMPS simulation writes out atoms array till parallel Bond finishes

processing the atoms). We can make the following observations. First, the end-to-

end latency is about 423 seconds and stays almost constant when scaling up. It

should be noted that the LAMMPS simulation processes uses asynchronous writes

and only experience visible write latency of less than 0.1 second. The latency shown

in Table 5 is hidden from the simulation as long as it outputs data less often than once

every 423 seconds. Second, the majority of the latency is contributed by constructing

and querying the RTree (up to 391.9 seconds). The cost of parallelizing Bond (that

is, generating and replicating ghost zones), on the other hand, weighs only a small

portion of the total runtime. This implies that the performance of parallel Bond is

dominated by local computation.
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6.6.3 S3D Application

As mentioned in Section 6.5, S3D simulation can be coupled with the iso-surface

visualization to identify regions of interest. In our experiments, we run the iso-

surface visualization in a controlled benchmark scenario: A 4GB S3D O2 species

array (which is a sub-array of output data generated from a production run of S3D

simulation) is pre-loaded into DRAM; The iso-surface visualization reads data chunk

by chunk (each chunk is a 3D sub-array and 2MB in size to emulate the output of

each S3D simulation process), builds a sub-Octree from each chunk, and merges into

an out-of-core Octree. The out-of-core Octree is saved on a backend file on SSD and

associated with 1GB DRAM buffer with 4KB block size. Although we do not run the

iso-surface visualization to process live S3D simulation output data, the benchmark

results shown here still can demonstrate the runtime behavior of single-process iso-

surface visualization and yield useful insights.

We compare four different versions of the iso-surface visualization, all of which

uses the Marching Cube algorithm as mentioned earlier:

1) Original Marching Cube: scan the volume data for the queried iso-value;

2) Marching Cube with a full Octree of height 3;

3) Marching Cube with a full Octree of height 4

4) Marching Cube with an Octree trimmed according to the querying iso-value.

For cases 2 and 3, a full Octree is constructed. In the forth case, the Octree is

constructed by trimming the octants which do not contain the given iso-value. This

represents a case where prior knowledge of the iso-value(s) to be queried is used to

guide the construction of the Octree index.

Figure 47 shows the runtime of Octree construction and Marching Cube algorithm

to calculate one iso-surface. For the case of the original Marching Cube, there is no

tree construction cost and generating one iso-surface takes about 209 seconds. When

using a full Octree of height 3, it takes 160 seconds to construct the Octree index
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Figure 47: Performance of Iso-Surface using Marching Cube algorithm.

and 127 seconds to generate the iso-surface using the Octree. Constructing a full

Octree of height 4 takes more time (218 seconds), but the finer grained Octree index

helps reduce the iso-surface runtime to 67 seconds. Trimmed Octree is built based on

prior knowledge of iso-value to be queried. We can see that incorporating such prior

knowledge not only reduces Octree construction time compared to the full Octree,

but also achieve the same query time with the full Octree of the same height.

The results show that using Octree can improve query performance significantly.

The additional cost of tree construction can be well amortized as long as a sufficient

number of queries are performed. We expect that potential use cases for Octree-based

iso-surface visualization are interactive queries and collaborative data exploration.

6.7 Related Work

Distributed Spatial Index. Spatial indices are widely used to accelerate query

and visualization on massive scientific data sets. Early work such as Master Client

RTree [125] uses a single central index server for distributed indexing and query. To

further improves scalability, [100] proposes a two-level hierarchical indexing architec-

ture for distributed data sets, in which a central master server holds the top portion

of the RTree index and routes queries to other servers each of which holds a portion

of the data set and corresponding local index. [101] addresses scalability by orga-

nizing the index servers via a Distributed Hash Table. Similarly, [32] uses DHT to
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organize distributed RTree indices but targets the Cloud environment. In ZStore, we

use partial replication for distributed index and query. This is easy to implement and

has been shown to be generally applicable to different spatial indices; and the cost

of maintaining consistency among replicas can be avoided for scientific data which is

read-only. In the future, we plan to investigate other index organization schemes.

Tree-Based Parallel Computing. Spatial trees are also extensively used in

parallel computing for N-Body simulation, Adaptive Mesh Refinement, and Machine

Learning. [75] presents a general framework for constructing parallel trees and using

the trees for a variety of kernel summation algorithms. [74] proposes a massively

parallel FMM algorithm using an adaptive parallel Octree. [16] proposes algorithms

for parallel KD tree construction. Our work focuses on design a general framework

for constructing and querying spatial index from live simulation data in an online

streaming fashion. The parallelization techniques proposed in previous work can be

leveraged to further improve index performance.

In Situ Indexing and Query. Work on in situ bitmap indexing [69] demonstrate

the feasibility of generating bitmap indices online and in parallel. Since the bitmap

index construction process is data parallel, ZStore can easily support it using the in-

transit index construction workflow. [72] jointly applies compression and in-network

aggregation to construct index from simulation output data. ZStore differs in its

flexibility in controlling data distribution and generality to a variety of spatial indices.

SSD for HPC. Previous work has explored the use of SSD as part of HPC storage

system, mainly as a cache for HDD [31, 149]. The Gordon supercomputer [58] at

SDSC is one of the real machine installation and shows advantages for data-intensive

workloads [57]. Others [83, 119] propose to install SSD onto a set of staging nodes

to help buffer bursty I/O traffic. [65] uses simulation to demonstrate the benefits

of node-local SSDs for out-of-core scientific computing. [140] proposes to aggregate

distributed SSDs as a memory partition exposed via a malloc()-like interface. ZStore
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rides this architectural trend and provides a buffer manager utility to allow out-of-core

multi-dimensional arrays and indices on SSD-equipped deep memory hierarchy.

6.8 Conclusions

6.8.1 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce ZStore which provides a general and scalable framework

to construct spatial indices from live simulation output data and offer the index

to analytics for answering various spatial queries. ZStore uses a flexible in-transit

index construction workflow embedded in the I/O path which leverages distributed

resources to build index in a streaming manner. The workflow is highly customizable

to allow application-specific control in data distribution. ZStore also provides a SSD-

optimized buffer management utility for building out-of-core index on deep memory

hierarchy. We implement two representative spatial indices: RTree and Octree with

ZStore, and for each index we propose novel optimizations which significantly improve

performance and memory efficiency. We demonstrate the utility of ZStore with two

leadership scientific applications: LAMMPS and S3D.

6.8.2 Lessons Learned

The use of online spatial index presents an interesting way of improving the end-

to-end performance of coupled simulation and analytics: simulation output data is

“prepared” according to the intention and interest of analytics, so that the prepared

data can be processed by analytics much faster than the raw data. There is appar-

ently a trade-off between the additional cost of data preparation (index construction,

storage and dissemination) vs. the improvement in analytics (query acceleration).

Currently, ZStore does not estimate such trade-off. The applications shown above

are all cases where the cost pays off. It would be an interesting topic to explore the

trade-off between cost vs. performance gains in building online indices, and make

adaptive decisions about whether or which index should be used.
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Another lesson we have learned from ZStore is that flexibility is a good way to

accommodate the differences among various use cases. For example, the RTree and

Octree implementation require different index construction and distribution strate-

gies. By using a callback-based framework, ZStore provides sufficient flexibility in

implementing those different use cases. And we expect that the same framework can

be applied to other indices such as bitmap index.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusions

Fast analytics on Big Data is essential to drive today’s scientific discoveries. The

middleware solutions developed as part of this dissertation make it possible for do-

main scientists to perform a wide range of analytics on live simulation output data,

ranging from simulation monitoring, data diagnostics, reorganization of data layout

for improved performance in storage or post-processing action, meta-data annotation,

to data visualization. The capability of performing online analytics in a timely and

cost-efficient manner enhances the process of scientific discovery and helps the Sci-

entific Computing community in coping with the massive volumes of scientific data

produced by current and future High End Computing machines.

The dissertation makes the following concrete technical contributions.

1) The PreDatA middleware for Preparatory Data Analytics on large scale simula-

tion output data, offers a MapReduce-like model for programming application-specific

operations on streaming data. With this model, users can exploit the distributed com-

putational power along the I/O path to perform online analytics on high end machines

and before data is placed into storage. Performance evaluations with real-world peta-

scale applications on up to 16384 cores demonstrate that PreDatA is useful for data

pre-processing, runtime data analysis and inspection, as well as for data exchange

between concurrently running simulations. Using the PreDatA solution can improve

the execution times of large-scale simulations, provide timely insight into their output

data, and improve the read performance seen by data post-processing steps for the

output files being generated.
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2) Experimental results and performance modeling reveals that the placement of

online data analytics onto the underlying resources of a high end machine can signif-

icantly impact the end-to-end performance of the I/O pipelines used by simulations.

Building on the PreDatA approach, the FlexIO middleware offers additional function-

ality to improve the degree of flexibility seen for analytics placement. In particular,

it provides high performance, memory efficient intra- and inter-node data transports;

it supports complex data exchange patterns; and it presents to developers high level

interfaces for specifying I/O pipelines and their component interactions. With these

interfaces and underlying automation for choosing appropriate transports and data

exchanges, it makes changes in analytics placement transparent to simulation and

analytics codes. Placement policies built on top of FlexIO can exploit its location

flexibility to tune I/O pipeline performance and overheads like data movement cost.

Experiments show that leveraging the flexibility enabled by FlexIO to tune placement

can improve total execution time by up to 30% compared to alternative solutions, with

benefits more evident at larger scales.

3) The Goldrush runtime resource management methods leverage idle resources

on the compute nodes used by a simulation to run online data analytics ’close’ to

the data being generated, thus reducing data movements and their associated costs.

GoldRush does so by harvesting otherwise-wasted, idle resources on compute nodes

using fine-grained, predictive, on-node scheduling in ways that incurs negligible run-

time overheads and minimizes interference between the simulation and analytics.

Such scheduling involves detecting sufficiently large periods of resource idleness and

identifying and then avoiding the potential causes of on-node resource contention.

Experiments with representative applications at large scales (up to 12288 cores on

Hopper Cray XE6) show that resources harvested by GoldRush can be used to perform

useful analytics, significantly improving resource efficiency, reducing data movement

costs, and posing negligible impact on simulations.
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4) The “ZStore” framework supports the online construction of spatial indices

from live simulation output data, the goal being to make these indices available to

analytics for answering spatial queries of interest. ZStore offers an in-transit index

construction workflow embedded in the I/O path to build an index in a stream-

ing manner. The workflow is customizable for application-specific control over data

distribution. It provides a SSD-optimized buffer management utility for building out-

of-core index structures on emerging SSD-equipped machine nodes, to support their

deeper memory hierarchies. Two representative spatial indices are implemented with

ZStore: a RTree and an Octree, and for each index, novel optimizations are applied

to improve performance and memory efficiency. ZStore is used to support queries

of interest for two large scale scientific applications and their analytics workflows,

demonstrating its utility and importance, with initial performance results showing

the viability of in-memory and out-of-core index construction for large scale scientific

data.

Overall, the work presented in this dissertation confirms the following thesis state-

ment:

I/O middleware offering methods for efficient data movement, flexible analytics

placement, interference management, and support for online spatial indices can en-

able high performance and resource-efficient online data analytics to process massive

simulation output data at large scale.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Online Data Analytics on Heterogeneous Platforms.

One interesting extension of our work is to support online scientific data analytics

in heterogeneous environment, inclding for machines with attached accelerators like

the General-Purpose GPUs (GPGPU). This is because GPGPUs have become in-

creasingly pervasive in today’s HPC platforms, including large installations on some
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of today’s top-ranked supercomputers like the Titan Cray XK7 and China’s Tianhe-

2. GPGPUs provide enormous computational power that can significantly accelerate

both scientific simulation and analytics, and therefore, present a valuable opportunity

to further improve the end-to-end performance of the online analytics pipelines desired

for high end codes. To run online scientific data analytics on heterogeneous platforms,

however, analytics must be carefully mapped and scheduled along with the simula-

tion, so that i) computation loads are balanced among heterogeneous resources; ii)

overall resource utilization is high; and iii) data movement costs are minimized and/or

overlapped with computation. Part of our ongoing work is to extend the GoldRush

runtime for scheduling simulation and analytics to synergistically share GPUs.

Another source of heterogeneity comes from ongoing changes in memory technol-

ogy. Non-Volatile Memories such as Phase Changing Memory are a promising solu-

tion to the decreasing per-core amounts of DRAM present in high end servers. Their

adoption will lead to increased levels of depth and heterogeneity in servers’ memory

hierarchies, in terms of their performance, power, and reliability characteristics. This

calls for revisiting the design and implementation of online data analytics to fully

exploit heterogeneous memory resources. The SSD-aware spatial index supported by

ZStore offers one way forward for carrying out such work.

7.2.2 Combining Online and Offline Analytics

This thesis has shown online data analytics to be useful to real-world science appli-

cations. A future step is to combine online and offline analytics to create even more

useful tools for scientific discovery. On the one hand, online analytics delivers fast

insights from data, but on the other hand, it is constrained by limited resources and

the consequently small time windows over which it is performed. Offline analytics,

however, can operate over long time scales to deeply process data, and it can process

data multiple times and in forward or backward order. The ability to combine the
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merits of both types of analytics may further improve the overall scientific discov-

ery process. One example is to use online analytics to prepare data (e.g., via layout

re-organization, indexing, or early data reduction) so that the later offline analytics

can be accelerated. Another example is to let the offline analytics provide feedback

information derived from historical data to steer how online analytics are performed

(e.g., to refine the regions of interest to be tracked online).
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